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The general model TOHM was developed to predict the transport 
of heavy metals originating from stack emmission of a coal-fired 
electric generating facility into the final environmental sink. The 
metals studied were Zn, Cr, Pb, Cd and Hg. TOHM is the result of 
interfacing four submodels: SPEDTEC, an atmospheric diffusion model; 
EROS, a soil erosion submodel; RAIN3, a precipitation predicting 
submodel; and CHEM, a soil chemistry submodel. TOHM integrates and 
describes the continuum of atmosphere-water-soil. 
TOHM was developed to predict heavy metal transport in the 
semi-arid and arid regions of the intermountain west. Except for the 
climatic constraint, TOHM is not site specific. 
Method 
The input data for TOHM was taken from the Kaiparowits Plateau 
region of southern Utah. A hypothetical coal-fired electric generating 
facility was situated on Four Mile Bench and the stack emission was 
considered as the source of heavy metal pollution. The proximity of 
Lake Powell to the hypothetical generating facility made it the logical 
choice for the final environmental sink. 
The aerosol fallout impact area was defined and divided into a 
grid of l~nd sections measuring 10 km x 10 km (100 km2). A 100 km2 
unit is referred to as an element. The fallout area contained about 
288 elements. Each element was defined with respect to soil type, 
topography and vegetation. The element represented the finest resolution 
in terms of terrestrial description. 
The principle underlying the prediction of heavy metal transport 
to the environmental sink is that the major vector for transport is 
the eroded soil carrying both indigenous and aerosol deposited heavy 
metals in the adsorbed or particulate form. Model TOHM incorporates 
(1) the prediction of the amount of heavy metal deposited from stack 
effluent on each element; 
(2) the prediction of both rainfall amounts and intensities for each 
element; 
(3) prediction of the amount of eroded soil in each element; 
(4) the interaction between adjacent elements in terms of loss or 
accumulation of eroded material; 
(5) quantitative consideration of the chemical transformations of heavy 
metals that occur in the surface soil; and 
(6) quantification of the amount of heavy metals stored in the 
subsoil and transported with the eroded soil to Lake Powell. 
Summary of Results 
Because of the importance of erosion to the overall prediction 
capability of TOHM, EROS was run to simulate sediment production in 
the study area over a 50 year period. The data showed 
(1) Soil erosion rates as predicted by EROS are insensitive to the 
seed number used for the random number generator in the precipi-
tat ion submode1 (RAIN3). 
(2) Soil erosion rates are relatively sensitive to the coefficients 
(c.) of the Universal Soil Loss Equation, which is the basic 
1 
equation of EROS. 
2 
(3) The rate of heavy metals transported to the environmental sink, 
using only the erosion option of TDHM, suggested that the tran-
sport of heavy metals to the sink by erosion will not reach 50 
percent of the maximum rate until about 20 to 50 years after the 
initiation of aerosol deposition. 
3 
Submodel CHEM was run on a single test element to show the affect 
of soil chemistry on the transport of Zn, Cr, Pb, Cd and Hg to the 
environmental sink over a simulated 50 year period. The data showed 
that 
(1) Heavy metal transport is insensitive to the chemistry submodel. 
CHEM predicts all aerosol deposited heavy metals accumulate in 
the surface soil and are subject to erosion. 
(2) In the test element run, the Zn, Cr, Pb and Cd loading of the sink 
was attributed to the natural (indigenous) level of these metals 
in the soil. Fallout was insignificant with regard to the total 
amount of these metals eroded to the lake. 
(3) In the test element run, the loading of the sink was materially 
affected by Hg fallout. About 65 percent of the Hg loading of the 
sink was contributed by fallout. This result is ascribed to the 
low level of indigenous Hg in the soil relative to the amount of 
the Hg in the fallout. 
(4) The test runs with various option of the CHEM submodel showed that 
refined chemistry is not necessary to predict heavy metal transporta-
tion in arid climatic zones. The transport of the metals studied 
showed that an erosion model coupled with an aerosol deposition 
model can predict the movement of deposited aerosol to the environ-
mental sink. 
The general model TOHM was applied to the total impact study site 
to simulate Zn~ Cr~ Pb, Cd and Hg loading of the environment sink over 
a 25 year period. The conclusion essentially corroborated the findings 
of the CHEM submodel study. The results showed that 
(1) The loading of Zn, Cr and Pb into the lake (sink) could be 
accounted for by indigenous metal eroded to the lake. Fallout 
of these heavy metals had no impact on the loading. 
(2) The Hg loading of the lake was dramatically affected by aerosol 
deposition. After 25 years, 83 percent of the Hg loading resulted 
from fallout. About 6 percent of Cd loading was attributed to 
fallout in the study area. 
(3) Aerosol fallout increased Hg loading of the sink by 600 percent 
over the level contributed by indigenous Hg in the system. Fallout 
increased Cd loading by about 11 percent above the natural baseline 
level. 
(4) After 25 years, 15 percent of the heavy metals in the fallout 
have eroded to the sink leaving 85 percent stored in the surface 
soil of the study area. 
The data simulated by TOHM are considered to give a realistic 
approximation of the impact of a coal-fired electric generating facility 
on the heavy metal loading of an environmental sink. TOHM has provided 
the necessary first step in an integrated approach to solve the complex 





The impact of a coal-fired electric generating plant on its surrounding 
environment is a subject of controversy. Pollutants Which are normally 
associated with coal-fired generating plants are residual ash and the oxides 
of sulfur and nitrogen which are emitted by the stack :into the atmosphere. 
There is also a potentially more dangerous pollutant Which is released :into 
the atmosphere during burning of coal, that is, the heavy metals which 
are constituents of the fuel. This group :includes such toxic metals as 
mercury (Hg), lead (Pb) , cadmium (Cd), chromium (Cr), zinc (Zn), beryllium 
(Be), etc. 
The fate of the heavy metals entering the environment via stack emission 
is open to question. However, the documented toxicity of many of the heavy 
metals coupled with their tendency to accumulate in biological systems 
makes the assessment of the interaction of air-borne heavy metal contamin-
ants with the environment of major importance. 
The broad objective of this study was to predict the ultimate fate of 
heavy metal pollutants which enter the environment from the stack emmis-
sion of a coal-fired elect.ric generating station situated :in a semi-arid 
climatic region. This objective was accomplished by the development of a 
general model designated as TOHM which estimates the mass flow transport of 
heavy metals in an environmental continuum of soil, water and atmosphere. 
The development of TOHM consisted of essentially :interfacing an 
atmospheric model (SPEDTEC), a rainfall generating model (RAIN3), a 
terrestrial erosion model (EROS) and a soil chemistry model (CHEM) to 
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effect a realistic prediction of the interaction of heavy metal containing 
aerosols with semi-arid or arid environments in the intermountain west. 
Except for the climatic constraint, TOHM is a model of general applicability 
and is not site specific. 
Study Area of Project 
The model TOHM was developed with input data from the Kaiparowits 
Plateau region of south-central Utah. A hypothetical coal-fired electric 
generating plant was situated on Four Mile Bench and the stack emission 
was considered as the source of heavy metal pollution. The location of 
Four Mile Bench on the Kaiparowits Plateau and its proximity to the 
Colorado River and Lake Powell allowed prediction by TOHM of the heavy 
metal loading of Lake Powell as effected by stack effluent. Lake Powell 
can be considered the primary regional sink for both natural and man-induced 
pollution. The fallout impact (deposition) area for the hypothetical 
generating station was defined to fall within the Colorado River drainage 
basin, north of Glen Canyon Dam and within a 150 km radius of the gener-
ating station. The base map of the study area is shown in Figure 1.1. 
Baseline data used in this study were obtained from several sample 
collecting trips to Lake Powell and the surrounding area as well as from 
published information (U. S. Dept. of Interior, Bur. of Land Mngt., 1976; 
Murdock et al., 1975; Waltham, 1976). 
The General Model TOHM 
TOHM integrates four submodels and predicts the mass transport of 
Hg, Pb, Cd, Zn and Cr into Lake Powell. TOHM is a first generation model 
which unifies a series of complex natural phenomena. Although baseline 







BASE MAP OF STUDY AREA 
Base map of fallout impact area for the general model TOHM. 
based on "best" estimates. 
A description of the general approach used in TOHM is given. The 
fallout impact area (Figure 1.1) was divided into a grid of land sections 
measuring 10 km x 10 km or 100 km2 . A 100 km2 unit is referred to as an 
element. The fallout area contained about 288 elements. Each element 
was described in terms of its predominant soil type, vegetation and 
topography. The element represented the finest resolution in terms of 
the terrestrial system. 
The fallout deposition, for any given season, was distributed over 
the impact area as determined by the submodel SPEDTEC. For any given 
element the deposition was uniformly distributed over the 100 km2 
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area. The total amount deposited, however, varied from element to element 
depending upon various factors to be discussed in Chapter 2. No chem-
ical reactions involving heavy metals were considered to have occurred in 
the aerosol form and no attempt was made to partition the various heavy 
met'als between the size fractions of the aerosols. The escape fractions 
for the metals in question were obtained from the estimates of Walther 
(1976). In any element, tptal aerosol deposition multiplied by the escape 
fraction for a given heavy metal gave the amount of a given heavy metal 
2 (kg/km ) deposited •. The choice of a 150 km radius aerosol deposition 
zone was based on a reasona.ble compromise between the diverse concepts of 
(1) total deposition within a short distance (ca. 50 km) from the genera-
ting site; and (2) negligible deposition within the Colorado River 
Basin. Submodel SPEDTEC further assumed that approximately 75 percent of 
the total stack particulate emission (assumed to be 955 kg/hr) was deposited 
in the area enclosed by the 150 km radius. 
When a rainfall event occurs, as generated by submodel RAIN3, the 
deposited aerosol is mixed with the upper 1 cm of surface soil (crust) 
by raindrop action and the heavy metal of the deposited aerosol is 
9 
added to the indigenous iheavy metal conten t of the i soil. I The indigenous 
heavy metal concentration is assumed to be constant with depth. The 
submodel CHEM then either precipitates the heavy metal into its carbonate, 
hydrous oxide or other chemical form or adsorbs it on the exchange complex 
of the soil depending on the chemical activity of the ion in question. 
If the rainfall moves moisture below the 1 cm soil crust, heavy metal is 
transported into the subsoil in an amount controlled by its solubility 
product or exchange function. The heavy metal is assumed stored in the 
subsoil. If rainfall exceeds the infiltration rate of the soil, runoff 
and subsequent erosion occurs. The amount of soil eroded within each 
element is predicted by submodel EROS. As the eroded surface soil is 
transported from one element to another, a certain fraction of the deposited 
plus indigenous heavy metal in the surface soil is also transported. 
Depending on the predominate topography and soil type of each element, 
EROS allows only a certain fraction of eroded soil to move to adjacent 
elements. The interaction between adjacent elements wherein the eroded 
material from one element will be deposited in a neighboring element is 
accounted for by TOHM. This predicts that certain elements will accumu-
late heavy metals at the expense of neighboring elements. The accounting 
procedure which keeps track of eroded material transported from or deposited 
in the 288 elements is one of the primary functions of TOHM. If a element 
contains a non-intermittent mapped perennial stream channel it is assumed 
that all eroded soil in the element will enter the channel and enter 
Lake Powell within a 12 month period. 
RAIN3 generates random rainfall on given elements for each month. 
This submodel predicts the maximum 30 minute intensity during a month 
and also the amoun t of rainfall that will infiltrate the soil. These 
10 
data are read into TOHM as if all rainfall occurred as one event per month. 
This result is reflected in the fact that the submodels CHEM and EROS are 
also activated on a one time per month per element basis. It was considered 
that the existing data do not justify a smaller time increment than a one 
month period. 
The principle underlying the prediction of heavy metal transport to 
an environmental sink is that the major vector for transport is the 
eroded soil carrying both indigenous and aerosol deposited heavy metals 
in adsorbed or particulate form. Nodel TOfiH therefore incorporates (1) the 
prediction of the amount of heavy metal deposited from stack effluent on 
each element, (2) the prediction of both rainfall amounts and intensities 
for eCich element, (3) prediction of the amount of eroded soil in each 
element, (4) the interaction bet~oleen adjacent elements in terms of loss 
or accumulation of eroded material, (5) quantitative consideration of the 
chemical transformations of heavy metals that occur in the surface 
soils, and (6) quantification of the amount of heavy metals stored in the 
subsoil and transported ~Yi th the eroded soil to take Pmolell. Figure 1. 2 
ShO\olS a simplified version of the flowchart for TOHH indicating the 
interfacing of the various submodels. 
The chapters ~\'hich follow in the report explain in detail the 
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Erosion a sediment 
transport (HM a soil) 
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HM a soil deposition 





HM in subsoil 
Figure 1.2. A simplified flow sheet for TOHM, a first generation 
model for heavy metal (HM) transport in semi-arid 
and arid environments. 
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CHAPTER 2 
AN ATMOSPHERIC DISPERSION MODEL 
OF PARTICULATE DEPOSITION 
Gene L. Wooldridge 
The model described in this chapter predicts the fallout concen-
tration of heavy metals, on soil and vegetative surfaces, that originates 
from the stack effluent of a hypothetical coal fired electric generating 
plant. The fallout deposition values for Pb, Zn, Cd, Hg and Cr are 
2 
reported as kg of heavy metal for kIn of element in the predicted 
impact area. The fallout concentration of a given heavy metal is assumed 
to be uniformly distributed over the surface of each element. The deposi-
tion data are predicted on a seasonal (monthly) basis. The model is 
designated as SPEDTEC. 
Model Description 
The dispersion of particulate stack effluent in the atmosphere 
depends on the effective stack height attained by the effluent plume, 
the vertical profile of the turbulent intensity of the atmosphere, the 
presence and location of atmospheric stable layers, the wind field, and 
the particle size distribution of the aerosols. 
Effective stack height, or the final height of the horizontal plume 
center after emerging from the stack, is a function of exit gas tempera-
ture and velocity, stack height and diameter, wind speed, and atmospheric 
temperature structure. The equations for effective stack height have been 
verified extensively and present little difficulty for plume modeling. 
Turbulent intensities, however, are not well known and are seldom 
measured directly over the proposed plant site. Tracer studies over 
mountainous terrain indicate an increase in turbulent intensity when 
compared to level terrain, due to mechanically-produced turbulence. 
Dif ferential hea ting of mountain slopes also .fJroduces small circulation 
features which can be interpreted as turbulence. The author has 
measured turbulent intensities over mountainous terrain and found 
relationships which allow a treatment of diffusivity coefficients as a 
function of height, depending upon the roughness of the site terrain and 
the static stability of the atmosphere. 
Particle size distributions can be measured in the stack or in the 
plume, and depend on the fuel burned, the combustion processes, and the 
pollution control devices fitted to the burners and the stack. The 
smallest particles, up to ten micrometers or so, have low settling 
velocities and can be modeled much like gaseous aerosols. The larger 
particles can be divided into size groups, each of which can be approxi-
rna ted by a mean radius. 
The dispersion model applied here to predict the surface deposition 
of particulate effluent from a single steady-state elevated source 
13 
utilizes site-characteristic diffusivity coefficient profiles. It adjusts 
the effective stack height and diffusivity profile according to atmospheric 
conditions and the terrain features. The model is said to be ~pecific 
iiffusivity terrain corrected. Climatological data on wind direction 
and speed at projected plume levels, the depth of the boundary mixed layer, 
and atmospheric stabilities are applied to model calculations. 
The removal of particulates from an effluent plume results from the 
gravitational settling of particles and from attachment, or sorption, to 
14 
soil and vegetation. Vegetation can be particularly active in sorption 
due to the large surface area of leaves and stems, the presence of dew, 
and inhalation through stomates. Gaseous effluents also undergo signifi-
cant sorption under turbulent atmospheric conditions, and have been observed 
to become rapidly depleted in a plume over certain types of vegetative 
cover. 
Estimations of long-term average ooncentrations of aerosols due to 
emmissions from an elevated pollutant source follow from the expression: 
x (x, 8) =: l~l { [2Qf (6 ,1, S,N) 21TX] (exp [ - i (t-) 2] 
1:;N {iTro z, SUN (16 ) z, S 
+ (l-a)' 
.exp [- i(f- )2])\ 
z, S J (2-1) 
Summation can be taken over distributions of upper level stable layers 
at height 1, stabilities S, and wind speed classes N. The expression 
has been adapted from Turner (1969, p. 38), with the addition of the 1 
summation and the final term, which accounts for reflection from the 
Earth's soil or vegetative surface. Q represents the emission source 
strength; f (8, 1, S, N) is the fraction of total time for given sector 
8, upper reflective surface height 1, stability class S, and wind speed 
class N; H is the effective stack height; 0 S is the standard deviation 
z, 
vertical separation distance for stability class S; UN is the mean wind 
speed for class N; x is the downwind distance of the effluent from its 
source; and a is the attachment coefficient for the reflected material. 
X(x,8) is computed as the surface effluent concentration within 8, one 
of the sixteen sectors centered on the compass points of the wind rose. 
For application at a site located in mountainous terrain, specific 
values of 0 S are required. Since the most satisfactory method of 
z, 
15 
accomplishing this requires direct measurement of the vertical diffusivity 




where t is the time-of-flight for stack effluent. It is particularly 
significant to determine the shape of the profile of vertical diffusivity, 
K S(z), as well as the values at key points in the profile (Lewis and 
z, 
Wooldridge, 1976). 
The diffusion model accomodates changes in terrain by allo,rlng the 
height of the effective stack (representing the undisturbed centerline of 
an effluent plume) to rise one-half as much as terrain height increases, 
and to fall one-half as far as height decreases. This procedure yields a 
degree of compromise between the concepts of centerline impingement and of 
laminar fluid flow as a plume meets or follows terrain features (Intera, 
1976). As the centerline moves vertically with terrain changes, surface 
K S(z) values also change according to the prescribed shape of the 
z, 
vertical profile of K S(z). 
z, 
Calculations of initial plume rise in the model use equations recom-
mended by Briggs (1969), and Pasquill (1974) for three atmospheric situa-
tions: (1) neutral stability, with wind speed at effective stack height 
greater than 2 ms-l ; (2) stable atmosphere. with wind speed greater than 
~ ~ 2 ms ; and (3) stable atmosphere, wind speed equal to or less than 2 ms . 
The stability and wind speed criteria used for diffusivity calculations 
also served for the calculations for effluent rise to effective stack 
height, H. 
Deposition of aerosols at the soil and vegetative surfaces was 
computed using the deposition velocity concept, expressed as 
16 
w (2-3) 
where w is the mass deposited per unit time, Vd is the deposition velocity, 
I 
and X the surface concentration predicted from the final diffusion 
o 
equation. 
For aerosols of very small diameters, deposition velocities have 
been estimated on the order of 10-1 to 10-2 ms -1. This follows from 
high 'sorption capabilities of foliage in addition to soils, and has 
been shown to be dependent on wind speed, types of soil and foliage, 
moisture, and low-level turbulent intensities. The stability and wind 
speed criteria adopted for diffusivity coefficient profiles served to 
establish the estimated values of deposition velocities for small 
particulates. The deposition velocities reported by Gifford (1962) 
indicated a decrease with increasing distance downwind from the emission 
source point. This may be due to the selective 'sorption of certain particle 
sizes, with enhanced 'sorption of some of the size distribution, and slower 
'sorption of the remaining particles, The ratio of deposition velocity, 
V at a distance x, to deposition velocity, V at a reference d,x d,xr 
distance ~, was fitted to a power function 
(2-3) 
using the measurements of Vd' While agreement of p for the various 
experiments was not as good as desired, p = 0.6 was estimated and used 
for the calculations reported here. 
Particulate emissions large enough to have Stokes' terminal fall 
velocities greater than the Vd's computed from (2-3) were gravitationally 
deposited in the model using the "til ted plume 11 method. In this category, 
a mean particle size was assigned for three size bands in the estimated 
particle size distribution. In the tilted plume, the initial effective 









in the dispersion equation. Deposition by this method is assumed if 
V > Vd ; total deposition was summed over all size classes, including g - ,x 
smaller particles which were assigned deposition velocities anticipated 
for small aerosols. 
The effects of atmospheric chemical changes in emissions were not 
included in the deposition calculations, since the time constants are 
strongly a function of ambient relative humidity, and are poorly knmm. 
However, these changes may be incorporated in the model when the rate 
constants become available for each particulate or gaseous emission 
compound. 
Application of the Model at Four-Mile Bench 
17 
The incompleteness of the existing atmospheric stability climatology, 
including the location, strength, and frequency of upper level inversions 
did not encourage excessive iteration of the final dispersion equation. 
Therefore, a joint distribution of ~nnd speed class (UN)' stability (S), 
and depth of mixed layer (L) was assumed for each of the sixteen points 
of the wind ro ses, for each season of the year, for day and night. An 
example of this follows: 
Table 2-1. Winter wind speeds, stabilities, and mixing depths. 
Season: Winter 
-1 -1 L(m) Daytime UN(ms ) t::,e/t::,z(deg m ) 
-3 103 3 3 x 10_3 1.5 x 7 2 x 10_3 2.0 x 10
3 
12 1 x 10 2.5 x 103 







-3 2 x 10_1 1 x 10 
o 
o 
These joint distributions changed from one season 
1.5 x 103 
1.5 x 103 
1.8 x 103 
2.0 x 103 
I 
to the next. wi th 
generally decreased stabilities and increased mixing depths into the 
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spring. summer. and fall seasons (see Holzworth, 1972). The calculations 
were thus reduced to a summation over wind speed classes and particulate 
size bands. 
Wind speeds and directions utilized here were those estimated for 
the Final Environmental Impact Statement by researcher~ for the U. S. Dept. 
of Interior (1976) for 2225 M msl at the hypothetical Four-Mile Bench site, 
from the Winslow, and Page, Arizona wind data. 
The surface inversions observed at Four-Mile Bench generally ex-
tended less than 200 meters above the surface; plumes rising from the 
stacks of the proposed power-plant here were assumed to penetrate into 
the air above these inversions. 
Terrain features in each of the sixteen sectors were derived from 
Geological Survey topographic maps at the 1:250,000 scale at five 
kilometer intervals along a radius originating at the proposed Four-Mile 
Bench site. The terrain was averaged across the 22.5 degree arc of each 
sector. resulting in some diminishment of isolated peak heights and 
increases in the lowest elevation features. For daytime calculations, the 
smoothed sector terrain was applied directly to modify the effective 
stack height and to determine the diffusivity coefficient. For night 
terrain, the lower basin and river valley elevations were increased to 
allow for surface inversions at those locations. These inversions were 
assumed total reflectors of lofted plumes, two hundred meters thick at 
lowest smoothed terrain regions. a = 0 anplied to the lower reflecting 
and upper limiting inversion levels; a = 1 applied to the lower levels 
everywhere else~ day and night. The day terrain features were assumed 
applicable half the hours of the day; the "night" terrain~ ,.nth surface 
inversions, the other half. 
Plume rise computations made use of the following atmospheric and 
stack parameters: 
UN~ mean wind speed for each speed class N; 
6e/6z~ atmospheric stability, according to joint distribution 
as shown in Table 1; 
R , stack radius of 5.0 meters; 
o 
o 
stack gas temperature of 355 K; 
T , mean ambient air temperature of 284oK; 
a 
-1 W , stack gas exit velocity of 21 ms . at full load; and 
o 
-2 g, gravitational constant of 9.8 ms 
Multi-stack enhancement of plume rise was not considered, but would 
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result in greater rise for some wind directions and lower deposition rates 
near the stacks. 
The total particulate e:nission rate used here was placed at 1. 05 
tons per hour, predicated on an average abatement efficiency at the 
electrostatic precipitator of 99.1 percent for the proposed four-unit 
3000 megawatt facility, fired ,.nth average coal such as from the 
Kaiparowits fields. The reduced efficiency is suggested because of 
occasional start-ups and shut-downs as load demand fluctuates during the 
day and over the seasons (U. S. Department of Interior, Bureau of Land 
Management, 1976). 
The reference deposition velocities for small particulates varied 
according to three stabiiity classes: (1) for moderately to strongly 
stable air, .03 ms -\ (2) for slightly stable air, 0.075 ms -\ and (3) 
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-1 for neutral or unstable air, 0.10 ms These values agree with those 
offered by Gifford (1962) and serve to attain an approximate 75 percent 
mass deposition over an 'area outlined by a 150 kilometer radius from the 
source. 
Measurements of the particulate size distribution from the stack 
at the Navajo power plant when under operation revealed very few particles 
of size large enough to have terminal fall velocities larger than the 
deposition velocities listed above. However, size distributions sampled 
by Lee et a1. (1975) showed a sign if icant frac t ion over 1 pm in diameter. 
Further, Lee determined a particle size distribution which varied 
according to each metal examined. 
To accomodate large particles in the plant emission inventory, 
the "tilting plume" method was applied for three size fractions in this 
dispersion model. These particle size bands were: 3 percent of total 
particulates with a mean radius of 25 pm; 5 percent with radius 12.5 p; 
and 10 percent with radius 7.5 pm. The model can accomodate a distribution 
for each metal when the appropriate numbers become available. 
Vertical diffusivity coefficients selected for the application of 
the dispersion model were drawn from field measurements over and in 
mountainous terrain (Wooldridge and Ellis, 1974; Wooldridge and Orgill, 
1975; Wooldridge, 1976). These were in turn fitted to three profiles 




in which a, b, and c are specific data-fitting constants, z is the height 
for which the coefficient K
z
• 8 (z) is calculated, and ZT is the height 
of the top of the planetary boundary layer. 
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The profiles resulting from application of (2-6) to field dispersion 
data are shown in Figure 2.1. The near-surface diffusivity coefficients 
used in the calculations were those computed for the lO-meter height 
from the appropriate profile when terrain equaled or was lower than the 
height of the source. When the effective stack height was increased or 
decreased to follow terrain at higher elevations, the vertical diffusivity 
coefficient at that height on the coefficient profile derived from (2-6). 
The effects of changing the effective stack height and applying the 
appropriate vertical diffusivity coefficient for that height can be seen 
in Figure 2.2. The terrai~ in Fig. 2.2 is sector-averaged for locations 
north of Four-Mile Bench; surface deposition was calculated at 5 kilometer 
intervals up to 150 ~ distant with terrain and diffusivity corrections 
and, for comparison, with no terrain variations. Upon reaching the 
Kaiparowits Plateau deposition increased approximately by a factor of two 
or more due to rising terrain. Higher ground at 60 km distance caused 
slight increases, but highest levels showed slight decreases. This highest 
terrain decrease resulted from a decrease in diffusivity coefficient above 
the top of the boundary layer and from the presence of subsidence 
inversions. Small changes due to terrain features at large distances 
from the source are expected, since vertical mixing in this time-average 
dispersion model becomes so thorough 40 km and further downwind that little 
vertical variation exists in the plume. 
Results of Time-Averaged Deposition Calculations 
Computations of surface deposition of total particulates from the 
proposed power generating plant on Four-Mile Bench, using l6-point wind 
rose data, resulted in four (one for each season) charts of deposition 
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Figure 2.2. Deposition rate as a function of downwind distance to the north of Four Mile Bench. The 
dashed line represents an hypothetical deposition for level ground. The solid line 




of these charts, using isopleths of constant monthly mass depositions, 
are shown in Figures 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6 for the area near the hypothe-
tical Four-Mile Bench sites. 
I 
The changes in patterns of deposition with season reflect cor-
responding changes in the wind speed and direction, atmospheric stabilities, 
and depths of the mixed layer. Lower wind during periods of stable 
atmospheres cause high deposition to the south-southeast of the stack site. 
Greatest deposition occurs on the Kaiparowits Plateau in all seasons, 
with a second maximum on Smoky Mountain in winter and summer. Deposition 
is highest in summer, due to larger diffusivity coefficients and light 
winds in neutral air; lowest values occur in fall under increased stabili-
ties and winds with continued deep mixing 
The polar coordinate form of the deposition computations was 
transformed and translated to produce a cartesian set of mass values, 
using standard trigonometric relationships. This resulted in a dense 
network of computation points near the source and a sparse set at greater 
distances. The size of the area elements selected for this transport 
model meant that elements close to the source have more than one deposition 
value per element, and far from the source, less than one. 
A simple objective analysis program was to average the 
deposition values within any area element when more than one value was 
available. Elements which contained one point were assigned that value. 
Area elements containing no deposition value were assigned values 
according to values in surrounding elements. Any values which were found 
in the eight elements immediately adjacent were averaged and assigned to 
the element in question. If the eight adjacent elements were Empty, the 
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Figure 2.3. Mass deposition isopleths over twent~ area elements near the 
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Figure 2.6. Same as Fig. 2.3, except for fall months. 
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t ion values were found, aver aged, and assigned to the elemen t. No relaxa-
tion of the deposition field was performed. 
Comparisons of the objective analyses to subjective analyses revealed 
good agreemen t. When deposi t ion Ilk. sses ;.lcross the total study area -were 
compared, the two analysis techniques differed by less than 10 percent of 
mass. 
Figure 2.7, the flow chart for the SPEDTEC dispersion/deposition 
model, outlines the computational procedures. This interfaces with the 
next phase of the general model by furnishing a single value of deposited 
mass of total particulates for each area element for each month of four 
seasons. 
Future Modeling Improvements 
Accura te dispersion modeling depends on site-spec if ic or site-
characteristic profiles of the component diffusivity coefficients for 
each significant meteorological situation. The profiles employed for 
these calculatons were deemed site-characteristic within the limits of 
existing knowledge. Only when many more specific profiles have been 
measured can characteristic profiles be prepared with an adequate degree 
of confidence. 
A more complete set of wind data using double-theodolite techniques 
at il proposed site through the lowest four or five kilometers of the 
atmosphere is required for partitioning into a wind rose. Tower data is 
of very little use unless the anemometers are high enough to measure 
wind at effective stack height. Further, the tower data, taken necessarily 
in the Eulerian frame of reference, is difficult to interpret for purposes 
of Lagrangian dispersion estimation and yields no information on specific 
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traj ec tories. 
The objective analysis program employed here is only a first step 
toward transfer of deposition data from dispersion calculations to surface 
movement of effluent particulates. Significant improvement will occur 
when a functional relationship between radial distance from the source 
and an appropriate weighting of deposition values in adjacent elements is 
applied to attain a deposition value for each area element. A relaxation 
scheme will then smooth element deposition values to suitable accuracy. 
As three-dimensional advection-diffusion models become operational 
in the next two to five years, surface deposi tion of gaseous and parti-
culate aerosols can be more realistically simulated. This will result in 
better calculations of atmospheric gradients and distributions, and better 
long-range estimates of deposition. Use of the 3-D models will concom-
mitantly demand more and better measurements of 3-D diffusivity coefficients 
and Lagrangian wind fields. Tracer studies can then be used to better 
advantage to confirm or correct the dispersion models. 
The dispersion model described and appl ted here may be used to 
estimate surface concentrations of gaseous aerosols as well as particulates. 
This assumes that sufficient wind, atmospheric stability, and mixing 
depth data are available to determine the fractions over which effluent 
masses are distributed. 
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CHAPTER 3 
A TERRESTRIAL MDDEL FOR PREDICTING EROSION 
FROM AN ARID WILDLAND WATERSHED 
R. J. Wagenet 
This model provides a quantitative prediction of soil loss via 
water erosion from a given study site element. Tre basis of the 
model is a modified form of the Universal Soil Loss Equation. The model 
as used in this study is called EROS. 
The Universal Soil Loss Equation 
The Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE) (Soil Conservation Service, 
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1976) is an empirical, linear relationship developed by the U. S. Department 
of Agriculture to describe soil loss or erosion as a function of a particu-
lar set of conditions which include soil type, rainfall, vegetation and 
topography. To predict the amount of soil erosion by water from a given 
field site it is necessary to know (a) the capability of the expected 
rainfall and runoff to detach and transport soil particles, (b) the suscepti-
bility of a given soil to erode and CC) the effectiveness of cover and/or 
management variables for counteracting the factors causing erosion. 
The USLE is defined as 
A = R'L'S'K'C'P 
where the soil loss per unit area per unit time (A) is given as the product 
of factors for rainfall (R), slope length (L), slope steepness (S), soil 
erodibility (K), cropping, vegetation and management practices (C), and 
conservation practices (P). The value of A computed in this manner 
represents only the mass of soil potentially erodible from an area in a 
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certain time span. Determination of the actual mass eroded depends upon 
the additional influences of topography and channellized transport of sedi-
ment as will be discussed. If any of the erosion factors is absent from a 
particular area, the value of the factor is taken as unity. All of the 6 
factors except R are constants over time. The units of the rainfall 
factor introduce time into the equation, with factor A thereby determinable 
on a weekly, monthly, yearly, or seasonal basis once values of the other 
five factors are determined. 
The USLE is often misused when applied to complex, large area watersheds 
through incomplete consideration of the specific interaction of each of the 
erosion factors (R, L, S, K, C, P) characteristic of subareas within the 
watershed (lHschmeyer, 1976). The equation can be accurately used to 
predict losses from a complex ~.rcltershed only when the area is subdivided 
into computational units within which valid erosion factors may be deter-
mined and used to compute the soil loss A. The summation of A values from 
individual sub-areas must then be accomplished with consideration for (1) 
deposition of eroded material during its transport to the watercourse and 
(2) channelized transport and delivery of eroded material directly to a 
watercourse from a sub-area well removed from the watercourse. To quantify 
these processes, it is necessary to determine the hydrologic interactions 
of adjacent sub-areas, in addition to the erosion factors characteristic 
of each sub-area. 
Determination of erosion from the study impact area selected required 
that the complex series of watersheds composing the impact area be subdivided 
into smaller units. These units, hereafter referred to as elements (to be 
distinguished from heavy metals, which will be referred to as such) ~~re 
delineated by superimposing a grid system over the impact area. The grid 
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consisted of about 288 elements, each 10 kilometers on a side. The western 
and southern boundaries of the grid were taken as the drainage area of the 
C61orado River system; r10rth of Glen Canyon Dam, Arizona:. The northern 
and eastern boundaries were determined from the fallout distributions pro-
vided by the atmospheric dispersion model. The elements were labelled 
alphabetically along the north-south axis and numerically along the east-
west axis. 
Each element (100 km2) was categorized with respect to composition 
according to the five factors of the U8LE applicable in this study, i.e. 
rainfall factor (R), slope-length (8L), soil erodibility (K) and vegetative 
cover (C). An example of this procedure will be described for an area con-
sisting of 20 elements (elements a to 8 and 6 to 9) from the study site. 
Figure 3.1 shows the basic grid system of the area and the hydrologic inter-
action, represented by arrows, which were derived from topography and natural 
drainage patterns. Figure 3.2 shows the basic grid with the soil type dis-
tribution superimposed~ Correspondingly, Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show the slope 
and vegetation distribution patterns, respectively, in the area as related 
to the basic grid system of the elements. Keys relating the symbolism used 
on each figure to specific values of erosion factors are included in tables 
presented below. The factor R appropriate for each element was generated in 
the manner discussed below. It can be seen that often more than one compon-
ent of each erosion factor was represented in an element (i.e., two types 
of vegetation, three types of soil, etc). In this case, the erosion from 
the element was computed as the summation of the individual components 
weighted to represent the natural predominance of each factor in the element. 
The methodology used in the evaluation of each erosion factor presented 
below, and is followed by an example (Table 3.3) of how these erosion char-












Figure 3.1. A portion of the basic grid system showing hydrologic inter-















Figure 3.2. A portion of the basic grid system showing hydrologic inter-
actions (arrows) between elements and soil type distribution. 














Figure 3.3. A portion of the basic grid system showing hydrologic inter-
action (arr01vs) between elements and slope distribution where 
F = flat slope «15° slope angle), M = medium slope (15°-40° 

















Figure 3.4. A portion of the basic grid 'system showing hydrologic inter-
action (arrows) between elements and vegetation distribution. 
See Table 3-2 for vegetation coding key. 
Rainfall Factor (R) 
Detaching and transporting soil material requires energy. This 
energy is supplied by falling raindrops and flowing runoff. Therefore, 
the capability of a given rainstorm to erode soil depends on the total 
energy of its raindrops at impact and on the amount and velocity of 
runoff available to transport detached particles. The rainfall erosion 
index, EI, is a measure of the total raindrop energy of a storm and its 
relation to the maximum 30-minute intensity. Soil losses are linearly 
proportional to the number of EI units. Therefore, storm EI values can 
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either be used ori an individual basis or can be summed over time to provide 





where i = the increment of time upon which 30-minute intensities are 
determined (week, month, year) and n is the total number of time 
increments to be considered in an erosional event. E is the kinetic 
(3-1) 
energy of the storm in units of metric-ton meters per hectare per 
centimeter of rain, and I is the maximum 30-minute rainfall intensity 
in cm per hour. The relationship between rainfall kinetic energy and 
in tensi ty has been given by Wischmeyer and Mannering (1969) as 
E 210.3 + 89 log 10I. 
Therefore, once the intensity of a particular storm is known, it is 
possible to compute the va1u e of the rainfall erosion index EI for that 
storm. Generation of these rainfall intensities is accomplished by the 
precipi tation subroutine RAIN 3 detailed in Chapter 4. One site specific 
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rainfall event per m::mth, calculated by RAIN 3, was imposed on each 
element in the impact area, with the result being a single value of R to 
be used in the USLE over the entire area of a partic/J1arl element for any 
single monthly computation of erosion. 
Slope Length and Steepness Factors (L and S) 
The potential of runoff to transport soil particles increases 
approximately as the fifth power of its velocity and its detachment 
capabi1i ty as the square of its velocity (Meyer and Wischmeyer, 1969). 
The flow velocity of runoff increases as the amount increases, as the 
flow concentrates, or as the slope steepens. Therefore the erosive 
paten tia1, up to a slope angle of approxima te1y 20 0 increases subs tan-
tia11y as either slope length or steepness increases. Since most 
agricultural soils, for which the USLE was originally developed, have 
a 
slopes less than 20 , a slope-effect chart (Wischmeyer and Smith, 1965) 
was developed from which the product LS could be obtained for cropland 
situations. However, in areas characterized by slopes steeper than 
a 20 , such as the study impact area, it is necessary to use an expression 
of the type presented by Horton (1945) to calculate the interaction of 
slope angle and length. The expression used in EROS is 
SL 10 sine 
0.3 e tan 
(3-2 ) 
where e is the slope angle in degrees. Comparison of the two equations 
is presented in Figure 3.5. The Horton-style equation predicts erosion 
from a watershed to increase linearly in approximately the same manner 
described by Wischmeyer and Smith (1965) up to a slope of about 20 0 • 
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a near linear increase in the erosion factor as slope angle increases. 
In nature, such is not the case, as the net amount of material eroded from 
a particular slope begins to level off and even dedrease ' as slope angle 
is increased. This can be intuitively imagined by considering that a 
o 
slope of 90 (a sheer cliff) will contribute less to an erosional event 
h 1 of 600. t an a s ope The modified Horton equation predicts such a 
physical situation, with an erosion factor of 6.0 at 60° and a factor of 
4.8 at 850 (value at 900 is undefined, as the tangent of 90 0 is undefined). 
The factor SL was computed for the study impact area using the modified 
Horton equation. As the value of erosion factor computed by this method 
is relatively insensitive to small variations in e, it ~yas possible to use 
three designations for slope, based upon contour intervals from U. S. 
Geological Survey topographic maps. 
A slope angle of less than ISO (27% slope) was classified as "flat", 
a slope angle between 150 _40 0 was classified as "medium" and a slope 
angle of greater than 400 (84% slope) was considered "steep". Elements 
were classified by the percent area occupied by flat (f), medium (m) or 
steep (s) slope. The slope erosion factor was computed by assuming a slope 
angle of 100 (19% slope) for flat terrain, a slope angle of 25 0 (47 % slope) 
for medium terrain and a slope angle of 55 0 (143% slope) for 
topography. 
Soil Erodibility Factor (K) 
A soil's susceptibility to erosion reflects the complex interactions 
that occur between its physical and chemical properties. Those that 
affect surface sealing and crust formation are highly important, but the 
characteristics of the immediate subsoil are also relevant to erodibility. 
No single factor can alone be shown to correlate well with a soil's 
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potential to be eroded. Instead, the factor K may be computed for any 
particular soil for which information is known of such physical parameters 
as particle size distribution, percent organic matter, soil moisture 
(antecedent to erosional event), soil structure, and pH. These factors 
are related through a multiple-regression equation that combines their 
primary and interaction effects on erodibility. 
Values of the soil erodibility factor as computed through the 
regression equation ar"e extremely sensitive to two parameters in 
particular, the particle size distribution and percentage of organic 
matter. It is therefore possible to estimate the factor K if sufficient 
information is available concerning the texture of the soil :in a 
particular area. Such information can usually be obtained from a Soil 
Survey Manual, Geologic Map or combination of the two. The values of 
K used in EROS were developed using this approach, as detailed field 
sampling and laboratory analysis of soils in the impact area was not 
feasible. 
There were 13 major soil types and 6 unnamed depositional groups 
existing in the study impact area (Table 3-1). Other less 
extensive soil groups were also included in this listing in order to 
simplify description. Each group was generally categorized with respect 
to its particle size distribution, degree of consolidation (for deposi-
tional areas or sedimentary rocks), and ability to conduct water. Based 
upon this evaluation, a value of the soil erodibility factor K was 
assigned to each soil type. These values theoretically range from zero 
(no erosion potential) to unity (maximum erosion potential). In the case 
of this particular watershed, values ranged from 0.10 to 0.60. Each 
erodibility factor was numbered, and this number used on the data input 
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card developed for each element. 
Vegetative Cover Factor (C) 
Annual soil loss from cropland probably never equals the full 
potential as indicated by the product RLSK. Vegetative cover and (in 
agricultural situations) crop management patterns influence water intake 
by soil, help protect the soil from raindrop impact, and increase the 
soil's ability to resist detachment by erosive agents. In an agricultural 
sense, C represents a variety of variables such as seeding method, crop 
sequence, soil tillage, residue disposal, and percent coverage of surface 
area. For wildlands and similar unmanaged areas, C simply represents 
a vegetation factor, and reflects the degree to which a particular 
watershed is covered and protected from precipitation. Values of C are 
always less than unity, as the physical effect of vegetation is always 
to reduce the mass of eroded material A below the level predicted by 
consideration of only the product RLSK. 
The vegetation of the impact area ~.;ras divided into eight major 
groups (Table 3-2) based upon U. S. Interior Department maps (U. S. 
Table 3-2. Vegetation types and coding for Kaiparowits Impact 
Area. 
Vegetation Type Map Coding Veg. Factor C Computer Coding 
Blackbrush Bb 0.30 6 
Grassland Gl 0.06 2 
Greasewood Gw 0.32 7 
Mountain brush Mb 0.04 1 
Pinyon juniper Pj 0.15 4 
Sagebrush Sg 0.18 5 
Shadscale Sh 0.35 8 
Subalpine forest Sf 0.l3 3 
Interior Dept., 1965). The percentage ground cover of each type was 
estimated by on-site inspection of the impact areas. Values of the 
factor C were then obtained using Soil Conservation Service information 
(SCS, 1976). Computer codings were assigned to each factor C. and 
these numbers used as inputs to the c,Omputer rrodeh 
As can be seen from Table 3-2, the effect of vegetation ranged 
from a C value of 0.04 (mountain brush) to 0.35 (shadscale). This 
should be interpreted by recalling that as the value of C increases. the 
effectiveness of the vegetation to limit erosion decreases. 
Conservation Practices (P) 
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This factor is similar to factor C except that P accounts for the 
erosion control effectiveness of superimposed practices such as contouring, 
terracing, or stripcropping. As these practices are absent from the 
soils in the impact areas, the value of the factor P was assumed to be 
unity for all calculations in the erosion model. 
Hydrologic Interactions Among Elements 
After the quantity of eroded soil for a particular element has been 
computed from the preceding inputs, it is necessary to describe its 
fate. Not all the material eroded from an area during one time increment 
was deposited in Lake Powell or its tributary streams, nor did it all 
leave the element. The material can follow four possible pathways. It can 
be transported to and deposited in an adjacent element, transported to and 
deposited in a non-adjacent element, subjected to channellized transport 
and deposited in Lake Powell or a tributary, or not transported and remain 
within its element of origin. The first, third, and fourth alternatives 
were quantified by evaluation of topography and the presence of intermittent 
or permanent stream beds in a particular element. Evaluation of the second 
alternative was not possible given the resolution of the data at hand. 
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Therefore, on each data input card developed for an element is given 
percentages of eroded material and the adjacent element to which it is 
transported. If applicable, a certain perc.entage of material was 
delivered directly to the lake. If the percentages transported do not 
add to 100% on the data input card, the remainder of material was assumed 
to have remained in the element of origin. Obviously, the non-transport 
pathway would be most prevalent in elements of "flat" terrain. 
The eroded material was assumed to be spread equally over the 
element to which it ~vas transported. Similarly, that material not trans-
ported was assumed to be spread equally over the element in which it 
remained. Such assumptions, though not eKact in nature, were necessary in 
order to proceed logically to calculation of erosion during the next 
time step. 
Data Card Organization of Erosion Parameters 
A complete listing of all inputs needed to predict erosion, transport, 
and deposition of soil from each of the 288 elements is included in 
Appendix A. For those elements presented in Figures 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 
3.4, these inputs are also presented in Table 3.3, in the eKact order 
that they appear on the data cards. A separate data card ~vas developed 
for each element. 
From Table 3-3, it can be seen that the first three columns of each 
data card contained the identifying alphabetic and numeric coding of the 
element. Columns 5-31 present the values of K, SL, C and the percentage 
of element area characterized by each combination of the factors. For 
example, in element 0-8 the value of K was taken as "5", slope as "F", and 
vegetation type as "4". This combination of "5F4" was estimated to 
characterize 90% of the element (Columns 5-10). The remaining 10% of 
Table 3-3. Example of Data Card Organization 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 
o 6 4S4 50 1M4 25 5F4 15 4M4 10 P 6 35 0 7 25 2 4 3 64 163 36 70 3 
o 7 4M4 10 1M4 15 5F4 75 0 8 25 2 4 4 50 173 53 55 2 
o 8 5F4 90 5S4 10 0 9 5 15 2 4 4 50 173 59 52 1 
o 9 5F6 40 5M6 40 5S6 20 50 2 4 3 50 173 59 52 1 
P 6 4S4 10 4S8 15 lS8 60 3S8 15 Q 6 80 2 4 3 45 132 51 53 2 
P 7 5F4 20 IS8 40 4M8 30 388 10 Q 7 55 0 7 20 2 4 3 51 142 61 52 3 
P 8 4M8 15 IM4 25 5F4 60 P 9 25 10 2 4 3 50 157 57 53 2 
P 9 5F6 65 5S6 35 40 2 4 3 50 173 59 52 1 
Q 6 3S6 50 188 35 8 15 80 2 4 3 41 130 73 42 1 
Q 7 3S8 40 lS8 25 4M8 20 Q 6 40 40 2 4 3 51 133 84 44 2 
Q 8 3S6 10 186 10 4M8 25 586 55 65 2 4 3 56 157 61 54 2 
Q 9 5F6 30 586 70 80 2 4 5 35 173 59 52 1 
R 6 386 30 586 20 8 50 80 2 4 3 50 148 79 45 1 
R 7 3S6 30 586 40 80 2 4 3 50 155 73 47 1 
R 8 3S6 5 586 85 8 10 80 2 4 3 50 171 62 51 1 
R 9 586 45 584 55 Q 9 70 10 2 4 5 50 173 59 52 2 
S 6 5S6 65 8 35 80 2 4 3 50 173 59 52 1 
8 7 5S6 80 584 15 8 5 R 7 40 40 2 4 3 50 173 59 52 1 
8 8 586 35 584 65 8 7 40 S 9 40 2 4 3 50 173 59 52 1 





the element was classified "5S4" (Columns 12-17). Columns 18-31 were 
not needed to characterize this element, as it was uniform enough in 
erosion parameters to require only 2 characterizations. Element 0-6 on 
the other hand, required 4 combinations of the erosion parameters in order 
to be adequately described. 
Columns 33-45 summarize the hydrologic interactions of the element. 
Only the destination of material leaving the element is recorded. The 
computer program (discussed in Chapter 6) automatically sorts and stores 
the inputs and outputs of each element based upon this data. In the case 
of element 0-8, Table 3-3 shows that element 0-9 was recipient of 5% of 
the material predicted to be eroded from element 0-8. The remaining 
95% of the material was assigned to either remain within the element or be 
delivered directly to the lake. Another example is provided by element 
P-7, in which 55% of the material was deposited in element Q-7 and 20% in 
element 0-7, leaving 25% to be transported to the lake or remain within 
the element. These percentages were estimated using the procedures 
detailed previously. 
Columns 47-48 provide the percentage of eroded material delivered 
directly to the lake or its tributary river systems. This amount varies 
from 0% to 80% depending upon the slope characteristics of the element, 
proximity to a waterway, and degree of channelization (estimated from 
topographic maps and prevalence of dry or occasional stream beds). The 
sum of the percentages of material delivered directly to the lake system 
and the material delivered to adjacent elements, when subtracted from 
100% gives the percentage of potentially eroded material remaining 
within its element of origin. 
The remainder of the data card is reserved for material needed by 
the rainfall (RAIN3) and chemical precipitation (CHEM) submodels. 
These inputs are discussed within Chapters 4 and 5, respectively. 
The inputs include, in order, mean annual precipitationi zone, pre-
cipitation distribution zone, hydraulic conductivity rating, porosity 
percentage, soil bulk density, two parameters needed to describe 
soil water infiltration and the mean annual rainfall zone. An open 
spcae on each card between the last two inputs can be used for other 
data, primarily alteration of element area for use of EROS in cases 




A HYDROLOG IC INPUT MJDEL FOR 
ARID DRAINAGE MSINS 
D. George Chadwick, Jr. and J. Paul Riley 
The model described in this section provides the maximum 30-minute 
depth of precipitation for each IOOnth as used in EROS to predict soil 
erosion and to provide estimates of the total monthly infiltration of 
precipitation. These values are predicted for each element or series of 
elements for each month of the modeling period. Two options were developed 
to predict the necessary parameters. The title of this predictive pre-
cipitation Subroutine is RAIN3. 
MONTHLY 3D-MINUTE PRECIPITATION DEPTH 
Precipitation Zones (IPZ) 
The first step undertaken in formulating the precipitation IOOde1 was 
to investigate the possibility of defining within the study area zones of 
similar precipitation intensity frequency characteristics. Isop1uvia1 
information to construct these zones was obtained from the '~recipitation-
Frequency Atlas of the West" (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-
tion (NOAA), 1973). 2 After overlaying a grid of the elements (100 km each) 
on an isop1uvia1 map of the area, the elements were inspected and grouped 
into zones of approximately equal precipitation intensities (Figure 
4.1). As shown by Figure 4.1, the elements were grouped into five precipi-
tation zones of increasing intensity. It was determined on the basis 
of NOAA (1973) the general pattern of isop1uvia1s is essentially the 
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Figure 4.1. Typical precipitation zone groupings from 
isop1uvia1s on a section of the element grid. 
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same for all return periods. Thus, groupings do not vary significantly 
with return period for the set of isopluvial lines used in the analysis. 
This method of grouping, however, did not always result in zones composed 
I i 
of contiguous elements. 
After the precipitation zones were determined, equations were 
53 
determined which relate frequency of occurrence to depth of precipitation. 
Using NOAA procedures, 30~inute, 1, 2, 3, 6, 12 and 24-hour depths 
were determined for at least 4 randomly selected elements within each 
precipitation zone (NOAA, 1973). For each storm duration, rainfall 
depths in the elements within each zone were averaged to provide depths 
which were representative of the entire precipitation zone. For each 
zone, average depths were determined for the 100-year and 2-year return 
periods, which corresponded to probabilities of 0.01 and 0.50, respectively, 
of having the given depth occur in anyone year for the particular 
storm duration. 
Since this model is operated on a monthly basis, these percentages 
were converted to monthly probabilities (Pm). Using the formula 
Pm = 1 - (1 - P )1/12, yearly probabilities (Pyr) of 0.50 and 0.01 were yr 
found to correspond to average monthly probabilities of 0.056 and 0.00083. 
The average depths for the 2 year and 100 year return periods were 
plotted on probability - log paper with the 2 year depth at a probabilitity 
of 0.056 (5.6 percent) and the 100 year depth at a probability of 0.00084 
(0.084 percent). Each set of two points was then connected by a straight 
line which was extrapolated to include other probabilities. 
This process was repeated for each of the precipitation zones 
(Figure 4.2). The resulting lines indicate the probabilities of having 
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Figure 4.2. Typical precipitation versus frequency lines. 
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element in a particular precipitation zone. This procedure involves an 
extensive extrapolation from two relatively close points, and therefore 
might be expected to introduce some error in to the model. Since a line 
on log paper never reaches zero, precipitation predicted by these lines is, 
unrealistically, always greater than zero. However, the procedure is 
relatively accurate at high precipitation intensities, Which is the range 
at which the model is most sensitive. In addition, an arbitrary cut-off 
probability is applied, so that when a probability of 0.98 or greater 
is generated, no precipitation or infiltration is predicted. 
The next step in the development of the precipitation model involved 
the postulation of average monthly precipitation frequency distribution 
functions for each precipitation zone. Equations for these functions are 
in the form log y = kx + log b; in Which y is the precipitation at a 
given probability, k is the standard deviation or slope, b is the mean 
precipitation (0.5 probability), and x is the number of standard devia-
tions from the mean to the given probability (Table 4-1). 
Table 4-1. Selected probabilities and correspond-

























Distribution Zones (IDZ) 
Because precipitation characteristics vary from month to month 
throughout the year and the isopluvials used do not reflect monthly 
variations, a procedure was developed to represent the deviation of 
individual months from the average month based on a probability approach. 
Because of the scarcity of detailed precipitation information in the 
Kaiparowits area, the procedure was somewhat crude but nevertheless its 
application did help to refine the IlDdel.. In the "Hydrologic Atlas 
of Utah" (Jeppson et al., 1968), graphs relating ...eekly rainfall amounts 
and probabilities of their occurrence are provided for selected sites 
in Utah. For this study, the sites of Orderville, Bluff, Richfield, 
and Escalante were selected a!S being IlDst representative because of their 
proximity to the study area. Thus, these sites represent precipitation 
distribution zones (IDZ). From precipitation data available at each 
of these sites, so-called IlDnthly correction factors (CF) were computed 
as follows: 
1. The average ordinate of the curve for 0.8 inches of rainfall 
in a week was determined. 
2. This same curve was divided into IlDnthly segments and the 
average ordinate for each month was determined. 
3. The monthly CF values were calculated as the ratios of the 
appropriate monthly average ordinates to the average yearly ordinate 
(Figure 4.3). Monthly CF values also were determined from the curves 
of the probabilities of having 0.4 inches of precipitation in a week as 
established at the four sites listed above. Thus, two CF values were 
obtained for each month at each of the four sites. As explained in the 
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Figure 4.3. Monthly correction factors, Bluff, Utah. 
probability of the occurrence of a specific amount of precipitation 
during the month tmder consideration. Each element in the study area 
was assigned the CF values of the site nearest it. This procedure caused 
an abrupt transition of CF values between distribution zones, but model 
tests indicated that the effects of this discontinuity are insignificant 
in terms of output functions. 
The basic assumptions in applying these CF included the following: 
1. The standard deviation of the storms for each nDnth was equal 
to the standard deviation of the storm in the average month. This 
assumption means that on probability - log paper, any monthly line is 
parallel to the line of the average month. 
2. For storms of low probability (high intensity), the ratio of 
the probability for a given precipitation for a given month to the 
probability for that same precipitation in the average month is approxi-
mately equal to the CF value for the month. 
3. The CF values developed from the 0.4 inches of precipitation 
per week curves apply for average probabilities greater than 0.55 since 
they represent storms of low intensity, such as those above 0.55 pro-
bability. Conversely, CF values from the O.S inches of precipitation 
per week curves are used when predicting precipitation quantities of 
relatively low probabilities (those of less than 0.55). As an example, 
if it is assumed that the average month has a probability of 0.01 of 
having one inch of precipitation in an hour, and if the CF is 2.0, the 
month tmder consideration is twice as likely as the average month to 
have 0.8 inches of precipitation. Thus, one inch of precipitation in 
one hour is about twice as likely to occur in the month for which CF = 2 
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Figure 4.4. An example of the monthly correction factor application. 
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Using the three above assumptions, the average monthly precipitation 
distribution curve for each precipitation zone was modified to account 
for monthly differences as follows. 
1. The precipitation at the 0.001 probability level was calculated 
for the average monthly curve using the formula: log Y = kx + log b 
(at a probability of 0.001, x equals 3.09023). 
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2. The new probability for a particular month at which the precipitation 
amount computed in step 1 occurred was found by multiplying 0.001 by the 
appropriate CF value for the month under consideration. 
3. The equation used to relate precipitation and frequency requires 
the precipitation at the 0.5 probability level. This value for the 
particular month (obtained by application of the appropriate CF value) 
was calculated as follows: 
a. The new x associated with the probability determined by 
step 2 above was determined by interpolation in a set of standard 
deviation tables; 
b. The new mean precipitation (b) was found by using 
the equation: log b = log Y - kx. 
4. With both constants in the formula: log y = kx + log b now 
determined, unique values of y were found for any value of x. Each 
value of x was found by using a three point Lagrangian interpolation 
in a table of probabilities and corresponding standard deviations. 
Probabilities 
A random number generating rout ine is used by the computer to 
select the probability level of each storm. A list of 360 numbers from 
this routine averaged 0.51 showing the output to be relatively tmbiased. 
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Independence of sunnner storms (May through September) is assumed. 
Conversely, the large frontal storms Which predominate in winter months 
cover many elements simu~taneously. To account for ithese storm tendencies, 
random probabilities are selected for each element for each month from May 
through September. From October through April, a random probability 
is applied for all the elements within a precipitation zone in any 
one month. With the selected random probability, a precipitation depth 
is calculated from the appropriate 30-minute curve. This process is 
repeated for each of the curves, producing depths for storm durations 
of 30 minutes, 1, 2, 3, 6, 12, and 24 hours. The same probability is 
used for the 30-minute and one hour durations, but the other duration 
storms are selected separately. These depths represent point amounts 
and thus are multiplied by an appropriate areal correction factor 
(obtained from NOAA, 1973) to account for the fact that the maximum 
area intensities are lower than maximum point intensities. Equations 
representing this information are used to calculate appropriate areal 
correction factors for any area up to 400 km2• The maximum thirty 
minute areal intensity (P30) for each month is used to calculate erosion 
rates in the erosion model. 
TOTAL MONTHLY INFILTRATION QUANTITY 
Using the values of precipitation as calculated above, an imaginary 
monthly "composite storm" is developed. In this storm the 30-minute 
intensity is assumed to occur in the first 30-minute period, the differ-
ence between the one hour storm and the 30-minute storm in the second 
30 minutes, the difference between the tm hour storm and all precipi-
tation, and so on. If any value thus determined is less than or equal 
to zero, no precipitation is assumed to occur for the appropriate time 
interval. Negative values are expected to occur because of mathematical 
interactions between probability and intensity. 
Infiltration 
Infiltration rates are determined for each element by the formula 
i = C'at(a - 1); (i in cms/minute~ t in minutest C' and a are dimension-
less). Since a composite storm represents a combination of individual 
storm depths, the infiltration curve is not superimposed upon the 
composite storm hydrograph. To produce results Which correlate with 
actual runoff~ it was necessary to use as the average infiltration rate 
that which occurs at 170 minutes. Infiltration quantity in a particular 
time interval is either the precipitation or the infiltration capacity 
in that interval, Whichever is least. The infiltration depths from each 
time interval (0-30 min., 30-60 min., 1-2 hours, 2-3 hours, 3-6 hours, 
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6-12 hours, and 12-24 hours) are summed to represent the total infiltration 
quantity from a single "composite storm". 
Correcting for Mean Annual Rainfall 
A composite storm is an artificial compilation of typical inten-
sities of arbitrarily selected durations. A procedure nrust be used to 
ensure that total predicted precipitation amounts approximate actual 
values. To this point, infiltration has been calculated for one "com-
posite storm" in each IIDnth. 
Using the precipitation curves (for example, Figure 4.2) and random 
probabilities, the average annual rainfall for the elements in each 
precipitation zone are determined by calculating the average precipita-
tion depth for one composite storm per month. From an isohyeta1 map~ 
actual mean annual precipitation was determined for each element. The 
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ratio of the actual mean annual precipitation to the predicted mean annual 
precipitation using only one "composite storm" per lWnth was determined 
for each element. The elements ¥Jere then grouped into zones (MAR) 
I I ' 
composed of elements having approximately equal ratios. Each zone was 
assigned the ratio (RCF) lWst representative of its elements. The infil-
tration quantity predicted by one "composite storm" (as explained above) 
was multiplied by the ratio assigned to the zone in Which the element 
belongs. The resultant value is the lWnthly infiltration amount used in 
the chemistry subroutine of the overall lWdel. 
Infiltration Option to Reduce Computing Costs 
An option was provided in RAIN3 to reduce computing costs. This 
option eliminates the need to develop monthly "composite storms", and 
subsequently to compute infiltration rates (monthly quantities). 
Using the precipitation curves (for example, Figure 4 •. 2) and random 
probabilities, the average 30-minute depth (P30) for each precipitation 
zone is determined. A new set of factors (RCFOPT) are developed 
using the same procedures as were used to estimate the rainfall correction 
factors (RCF) (see earlier section of this chapter) except that the 
average P30' is used in place of the average "composite storm". 
Using this option in RAIN 3, the 30 minute depth predicted for a 
month is multiplied by the RCFOPT associated with the MAR zone to Which 
the element belongs. Th::: result approximates the lWnthly rainfall. 
Since surface runoff is a very small portion of total precipitation in 
the Kaiparowits area, this value is assumed to also approximate the 
monthly infiltration quantity. This option is actuated by passing the 
value of IOPT as the integer three. All other values of IOPT actuates the 
perhaps more realistic but certainly more expensive procedure. Savings 
in using this option are significant and the loss of accuracy is believed 
to be minor. 
DATA REQUIREMENTS AND OUTPUT 
Data required by the rrod el include: 
1. Standard deviations and mean precipitation (0.5 probability) 
of each precipitation-frequency line in each precipitation zone. 
2. Monthly CF values for each distribution zone (one set for light 
storms and one set for heavy storms). 
3. a. For the most accurate routine 
i) Rainfall correction factors (RCF) 
if) Infiltration parameters (CP and ALFA) 
b. For the more economical option--rainfall correction 
factors (RCFOPT) 
RAIN3 requires eight inputs as follows: (1) the precipitation 
zone (IPZ) , (2) the CF zone (IDZ) , (3) the mean annual rainfall zone 
(MAR), (4) the rronth (MaN), (5) the option indicator (IOPT), (6) and (7) 
the infiltration parameters (CP and ALFA) , and (8) the area of the 
element (AREA). Besides these, the seed number (IDUM) for the random 
number generator should be initialized as any odd integer from 219 
21 
to 2 • The "dummy" variable, MO, should be initialized at zero. 
Outputs from RAIN3 are the maximum 30 minute intensity in the 
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particular month (P 30) and the infiltration for the month (TOTFIL). These 
outputs are produced for every element in the model. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 
The following example illustrates the procedure of obtaining 
necessary data for use :ip the subroutine. 2 A typical grid of 100 kIn 
elements is overlayed on an isopluvial map and the elements are 
grouped into zones (denoted IPZ) of similar intensities (Figure 4.1). 
In zone No.1, elements AI, A2, C4, and D6 are arbitrarily selected 
as being representative of the entire zone. Using NOAA procedures,. one 
hour depths are computed for 2 year and 100 year return periods (NOAA, 
1973). Assume that the results are as shown by Table 4-2. The averages 
Table 4-2. One-hour precipitation depths. 
2-year return period 100-year return period 
Al .56 .98 
A2 .60 .88 
C4 .48 1.01 
D6 .52 .93 
Average .54 inches .95 inches 
(1. 37 cm) (2.41 cm) 
are plotted on probability - log paper with 1.37 centimeters and 2.41 
centimeters corresponding respectively with probabilities of 5.6 
percent and 0.084 percent. A line is drawn connecting these two points 
and the mean depth (0.50 probability) is observed as 0.81 centimeters 
(Figure 4.5). The standard deviation (slope) of the line is found by 
the relationship: 
SDX = log Precipe ~ number of standard deviations between Precipe 1 Precip. 
and Precip. 2. Using Precip. 1 and Precip. 2 at probabilities of 0.0001 
and 0.50 respectively, SOX = log ~: ~i / 3.71902 = 0.1494. This 
65 
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procedure .. is repeated for each storm duration in each precipitation zone. 
Monthly CF values are computed by first selecting sites near the 
study area for which curves of weekly probabilities of precipitation 
are available (Jeppson et al., 1968). Using Theissen polygons, the 
elements are grouped into zones (denoted rnZ) composed of elements in 
the same polygon. 
A weekly probability curve for the occurrence of 0.8 inches of 
precipitation at Bluff, Utah, is shown in Figure 4.5. The average ordinate 
of this curve is 3.35 percent. The average ordinates for each of the 
months are indicated on the graph. Each monthly CF value is the ratio 
of the monthly average ordinate and the yearly average (Table 4-3). This 
Table 4-3. Monthly correction factors for 
Bluff, Utah. 
Month CF CF4 
January 1.00 1.15 
February 0.60 1.25 
March 0.25 0.60 
April 0.40 0.60 
May 0.25 0.60 
June 0.40 0.40 
July 0.90 0.90 
August 1.45 1.25 
September 1.95 1. 50 
October 2.50 1. 60 
November 1.40 1.10 
December 0.85 1.15 
procedure is repeated for the curve of the probability of having 0.4 
inches of precipitation in a week. After finding these two sets of CF 
values for one site, the procedure is repeated for all sites selected as 
being representative of the study area. 
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Figure 4.5. Weekly probability curve for the occurrence of 0.8 inches 
of precipitation in Bluff, Utah. 
in the NOM atlas using the duration curves for 100 km 2 elements (NOAA, 
1973). 
Mean annual rainfall rat ios (RCF) are found by: 
1. Running a computer program to determine mean annual rainfall 
predicted for elements in each precipitation zone. 
2. Determining actual mean annual rainfall for each element from 
an isohyetal map. 
3. Computing the ratio of the actual mean annual rainfall to the 
predicted annual rainfall for each element. 
4. Dividing the elements into zones of approximately equal ratios 
(Figure 4.6). 
The ratios needed by the less expensive option discussed earlier 
are found similarly except that average predicted P30 values are used in 
place of average predicted yearly quantities. 
RESULTS 
Figure 4.7 shows the agreement between actual P30 output from RAIN3 
as compared to the average m:mthly precipitation distribution line which 
is used as input. The small amount of scat ter is due to the monthly 
scatter from the average month. 
Actual records from the precipitation station at Escalante for the 
years 1929-1931 show a standard deviation of monthly precipitation 
of 2.7 centimeters. The standard deviation of the predicted monthly 
precipitation output from RAIN3 in the model element containing Escalante 
was 1.2 centimeters and 1.0 centimeters for the expensive and less 
expensive options, respectively. However, the standard deviation of 
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Figure 4.7. The P30 output from RAIN3 compared to the average 
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lower than 2.7 centimeters for the point. In view of this fact, the 
standard deviation of RAIN3 output is considered to be close to actual 
values. Any error resulting from such a discrepancy is assumed to be 
minor. 
The calculated average monthly precipitation for the Escalante 
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element was 2.81 centimeters and 2.44 centimeters for the expensive and 
inexpensive options, respectively. These values compare to the actual 
average at Escalante precipitation station of 2.96 centimeters. Adj usting 
the RCFOPT factors would increase the accuracy of the less expensive option, 
but such a difference is negligible when applied in the chemistry sub-
routine (CHEM). 
CONCLUSIONS 
If the information listed under the heading of Data Requirements 
is available, the subroutine is operable. However, some limitations 
on the procedure do exist. The model is not valid in areas of signifi-
cant snowfall. In the area of this study snowfall is assumed to be 
insignificant. The small amounts of precipitation mich occur in the 
form of snow are accounted for, but are treated as rainfall. 
Another limitation is that the model is not developed with the 
intent of accurately predicting runoff. In this particular study area, 
runoff is a very small portion of the total precipitation. Therefore, 
a large error in predicting runoff is relatively insignificant if the 
total precipitation is predicted accurately. Runoff was checked in the 
Fremont River Basin and agreement with observed runoff ~s good, but 
this one check does not prove conclusively that the model is capable 
of adequately predicting runoff. 
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2 A further limitation is in the assumption that the 100 km elements 
are homogenous. Budgetary conditions and the limited availability of 
data in the Kaiparowits area argue against using smaller elements. The 
output actually required of RAIN3, that is, monthly maximum 30-minute 
depths of precipitation and monthly infiltration, are considered of 
sufficient accuracy for application to the fallout impact area of this 
study. 
CHAPTER 5 
I I I ' 
A CHEMICAL MODEL FOR HEAVY METAL 
REACTION WITH SOIL 
J. J. Jurinak and A. Van Luik 
This submodel chemically reacts the deposited heavy metal containing 
aerosol with the surface soil of each element and predicts the amount of 
heavy metal that IOOves by infiltrating rainfall into the subsoil.. It 
estimates the amount of indigenous plus deposited heavy metal in the 
adsorbed solid and solution phases and the amount of heavy metal which 
moves with the eroded soil. This submodel is designated as CHEM. 
The submodel CHEM and its subroutines simulate the soil chemistry 
of Hg, Cd, Pb, Zn and Cr which are added to the soil surface as deposited 
aerosol. CHEM does not include possible heavy metal uptake or cycling by 
vegetation. The soils of the study site are considered typical of the 
semi-arid intermountain west. The soils are calcareous thus are calcium 
dominated and have a pH of about 8. The organic matter content is low 
and organic complexation of heavy metals was assumed insignificant. A 
partial listing of the reactions considered in CHEM as regulating the 
solubility of heavy metals in the soil is given: 
M2+ + 20H- = M(OH) 2 
M2+ + Co 3
2
- = M::O 3 
2+ 3-
3M + 2PO 4 = M3 (PO 4) 2 







where M is a divalent heavy metal cation and X is an adsorption exchange 
site on the colloid fraction of the soil. If a heavy metal existed as 
an anion, e.g., cro4
2
-, other reactions were considered. The solubility 
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of heavy metals was quantified by the ion activity products of the various 
insoluble chemical compounds formed in the soil or the adsorption function 
2+ for the M -Ca exchange reaction. 
The movement of heavy metals in the soil is effected by percolating 
water resulting from infiltrated rainfall. The total amount of heavy 
metal which is transported downward within the profile is a function of 
both the total volume of infiltrated rainfall and the concentration of 
the heavy metals in solution as dictated by the various equilibrium con-
stants of the chemical reactions considered. In CHEM it was assumed that 
piston flow adequately approximated the miscible displacement process of 
influent moisture. The initial version of CHEM accounted for both ionic 
diffusion and dispersion effects in the vertical movement of metal species 
but this refinement was found unnecessary at the present development stage 
of TORM. 
All reactions programmed in CHEM were assumed to reach equilibrium 
correspondingly, the ionic forms of the heavy metals were chosen as the 
thermodynamically stable form that exists under natural aerobic conditions. 
The principal ionic forms of the heavy metals were taken as Zn2+, Pb2+, 
Cd 2+, Hg2+ and cro4
2
-. The partitioning of Hg and Cr between its various 
valence states was considered a second order correction to the model. 
In this regard, the possible formation and movement of metallic Hg was 
not considered in CHEM. 
The heavy metal fallout in the study site was added to the baseline 
(indigenous) levels of the metals that exist in the soils. The baseline 
data used were averages of published values for the soils of the area 
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(Murdock et al., 1975) with the exception of Hg whose baseline value was 
taken from Garrels et al. (1975). The indigenous concentrations used in this 
model were: Zn = 20 ppm, Cd = .18 ppm, Pb = 11.4 ppm~ Cr = 16 ppm, and Hg = 
.05 ppm. Baseline concentrations were assumed constant with depth. 
Program Inputs to CHEM 
CHEM received, on a monthly basis, heavy metal fallout data from 
SPEDTEC (kg) and rainfall infiltration data (em3 ) from RAIN3. The heavy 
metal concentration in the surface crust and subsurface soil 'tI."ere received 
from TORM and CHEM simulated the chemical reactions between the soil and 
the heavy metals during a given m:mth and passed the new surface crust and 
subsurface concentrations back to TOHM. The adjustments for the soil 
erosion or deposition processes for the month were then made on the 
surface crust concentrations by TORM. CHEM then, using the data from TORM, 
re-defined the concentrations and physical dimensions of the subsoil to 
correct for the erosion or deposition that occurred in a given element. 
Input Data for CHEM 
All necessary soil physical data for CHEM ~re recorded on the data 
cards in columns 59-71. The soil of each element in the study site was 
characterized by defining an "average" soil for the element. The 
physical parameters considered ~re porosity, bulk density and parameters~ 
c and a, for the infiltration equation I = ct a where I is the infiltration 
in cm and t is the time in minutes. 
Data that were fixed for all elements for a given time period ~re 
entered into DATA statements which formed a common block for TORM. 
Included in the DATA statements for CHEM 'tI."ere estimated monthly soil 
moisture and the chemical properties of the soil. The chemical data 'tI."ere 
obtained from analyses of saturated extracts from field samples of the 
eight rnaj or soil types found in the study area, Analyses included pH, 
EC, and concentration in mo1es/L of Ca, Mg, Na, K, C1, 804' and p, The 
HC03 and C03 concentrations were calculated from pH by CHEM assuming 
equilibrium with atmospheric CO 2 , Tre chemical analyses were done on 
each of 1 cm depth of soil to a depth of 5 cm for each of the eight soil 
types. An "average" chemical composition of a representative soil for 
the total study site then was determined from the chemical analyses and 
entered into DATA. 
SUBMOD EL CHEM 
The submode1 CHEM has three principal subroutines: AI ON , PPTPH 
and PPT, the ftmction of each will be discussed separately. 
CHEM 
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CHEM served as the program which interfaced with TORM. It translated 
all input into dimensions and variables used in defining the chemistry. 
CHEM assumed the existence of a column of soil from each element Which 
was divided into five plates each of 1 em thickness. The dimensions 
of the column (1 em x 1 em x 5 cm) were such to make the volume of each 
3 plate 1 cm. The upper 1 cm of this column was designated as the surface 
crust which is formed tmder natural conditions by raindrop impact. Tre 
second plate was called the subsoil. The third to fifth plate also are 
situated in the subsoil. Calculations in this study involved mainly the 
upper two plates; however, the program has the capac ity to utilize all 
five plates. 
When soil erosion or soil deposition occurred in a given element the 
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result was manifested in the lowering or raising, respectively, of the 
soil column surface. This information was supplied by TOHM v-hich subtracted 
(-DELTA) or added (+DELTA) soil to the upper column plate (crust) after 
each rainfall event. CHEM then relocated the new surface of the repre-
sentative soil column. This sequence of calculations is necessary to 
determine if the surface soil crust of a given element was being enriched 
in the total amount of heavy metal (fallout plus indigenous) or depleted 
of heavy metal. 
The erosion or deposition adjustments relative to the column of 
soil is schematically shown in Figure S.IA and S.IB, respectively. 
CHEM also calculated the total depth of water penetration per month 
(TOTPEN) from the net infiltration of rainfall and the difference in the 
average monthly soil moisture between two successive events. The average 
soil moisture values were calculated from monthly rainfall data for the 
study site and assuming that the field capacity of a soil was equal to 
about one-half of its porosity. The wettest month then was considered to 
produce an average soil moisture content of 48 percent of the average 
field capacity. The average monthly soil moisture for other months were 
directly proportional to the soil moisture content of the wettest month. 
Total water penetration was then computed as monthly infiltration either 
increased or decreased by the soil moisture content between successive 
months divided by the total void volume in each plate. This approach is 
considered a reasonable compromise to account for evapotranspiration 
and unsaturated flow neither of which was considered in this model. 
If TOTPEN < I cm, heavy metal fallout was added to the indigenous 
or existing mass of heavy metal in the first plate and then returned to 
TOHM. If TOT PEN > 1 cm, calculations were made to estimate the heavy 
plate" I C 
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Figure 5.1. A schematic representation of the erosion (-DELTA) 
and deposition (+DELTA) adjustments made by CHEM 
on the soil column. 
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metal movement to the lower soil plates caused by the percolating 'Water. 
This constituted heavy metal storage. The units are converted to moles/L 
2 per cm of surface, fallout and indigenous heavy metal are summed, totally 
dissolved in the soil moisture and then relayed to the AION subroutine 
where the concentrations 'Were converted to activities and then reduced by 
chemical precipitation. If precipitation accounted for less than 99 percent 
of the total dissolved heavy metal the reduced concentration of heavy 
metal was further decreased by considering exchange adsorption. 
Adsorption Function 
The adsorption routine is used when chemical precipitation appears 
inadequate (data underflow) in removing heavy metals from solution. It 
was assumed that the soil composition in an element was invariant in any 
given column platelet and that the exchange complex was saturated with 
C 2+ . a l.on. Because of the relatively low concentration of heavy metals, 
the exchange function governing the adsorption and transport of heavy 
metals '.vas assumed to be linear and of the form (Bolt and Bruggenwert, 
1976) 
* [ 1 + km/Ca • ~,ca] (5-5 ) 
where i~ is the depth of penetration of heavy metal cation M, V is the 
volume of percolating solution, e is volume fraction of soil moisture 
(VIe is total water penetration), K is the selectivity coefficient for the 
M-Ca exchange and ~ may be taken as 100. The ratio of XM to vIe 
essentially gives the ratio of the heavy metal in solution to that held 
by adsorp tion. 
When the system had been corrected for adsorption, all phases (solution, 
adsorbed and precipitated) containing the given heavy metal were combined 
2 for each 1 em depth and the dimensions changed to read kg/km. CHEM thus 
allowed the computation of the net increase in mass of Hg, Pb, Cd, Zn and 
Cr per element for each monthly rainfall event as effected by heavy metal 
fallout in the study site. To account for the heavy metal chemistry in 
TOHM during any given year CHEM must be called (5 x 288 x 12) = 17,280 
times. Figure 5.2 shows a qualitative flow chart for submodel CHEM. 
Subroutine AlaN 
AlaN computed ion activities and ion pair formation for all of the 
ionic constituents in the soil solution. These data were passed to the 
precipitation subroutines PFTPH and PPT for calculation of post-precipi-
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tation concentrations. These reduced concentrations were returned to AION 
where they are stored and returned to CHEM. 
AlaN received the concentrations of Zn, Hg, Pb, Cd and Cr04 in 
moles/L for each soil platelet from CHEM and baseline data for Ca, Mg, 
K, Na, Cl, SO 4 and pH from DATA. The HC0 3 and C0 3 activities were cal-
culated using established techniques (Stumm and Morgan, 1970). Initially, 
the ionic strength ~ was calculated from the molar concentrations M. and 
].. 
valence Z. of all ith ionic species in solution 
].. 
i=n 
~ = 1/2 L 
i=l 
2 M.Z. ].. ].. (5-6 ) 
Then the activity coefficient Yi for each ionic specie i was calculated 
from (Stumm and Morgan, 1970) 
log y. = -A z.2 ~1/2/(1 + Ul / 2 ) + bU 
].. ].. 
(5-7) 
where A = .509 for an aqueous solution at 25°C, and b has a value of 0.2. 
Definitions and constants 
DELTA calculations 




Figure 5.2. Simplified flow chart for CHEM. 
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When the activity coefficients were estimated. the ion activities (M) were 
calculated using a mass balance approach which incorporated ion pair 
formation in the soil solution. For example, the total analytical concen-
tration of heavy metal in solution Mr in terms of the ion pairs considered 
in this study was given by 
where [ ] represents concentration in moles /L and (M.) = y. [M.]. In terms 
~ ~ ~ 
of activities, where ( ) represents activity, equation 5-8 is written 
(M 2+) (MS04°) (Me 1+) 0) (MHPO 4
0
) 
~ = + + + + Ym Ymso Ymcl Ynco Yhpo 4 3 4 
(5-9) 
In general, for any ion pair of the form MX, we can write 
MX i-j = Mi + + j-X 
and 
(M i +) (Xj -) 
~i-j = 
(MX i - j ) 
or (MX i - j ) == 
(Mi+)(Xj -) 
~i-j (5-10) 
where KMxi-j is the dissociation constant for the ion pair MX i - j and where 
i+ is the charge on cation M and j- is the charge on anion X. Making 
the substitution given in (5-10) for all complexes and rearranging equation 
(5-9) gives 
(HP04) 
+ + --~-- + K 
yKmcl YKtOCo Y mpo 3 4 
(5-11) 
(Cl) ) 
All anions and cations whose calculations appear in submodel CHEM were 
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treated in this manner. To simplify the FORTRAN expressions the denom-
ination in equation (5-11) were calculated separately for each ionic specie 
in i solution and given a 'variable name before the calculation of the free 
ion specie activity. 
Each charged ion pair contributed to the ionic strength l.l thus, the 
activities of all ion pairs (Mx i - j ) ~re calculated from equation (5-10) 
.+ .. 
after (M1 ) and (X 1 - J ) ~re calculated using expressions of the form 
given by equation (5-11). Since ionic strength is based on concentrations 
each calculated ion pair activity was divided by its respective activity 
coefficient and fed into a new ionic strength expression which 
incorporated ion pairs in its computation. This process ~s repeated 
in an iterative DO loop until successive ionic strength values differed 
by less than 1 x 10-6 • The computed activities for the heavy metals, 
C03, HC03 and the pH and POH ~re then routed to subroutine PPTPH which 
calculated the post precipitation concentration of all heavy metals which 
were precipitated by anions whose activities were pH dependent, e.g. OH 
2-
or C03 • The same activities were also routed, together with the activities 
of reacting ions into subroutine PPT Which calculates the concentration 
of heavy metals after precipitation occurred with anions whose activities 
were non-pH dependent e.g., SO 4' Cl. Tre reduced concentrations from PPTPH 
ami PPT were fed back to AlON Where they ~re stored separately and the 
lowest concentration calculated for each heavy metal returned to CHEM 
for further manipulation. 
This methodology allowed each precipitation reaction to proceed 
independently to completion and then the model chose the reaction which 
produced the lowest chemical potential for a given heavy metal to dominate 
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the system. 
Figure 5.3 shows the qualitative flow chart for subroutine AlON. 
Subroutine PPTPH 
PPTPH calculated the heavy metal concentrations after precipitation 
with an ion whose activity is pH sensitive. Under the assumptions of 
CHEM, PPTPH is straightforward. For example, if the ion activity product 
of M2+ and Co3
2
- exceeded the solubility product ks of M::03~ precipitation 
occurred. Since pH was assumed constant~ Co 32- activity was also constant; 
h f '" (M2+). . b t us, a ter prec1p1tat1on 1S g1ven y 
(5-11) 
The same approach used for the hydroxide form of the heavy metal 
gives 
(5-12 ) 
where k~ is the solubility product of M(OH)2' All heavy metals that 
existed as cations were handled in this manner. Figure 5.4 shows the 
qualitative flow chart for PFTPH. 
Subroutine PPT 
PPT calculated heavy metal concentrations after precipitation with 
a anion whose activity was non-pH dependent. Of specific interest in 
this study was the heavy metal chromium which was assumed to exist as 
the negative charged cro4
2
- ion. The cro4
2
- ion and the Zn2+ ion form 
the basic zinc chromate Zn(Cr04).2 (OH) 1. 6. Since both zinc and chromate 
can limit precipitation, the calculations to determine the amount of 
basic zinc chromate that precipitates are given. 
F 
Calculate 
IONIC STRENGTH (4) 
J = J+l 
ACCRY = lE-6 
Calculate 
ACTIVITY COEFFICIENT 
ION PAIR CORRECTION 
ION ACTIVITIES 
ION PAIR CONCENTRATION 
ION CONCENTRATION 
Change of variable for 
PPTPH subroutine 
Call of subroutine 
PPTPH 
Change variables for 
PPT subroutine 
Call of various PPT 
subroutines 
Figure 5.3. Simplified flow chart for AION. 
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Select mlnlmum values 
from all returned CHN 
values 
Figure 5.3. (Continued) 
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NO 
Calculate lAP for MC03 
and M(OH)2 
Calculate cation 
concentration as function 
of pH 
Figure 5.4. Simplified flow chart for PPTPH. 
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A general type equation for basic zinc chromate is X YbZ where 
a c 
X, Y and Z represent Zn, Cr04 and OH, respectively. The terms at band 
c represent 1, 0.2 and 1.6, respectively. After precipitation of D noles 
of basic zinc chromate we have 
(5-13) 
where k is the solubility product. The only unknown in equation 5-13 
s 
is D. A Newton-Raphson iterative scheme is used to find D. The first 
derivative of equation (5-13) is 
f' (D) a b c-l a c (x-D/a) (y-D/b) (-l/c)(c)(z-D/c) + (x-D/a) (z-D/c) (-l/b)(b) 
b-l b c a-I (y-D/b) + (y-D/b) (z-D/c) (-l/a)(a)(x-D/a) . 
The solution for D is 
D = D - f(D)/f' (D) 
which converged at between 1 to 60 iterations for ~ery case encountered 
in this study. After D is fixed, new values for X, Y and Z (Z n, Cr04 
and OH) are returned to PPTADS. All phosphate compounds e.g., Pb3 (P0 4)2' 
Cd 3 (P04)2' etc., were also treated in this manner since both the heavy 
metal or soil phosphate could limit precipitation. The flow chart for 
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PPT is shown in Figure 5.5. All thermodynamic constants used in CHEM were 
obtained from Sillen and Martell (1964) and Wagman et a1. (1968). 
PPT 
(CATl, CAT2, ANI, AN2, CCATl, CCAT2 
CAN 1 , CAN2, NCATl, NCAT2, NANl, NAN2 
EQK, ACATl, ACAT2, AANl, AAN2, NODE, MODE) 
T Adjust to 
Calculate 
ion activity product 
Variable assignment for 
chm ppt equation 
Iteration for chm 




Figure 5.5. Simplified flow chart for PPT. 
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CHAPTER 6 
GENERAL mEAVY METAL TRANSPORT MODEL 
W. J. Grenney 
The Transport of Heavy Metals (TOHM) model was developed to provide 
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a means of estimating the rate of transport of heavy metals from the stack 
discharges of power generating plants, through the atmosphere and eventually 
through the soil-water system to an environmental sink (such as a reservoir). 
This process can be subdivided into five major components ~s shown in 
Figure 6.1. Particulates discharged from the stack ~e transported down-
wind and deposited on the surface of the soil. In some situations the 
fallout rate may be a function of precipitation; however, for the semi-arid 
intermountain region the storms are localized, infrequent, and of short 
duration so individual storm events are considered to have little effect 
on average seasonal fallout rates. 
The heavy metals associated with the fallout interact with each other 
and with the soil constituents depending on the characteristics of the soil 
matrix. The infiltrating moisture from a storm event may transport the 
metals deeper into the soil column. The net accumulation of metals near the 
soil surface is a complex function of the fallout rate, chemical reactions 
in the interstitial waters, infiltration rate, and previous accumulations or 
background levels of the metals in the soil column. 
The soils in the intermountain west are highly erodable. Rates 
of as high as 3340 tons per square mile per year have been reported. The 
soil and associated heavy metals eroded from the surface are transported 
by means of intermittent streams to relatively large perennial rivers in 
~ 
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which they become part of the total transported sediment load which even-
tually settles out in a reservoir or other quiescent reaches. The prin-
cipal strategy in monitoring the movement of heavy, metals that are deposited 
on the surface soil is to define the movement of the eroded soil particles 
with which they are associated. The erosion process, therefore, is a 
major component in the heavy metal transport pathway. It is effected by 
the frequency and intensity of precipitation, slope, vegetation cover, 
soil type, and distance from a relatively perennial river. 
The mechanisms included in the components of Figure 6.1 are time and 
space variable. Fallout rates from the atmospheric transport components 
have significant variations with season and with location depending on 
predominant wind velocity and direction, orographic features, and on 
distance from the point of discharge. The mean values of frequency and 
intensity of precipitation may vary significantly from region to region. 
Precipitation also has an important stochastic nature and cannot be 
adequately represented by average parameters. The erodability of soils 
varies over wide ranges depending on the topography, vegetation cover, 
and soil 
The components represented in F 6.1 were, therefore, rrodeled as 
time and space variable processes. These processes are represented in 
the model by systems of equations referred to as "process equations ". 
The space domain was incorporated in the model by superimposing a grid 
over the area of interest. The grid may be made up of irregular "elements"; 
although for this application 10 km square elements ,,,,ere used. Grid ele-
ments should be small enough so that the characteristics of the terrain 
encompassed by the element are relatively homogeneous. The model process 
equations are applied to each element and the individual effects integrated 
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together to obtain the overall basin response. In order to reduce the 
volume of model output, the elements are grouped into hydrologic sub-basins 
for data output. 
The time domain was incorporated in the model by solving the process 
equations each month and integrating the effects over any time horizon of 
interest. In order to keep the model output to a managable volume, basin 
responses are output at a yearly interval. The stochastic nature of 
precipitation is introduced to the model by generating storm events for 
each element each month such that the probability distribution over a long 
period of time will conform to the observed statistical properties of a 
specified meteorological region. 
CONTROL SUBROUTINE 
The TOHM model is composed of four major process subroutines repre-
senting the components in Figure 6.1; precipitation, atmospheric transport, 
erosion, and soil chemistry. These subroutines as well as input/output 
subroutines are interfaced by a ~Bster control program. Data input formats, 
sample input-output, and a program listing are included in appendices A, 
B, and C, respectively. The program was \~itten in Fortran IV ~nd used 
on the Bourroughs 6700 computer at Utah State University. Detailed 
descriptions of the atmospheric transport, precipitation (RAIN3), and 
chemistry (CHEM) subroutines are included in other sections of this report. 
The model was segmented into subroutines so that different process equations 
could be utilized if desired in future applications with a minimum of 
reprogramming. 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
Figure 6.2 is a flow chart for the control program (CONTRO). It 
performs the following tasks: 
1. Calls input subroutines and echos data at user's option. 
Conducts internal checks on input data and sorts it into the 
proper matrix form. 
2. Determines, from user options, which of the eight heavy metals 
are included in a run and packs matrices for efficient mani-
pulation. 
3. Accommodates user options for various combinations of process 
subroutines. 
4. Accounts for the mass transport of materials among elements 
and it's accumulation within elements. 
5. Provides output information on disk or punched cards necessary 
for model restart. 
6. Manages output summaries in accordance with user options. 
The model was structured to provide a high degree of flexability 
for user options. Individual process subroutines may be bypassed or used 
in a variety of combinations with each other. This allows for the 
reduction of computer time by including only the optimal combination of 
process equations for a particular application. Combinations of the 
following options are available: 
1. Precipitation 
a. Call subroutine RAIN3 for each element and each month. 
b. Read in 12 months of typical precipitation data for 
each element and use these same data for each year 
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Read program control data (NRl) 
Read system definition data (NR2) 
Read fallout rates (NR3) 
Read initial heavy metal accumul~tjnns (NR4) 
data for precipitation 
subroutines (NR6) 
Read initial accumulated 
masses in hydrologic 
subbasi ns (NRl) 
1----III"I*Echo date (NWl) 
"'Ecb:> date (NWl) 
Echo da ta (NWl) 
Echo data (NWl) 
Echo data (NWl) 
Echo data' (NWU 
Figure 6.2. Flow chart for the control program (CONTRO). 
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Output precipitation calculations (NW5) 
*IF(IOPWRT( 4)~1) 
Output erosion calculations (NW4) 
Figure 6.2. (Continued) 
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IOPRUN(3)J'l 
Loop on heavy metals Call subroutine CHEM 
Figure 6.2. (Continued) 
Calculate metals being 
received by each element 
from adjacient elements 
Calculate.masses 
of heavy metals eroded 
directly to the lake and 
sum by hydrologic sub-
basin 
Calculate fallout directly 
on the lake and sum by hy-
drologic subbasin 
Calculate total 
fallout on each hy-
drologic subbasin 




IOPRUN(4)=1 Call subroutine RERUN 
Figure 6.2. (Continued) 
of a run. These precipitation data may be generated 
and stored on disk by an independent run of the model. 
2. Soil Chemistry 
a. Call subroutine CHEM for each element and each month. 
b. Bypass CHEM and assume that the fallout behaves as 
conservative constituents. 
3. Erosion 
a. Call subroutine EROS for each element and each year 
b. Use 12 months of typical erosion data for each element 
and use these same data for each year of a run. This 
option is automatically used with I-b above. 
Referring to Figure 6.2; control data, system definition data, 
fallout rate data (linkage with the atmospheric transport model), and 
initial soil conditions (structured to provide easy restart capabilities) 
are read from separate files to facilitate model testing and management 
run combinations. If constant annual precipitation is to be used in a 
run [IOPRUN(l) = 1], twelve months of data are read in for each element, 
the effects of this precipitation on erosion is calculated for each 
month and each element (subroutine EROS), and these values stored for 
repetitive use during the run. The model then loops through each month 
and each element calling subroutine RAIN3 (depending on user option 
IOPRUN(l» to produce values of precipitation intensity and infiltration, 
calling subroutine EROS to calculate erosion rates (depending on user 
option IOPRUN(2», and storing twelve months of current erosion rates 
for each element. 
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The model next loops through on months and elements calling subroutine 
CHEM to apply fallout to the surface and simulate the chemical reactions 
occurring in the soil (depending on user option IOPRUN(3». Resulting 
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heavy metal concentrations in the soil crust are stored for each element. 
Based on these concentrations and the erosion rates, the amounts of soil 
and heavy metals transported among elements are calculated. Looping 
through elements again, transported masses are accumulated in the appro-
priate elements and heavy metal concentrations in the soil crust are 
updated. A summary of the model response is written each year by subroutine 
OUTPUT. If it is anticipated that the model may be restarted for an exten-
sion of the current time horizon (determined by user option IOPRUN(4», 
then subroutine RERUN is called. Appropriate data are output to a file 
in the proper format to provide initial conditions for the model restart. 
MODEL EQUATIONS 
The transport and accumulation of fallout in the various elements 
is accomplished by a mass balance technique. The principal matrices may 
be defined in the following terms: 
i element index: i = 1,1 (1< 300) 
t = time index: t = 1, T (T.:5..l2) 
k heavy metal index: k = 1, K (K<8) 
n hydrologic subbasin index: n = 1,N (N.:5..6) 
lit a scaler: time increment (months) 
d = a scaler: depth of soil crust (em) 
A (a.): a vector of soil area in element i 
1. 
A diag (a .. ): a diagonal matrix in which the diagonal 
1.,1 
elements are equal to the corresponding 
elements in the A vector 
B (b. ) : a vec tor of total area (so il plus reservoir) in 
1 
element i 
B = (b. .): a diagonal matrix in which the diagonal elements 
1.,1. 
are equal to the corresponding elements in the 
B vector 
Ft = (fi,k)t: a matrix of fallout rates of heavy metal k on 
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element i at time t 2 (kg/km /mo) 
H (h .): a zero-one matrix indicating the hydrologic 
n,1. 
subbasin n encompassing element i; h . = 1 
n,1. 
when i is in n; h . = 0 otherwise 
n,1. 
M. (mn k)' : matrices of the concentration of heavy metal k 1.,t N, 1.,t 
in the subsoil layer t of element i at time t 2 (kg/km /cm) 
P (Pn .): a matrix of coefficients indicating the frac-
N,1. 
tion of eroded soil which is transported from 
element i to element t in one time increment 
s = (s.): a vector of coefficients indicating the fraction 1. 
of eroded soil which is transported from element 
i directly to the sink in one time increment 
S = diag (s .. ): a diagonal matrix in which the diagonal 
1.,1. 
elements are equal to the corresponding 
elements in the S vector 
Wt (wi) t: a vector of the net crust depth change due to 
soil transport into and out of element i during 
the period .6.t; negative values indicate net 
erosion, positive indicate net deposition 
X
t 




k in the crust of elemen t i at time t 2 (kg/km /cm crust depth) 
Yt (Yi,k)t: a matrix of the concentration of heavy 
metal k in the subsoil column of element 
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i at time t 2 (kg/km /cm crust depth) 
Zt (zi) t: a vector of the average crust depth eroded 
during the period ~t in element i 
calculated by subroutine EROS 
£.t diag (z. .): a diagonal matrix in which the diagonal 1,1 
elements are equal to the corresponding 
elements in the Z vector 
Processes Within Elements 
(em) 
The soil column is conceptualized as consisting of two components; 
(1) a thin upper crust of some thickness d, and (2) the subsoil column. 
Yt is the heavy metal concentration in the subsoil just below the crust. 
During the time period ~t, fallout is deposited on the soil surface. 
During the same time period the soil crust, a portion of which had been 
eroded during the previous time increment, reforms to its normal depth 
d. The average concentration (x. k) in the newly formed crust is calcu-
1, 
lated by: 
~t t + R (6-1) 
where x~ is the concentration in the crust remaining from the previous 
month. The Q matrix represents the mechanical interchange of heavy metals 
with the subsoil during the reformation of the crust. The elements in the 
Q matrix are calculated by: 
1 0 y. k 1 w. d ~.vhen < 1, ,t- 1,t 
Qt (qi,k)t = (6-2 ) 
1 0 x. k 1 w. - when w. > 1, ,t- 1,t d 1 
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The R matrix in equation 6-1 is a nonlinear function representing complex 
chemical reactions and transport to the subsoil by infiltration. These 
functions are presented in the section of this report describing the 
chemistry submodel. When the user chooses to supress the effects of the 
chemistry submodel, then equation 6-1 is replaced by 
XO - Q + F !J,t 1. t t t d (6-3 ) 
Processes Among Elements 
Heavy metals are transported among elements in proportion to the soil 
transported by erosion. The soil erosion in an element is calculated by 
the Universal Soil Loss Equation which is described in the following 
section. The effects of erosion are represented in the model by the 
average depth of soil shifted in each element (the vector). Some of this 
shifted material will be redeposited tvithin the element and some ~vill be 
transported to adjacent elements. The amounts of eroded material to be 
transported out of an element are determined by the coefficients in the 
P matrix. Some of the shifted material may go directly into the sink 
(reservoir) as provided by coefficients in the S matrix. 
The net change in crust depth due to erosion (W.) in an element during 
1. 
!J,t may be calculated as follows. AZt is the volume of soil shifted in 
element i due to erosion. P t) is the volume of soil redeposited or 
transported into element i. Assuming that the erosion process has a 
uniform distribution over element i; then the net change of soil volume 
in the element can be expressed as: 
(6-4 ) 





diag 1 b .. 
11 
-1 
where B is the inverse of 13 and I is the identity matrix. 
The mass of heavy metal in the crust is: 
(6-5) 
A d X (6-6) 
t 
The mass of heavy metal shifted due to erosion ,dthin an element during 
the time increment ~t can be expressed as: 
A[XT Z ]T (6-7) 
- t-t 
where T indicates the transpose of the matrix. The mass of heavy metal 
in the eroded soil redeposited and transported into the element can be 
expressed as: 
(6-8) 
Combining terms 6~,6 through 6-8, the redi stribution of heavy metal s 
among elements due to erosion can be calculated by a mass balance on the 
system: 
(6-9 ) 
The rate at which heavy metals are eroded to the sink (reservoir) 
from each element during time increment ~t, can be expressed by: 
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A ( 6-10) 
The following identity must be satisfied to preserve a mass balance: 
Po . + S. N,l 1 1 i 1, I. 
( 6-11) 
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Input data values in the P and S natricies are checked internally by the 
model. Violations to equation 6-11 cause an error statement to te printed 
and the run is terminated. The rate of nass contri1Ju'ted to the sink 
(reservoir) from each hydrologic subbasin is: 
The rate of fallout directly on the sink (reservoir) is: 
The total mass accumulation in the sink, therefore, is thE' sum of 
equations 6-10 and 6-13. 
The soil column beneath the crust nay be devided into four layers; 
the top layer identical with Y in equation 6-2. The heavy ID2tal concen-
trations in each layer are contained in the M. natrix. The bottom l,t 
layer, number 4, has a constant concentration. When a new crust is 
formed by equation 6-1, metals are exchanged between the crust and the 
subsoil. If erosion had occurred during the previous time step, some 
metals from the subsoil are captured in the newly formed crust. If 
deposi tion had occurred, then metals from the old crust become part of 
the subsoil when a new crust forms. If the depth of each subsoil layer is 
d, then this mechanism can be expressed by the expressions: 
when w. < 0 (i. e. erosion) 
1 
0 0 0 
w./d 9, 1,3; k l,k; i=l, I m9, k = m 9, k + (m 9, k - m 9,+1, k) , , , 1 




+ (mo mO ) w./d 9, 3,1; k 1, k; i 1, I 9"k 9"k 9,-1 k 9"k 1 , 
where the superscript 0 indicates concentrations at the beginning of the 
operation and m k is the concentration in the crust. 
0, 
PROGRAM TECHNIQUE 
The !, ~, E., and Z are very sparse matrices which make inefficient 
use of computer memory. Also matrix operations involving them would 
require a large number of redundent steps. Therefore, the model was 
programmed so that the operations in the above equations can be performed 
using the column vectors A, B, S, and Z in place of the diagonal matrices 
!, ~, E., and~. For a system containing 300 elements this amounts to a 
savings of 89,700 storage locations and at least that many redundent 
computational steps for each matrix operation. 
The Hand P matrices are also very sparse and so the model was pro-
grammed to replace them with several smaller matrices. Each element is 
given an identification number (i) by the program. They are sequential 
numbers assigned in the order that the element data cards are read. The 
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P matrix was reduced by imposing the restriction that soil eroded from an 
element can be transported to a maximum of two other elements plus the 
sink (S). This transfer information can be contained in two relatively 
small matrices: 
(a. o) = Ca. 1 a. 2): the identification numbers of the two elements 1-t.. 1, 1, 
receiving eroded material from element i. 
(y. 1 1, y. 2): 1, the fractions of eroded material transported 
from element i to elements y. 1 and y. 2' 
1, 1, 
respectively. 
Using this notation, equation 6-5 can be solved as shown in Figure 6.3. 
The model is dimensioned to accomodate up to 8 heavy metals simul-
taneously. However, it is programmed so that processing time will be reduced 
f initialize: w. = 0 i = 1,1 L _______________ ~l ______________ _J 
----- ------- ---------------) 
( Loop on elements: i i,I 
1----0-~ transport from adjacent elements: Q, = 1, 2) 
true 
w. = w. + z.a.y. n J J 1 1 l.~ 
W. w1' - ~.a.y. n 1 1 1 l,~ 
Increment ~,i 





w. - z.a.S. 
1 1 1 
'" W. ill. 1 1 
"\ 






Figure 6.3. Flow chart for the solution to Equation 6-5. 
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if fewer than 8 are modeled in a run. Each heavy metal has an identification 
number (1-8). A vector, Ag, is defined by the user to indicate which 
particular heavy metals are to be included in each run. 
(Ag): the identification number of the gth heavy metal to be 
modeled in this run; g = 1, G; Hhere G is the total number 
of heavy metals included in this run (G < 8). 
Let v. k be the mass of heavy metal (kg/km2) k which is transported into 
1, 
element i from other elements in the system during time increment ~t. 
2 . 
Let U. k be the mass of heavy metal (kg/km ) k transported out of element 
1, 
i into other elements during ~t. Then equation 6-9 can be solved as 
shmro in Figure 6.4. Figure 6.4 also ShOHS the calculation for accumulating 
heavy metals in the sink, qk. 
EROSION SUBROUTINE 
Soil erosion in each element is estimated by the universal soil loss 
equation: 
e (6-15 ) 
where Kl , K2 , and K3 are coefficients representing soil type, vegetation 
cover, and ground slope respectively; r is a coefficient related to rain-
fall intensity; and e is the rate of soil erosion (tons/acre/month). Values 
for Kl and K2 are shown in Tables 6-1 and 6-2. The value of K3 is calculated 
by: 
K3 = 10 sin e/(tan 8)2/3 (6-16) 
where e is a slope angle measured in degrees (see Table 6.3). The coeffic-




Table 6-1 Soil-type coefficients used for the erosion submodel (EROS), 
Soil type classification 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 J 
----C-o-e-f-f-i-c-i-e-n-t-v-a-l-u-e------rO--.6-0--+--0-.-5o---r-O-.-4-5--r-0--.4-0--+--0-.-30--~-O-.-2-0--1~ 
Table 6-2 Vegetation cover coefficients used for the erosion submodel (EROS)! 
Vegetation cover 
classification 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Coefficient value 0.04 0.06 0.13 0.15 0.18 0.30 0.32 
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Figure 6.4. (continued) 
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(6-17 ) 
where P30 is the maximum 30 minute intensity of a storm event (in/hr) and 
r is the sum of all events during the time increment lit. 
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Because Kl , K2 , and K3 are constant during a run, they are calculated 
in the input subroutine READSC and stored as a single coefficient. Each 
element can encompass 4 subareas having different characteristics. There-
fore, equation (6-18) is repeated for each subarea within each element and 
passed to the control subprogram CONTRO as the vector of coefficients: 
C. o when a. < 10-6 (6-18 ) ]. ]. 
otherwise, 4 
L: a. J/., C. ~ Kl,J/., K2,J/., K3,J/., ]. 9,=1 
where J/., is the index on the element subarea, a. n is the area of the 
].,h 
subarea (km 2), a i is the total soil area in the element (km
2). and the K's 
are the coefficients for the subarea. 
Subroutine EROS is called for each element during each time step and 
the erosion rate calculated by: 
e C. r 
]. 
where r is calculated by equation 6-17 for the value of P 30 
precipitation subroutine, RAIN3. The average depth of erosion is: 




where zi is depth (em), Pb is bulk density of the soil (g/ ), and the 
constant (0.0224) is a mit conversion factor. The vector Z is returned 
to the control program for use in equations 6-7 to 6-12. 
The erosivity factor (r) expresses the erosion potential of average 
annual rainfall in the locality. It is the summation of the individual 
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storm products of the kinetic energy of rainfall and the maximum 3D-minute 
rainfall intensity for all significant storms on an average annual basis 
(equation 6-17). The model solves equation 6-19 eacih tIDlnth using average 
monthly values of r and sums up the monthly erosion to obtain annual 
values. Because the C. coefficients are constant during a year there is 
1. 






where e and r are calculated for the period .6.t and L: indicates the 
summation over a year. 
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RESULT S AND CONCLUSIONS 
Evaluation of Erosion Submodel EROS 
Soil erosion is considered the principle mechanism for the transport 
of heavy metals in semi-arid and arid regions of the intermountain west. 
The erosion component (EROS) of the TOHM lIDdel, therefore has a signifi-
cant impact on the model results. 
Considerable study has been directed toward the prediction of the 
amount of erosion with regard to soil type, slope, vegetation, raindrop 
impact energy, etc. The Universal Soil Loss Equation as described in 
Chapter 3 is the most commonly used method for predicting soil eroded 
from watersheds. This equation is based on a statistical-empirical 
approach involving 1200 different field plots and many cropping patterns 
located at 47 research stations in 24 states. Derived primarily for small 
agricultural watersheds it has however been applied to watersheds as 
2 large as 2000 km (Vanoni, 1975). 
A more basic mathematical soil-erosion model including the processes 
of (a) soil detachment by rainfall, (b) transport by rainfall, (c) detach-
ment by runoff and (d) transport by runoff, has been developed by Meyer 
(1971). The dynamics of the model are evaluated from basic hydraulic, hydro-
logic, meteorologic and other relationships plus emperical coefficients to 
account for the soil properties. In this model the erosion process is eval-
uated in successive slope length increments with the interaction between 
adj acent increments taken into account. This modeling technique has been 
modified and applied by the Environmental Protection Agency (Tapp, 1976). 
The Meyer teclmique is considered more accurate than the Universal 
Soil Loss Equation because it is developed for individual storm events 
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and based on fundamental physical parameters. Both approaches, however 
require the input of empirical coefficients. In this study, a modified 
version of the Universal Soil Loss Equation was used because of the greater 
availability of the coefficients applicable to the study area. 
The study impact area included five major hydrologic subbasins: 
Fremont, Dirty Devil, Colorado, Escalante and San Juan. Using the 
coefficients given in Tables 6-1 through 6-3, the Universal Soil Loss 
Equation calculated the average annual erosion rates of 0.16, 
0.73, 0.35, 0.10 and 0.16 million kg/km 2 for the Fremont, Dirty Devil, 
Colorado, Escalante and San Juan subbasins, respectively. Sediment 
yields in the Upper Colorado River Basin have been estimated to average 
0.63 million kg/km2 with a range of 1.17 maximum and 0.05 minimum (Todd, 
1970). The Green River at Green River, Utah, averages 0.19 million kg/km 2 
of drainage area and the Colorado River at Cisco, Utah, averages 0.28 
million kg/km2 (Todd, 1970). Comparison of the mJde1 results with these 
values indicate that the model gives, in general, a good estimate of the 
sediment yield to Lake Powell. It should be noted that these resul ts 
were obtained without any "adjusting" of the model to fit observations. 
Transport of Fallout by Erosion 
Model TOHM was tested using an option which suppressed CHEM. Umer 
these conditions, aerosol fallout accumulates on the crust until a storm 
of sufficient intensity occurs which ini tiates erosion and subsequent 
transport. 
Figure 7.1 shows the rate at which fallout is eroded to the environ-
me,ntal sink (Lake Powell) versus time from the initiation of fallout on 
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Figure 7.1. The effect of varying the random number seed 




the basin. The results of three separate computer runs are plotted as 
separate points on the figure. Each run used a different random number 
seed for simulating precipitation (RAIN 3). These data -were fit with a 
cubic polynomial shown by the solid line in Figure 7.1. Each random 
number seed generates a different sequence of storm events in space and 
time. The maximum difference in erosion rates among runs for any given 
year was 49 percent during the 17th year. However t comparing the cubic 
polynomial fit to data from each year separatelYt there was no significant 
difference in the average erosion rates at the 95 percent confidence 
level. This result indicated that the selection of the random number 
seed was not a critical factor. The random number seed 999 t 999 was used 
in all subsequent TOHM runs. 
7.2 shows the sensitivity of TOHM to the coefficients used 
in EROS (C. in Equation 6-18). The C.' notation indicates the coefficient 
1 1 
value calculated using Tables 6.1 through Tables 6.3. When TOHM was run 
using these values (C. 
1 
C.') the dashed line curve resulted. Arbitrarily 
1 
doubling the coefficient value (C. = 2C.' ) resulted in about a40 percent 
1 1 
increase in the average erosion rate as shown by the solid line curve. 
An additional 25 percent increase in the coefficient (C. = 2.5 C.') 
1 1 
produced an incremental 9 percent increase in erosion rate. 
The rate of fallout on the soil (3.4 x 106 kg/yr) as predicted by 
SPEDTEC is shown in Figure 7.2 by the horizontal line. If the lake is 
the only sink in the area, then the curve representing the rate of fallout 
eroded to the lake would eventually coincide with the line representing 
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Figure 7.2. Comparison between the fallout rate on the soil 
and the rate at which fallout material is eroded 
to the sink. 
The comparison of the curve Ci = Ci ' and the horizontal fallout line 
suggests the possibility that (1) the response time of the study basin 
(1. e., the time to reach steady state) is extremely long, (2) the study 
basin contains sinks other than the lake, and (3) some combination of the 
above. 
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The first possibility leads to the conclusion that it will take about 
50 years after the coal-fired electric generating facility has been put 
into operation before the erosion rate of heavy metals to the lake will 
equal 50 percent of the fallout rate from the atmosphere. Un:ler these 
conditions (C i = Ci ') achievement of steady state may not be realized for 
hundreds of years. The position of the other curves in Figure 7.2 indicate 
that an increase in the value of Ci (erosion coefficients) would signifi-
cantly reduce the simulated basin response time. 
The second possibility suggests that it will take about 20 years 
before the rate of erosion of fallout to the lake will reach 50 percent 
of the erosion rate predicted by the IlDdel to exist at the end of a 
simulated 50 year period (when C. = C.'). Trese data would further 
1 1 
suggest that unidentified areas of accumulation of fallout may be building 
up in the study basin. 
It is emphasized that the data shown in Figures 7.1 and 7.2 are 
based on model runs where erosion of accumulated fallout on the soil crust 
was the only mechanism operative. 
Evaluation of the Chemistry Subrnodel CHEM 
CHEM was tested for internal consistency and mass balance on a program 
written for one element (P5) of the study site. This element is situated 
30 km from the hypothetical coal-fired electric generating facility and is 
in an area of high aerosol deposition (about 3 x 104 kg per year). To 
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eliminate the confounding factor of interaction with adjacent elements, 
it was assumed all erosion outflow from element P5 went to the environmental 
sink with no erosional depositional inputs coming from adjacent elements. 
The terrain of element PS and its proximity to Lake Powell made the 
above assumptions reasonable. All input data as provided by SPEDTEC, 
RAIN3 and EROS for TOHM were used in the test runs. CHEM was run to 
simulate a 50 year fallout period using various options to test the 
impact of the generating facility on heavy metal loading of the environ-
mental sink (Lake Powell). TIE four options tested were: 
1. CHEM wi th heavy metal fallout 
2. CHEM without heavy metal fallout 
3. DELTA adjustments only. with heavy metal fallout 
4. DELTA adjustments plus adsorption function, with heavy 
metal fallout 
Option I applied the total CHEM submodel. as described in Chapter 
5, on deposited fallout and natural baseline (indigenous) heavy metals 
and calculated the cumulative amount of heavy metal eroded to the 
environmental sink during a 50 year period from the test element. 
Option 2 applied the total CHEM submodel only to the indigenous 
heavy metals in the soil. This option calculated the cumulative amount 
of heavy metal eroded to the sink during a 50 year period from the test 
element in the absence of deposited aerosol fallout. Opt ion 2 gives 
the natural input, originating from indigenous heavy metals, into the 
sink. The difference in heavy metal input between option I and option 
2 gives the effect of the electric generating facility on the heavy 
me tal load ing of the lake. 
Option 3 applied only the erosion and deposition adjustment (DELTA) 
routine of CHEM to the fallout plus indigenous reavy metals. In this 
option, no soil chemistry was applied to the system and only the physical 
process of erosion was considered. This is the simplest of the four 
options run and precludes any knowledge of chemistry except for the 
natural baseline concentrations of the heavy metals. It calculated the 
cumulative amount of reavy metal. eroded to the sink durini'!, a 50 year 
period from the test element. 
Option 4 is similar to option 3 except it added the adsorption 
function routine of CHEM to the program. This option ignored the 
chemical refinement of compound precipitation and assumed that exchange 
adsorption would account for the total interaction of the OOavy metal 
with the soil. 
Figure 7.3 shows the four options applied to the test element and 
the calculated heavy metal loading of Lake Powell during the 50 year 
period. These data show that for the metals Zn, Cr and Pb, little or 
no difference could be seen by the application of the four options. In 
essence the data infer that with regard to Zn, Cr and Pb, the indigenous 
levels of these metals (20 ppm, 16 ppm and 11 ppm, respectively) Which 
were present in the eroded soil swamped any effect of deposited fallout. 
During the 50 year period, 3450 kg of Zn was deposited from aerosol 
6 fallout on the test element and about 1 x 10 kg total Zn was eroded to 
Lake Powell; 1910 kg of Cr was deposited and 7.8 x 105 kg total Cr ~.JaS 
eroded to Lake Powell; 1140 kg of Pb was deposited and 5 x 105 kg "JaS 
eroded to Lake Powell. Too overwhelming effect of the natural background 
over the deposited ·heavy metals is evident. Too data further suggest 
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Figure 7.3. Heavy metals eroded to the sink as affected by 
various options of CHEM applied to the test element. 
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routine in the CHEM submodel are an unnecessary refinement at this stage 
of TOHM development. Only an erosion function is needed to predict 
Zn, Cr and Pb transport to an environmental sink. This conclusion does 
not preclude the importance of chemistry in TOHM. Imeed, CHEM predicts 
that both aerosol deposited and indigenous heavy metals, by virtue of 
their chemistry, will persist in the soil with little downward IlUvement. 
Thus heavy metal fallout will remain essentially in the surface crust 
and the natural heavy metal concentration profile in the soil will be 
invariant. The importance of erosion as the principle vector for heavy 
metal transport in essence validates CHEM. 
The attempt to rigorously calculate a mass balance for the fallout 
heavy metals was not completely successful because of the relatively 
large amount of heavy metal eroded and the small amount deposited. 
Qualitatively, about 90 percent of the fallout could be accounted for in 
the runs on the test element. 
Figure 7.4 shows the data for Cd loading of Lake Powell as affected 
by the four options of submodel CHEM. Becau!:ie of less indigenous Cd 
(.18 ppm) in the so il and the smaller pro port ion of Cd in the fallout 
the amount added to the lake is considerably less than Zn, Cr or Pb. 
Again, little difference is noted between the options used to calculat e 
the data. Cadmium fallout was 308 kg in the test element over the 50 
year period which was the lowest amount deposited of the metals rut about 
4 1 x 10 kg of Cd was eroded from the element. Again the indigenous 
amount, although low, dominated Cd transport because of the small amount 
of Cd fallout. 
The case of Hg, as shown in Figure 7.5, is different than that of 
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Figure 7.4. Cd eroded to the sink as affected by various 
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Figure 7.5. Hg eroded to the sink as affected by various 
options of CHEM applied to the test element. 
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the 50 year period was 4430 kg in the test element \\tlich is the highest 
amount deposited of the metals studied. The indigenous Hg level, in con-
trast, was the lowest (0.05 ppm) of the metals studied. The maximum 
predicted amount of H8 eroded (fallout + indigenous) from the element 
during the 50 year period is about 6600 kg Hg. This amount is predicted 
using only the erosion routine (DELTA) of CHEM and is referred to as aption 
3. The difference in the amount of Hg eroded between option 3 (DELTA + 
fallout) and option 2 (the natural system) is about 4300 kg Hg Which 
compares wi th the 4430 kg of Hg fallout Which occurred over the 50 year 
span. About 65 percent of the Hg eroded to the sink after 50 years 
originates from the fallout on the element. The incorporation of chemistry 
(options 1 and 4) into CHEM reduced the Hg loading of Lake Powell by 
about 1000 kg in 50 years (20 kg/yr). The presence of the chemistry 
routines resulted in a mass balance of 85 percent at the end of 50 years, 
or approximately an average of a 0.3 percent loss of Hg per year. As a 
first generation model this is considered a reasonable level of accuracy 
taking into account the assumptions and the fact that the program was 
called 600 times during the simulated time period. 
The data show in Figure 7 Q5 that indeed aerosol fallout of Hg can 
alter the Hg loading of an environmental sink. This effect is due to the 
relatively large amount of aerosol deposited Hg When compared with the 
low amounts of indigenous Hg normally found in soils of the study area. 
These data further show that an erosion model coupled ,..r.ith an aerosol 
deposition model can produce a good estimate of the movement of Hg to 
the environmental sink under the conditions of this study. In this 
respect, the transport of all the heavy metals (Zn, Cr, Pb, Cd and Hg) 
is similar. 
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The assumption that heavy metals associated with aerosol deposition 
essentially remain in the surface soil was validated by CHEM in this study. 
After 50 year simulation, only 2 percent of Cd fallout moved below the 
surface 1 cm crust and 0.1 percent of the fallout moved below the 
crust. 
The application of the CHEM submodel in the test element study 
resulted in the conclusion that the added refinement produced by the 
incorporation of complex, time-consuming, chemistry sub-routines with 
TOHM is not justified or required to predict heavy metal transport in 
semi-arid or arid climatic zones. 
Heavy Metal Loading of an Environmental Sink 
The previous study has emphasized the importance of erosion as the 
transport mechanism for heavy metals to the environmental sink and the 
relative insensitivity of the phenomena to the chemistry of the 
heavy metals as detailed in submodel CHEM. Therefore, to evaluate the 
heavy metal loading of the environmental sink (Lake Powell) TOHM was 
used incorporating only the DELTA function of CHEM. The net result of 
using this version of TOHM not only provided an excellent predictive 
model to compute the loading of the environmental sink during any given 
time span as effected by a hypothetical coal-fired electric 8enerating 
facility but it resulted in a reduction in computer operational time by 
about 90% compared to that required when the total CHEM submodel was 
incorporated into TOHM. The results of applying TOHM to the complete 
study area (27,570 km2) will be discussed. 
The cumulative loading of Lake Powell by Zn, Cr and Pb due to erosion pro-
cesses during a 25 year period is shown in Figure 7.6. These data represent 
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Figure 7.6. Cumulative loading of the environmental sink 
by Zn, Cr and Pb. 
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the contribution from both the natural system plus aerosol deposition that 
occurred on the land surface within the study site. During this period, 
3.2 x 106 kg of Zn, 2.6 x 106 kg of Cr and 1.8 x 106 kg of Pb ;.;ere 
deposited in the lake. This loading is directly proportional to the 
indigenous levels of these heavy metals that was assumed to occur in 
the soil, i.e., Zn = 20 ppm, Cr = 16 ppm and Pb = 11 ppm, respectively. 
As previously shown (see Figure 7.3) the loading of these particular 
heavy metals is not significantly affected by the aerosol fallout that 
occurred. The data in this figure essentially show the contribution 
of the natural system to the heavy metal loading of Lake Powell. TIE 
impact of Zn, Cr and Pb fallout on the loading of the lake is minimal as 
will be discussed later. 
4 Figure 7.7 shows that the loading of Cd (3.1 x 10 kg) and Hg 0.6 
4 
x 10 kg) into Lake Powell during a 25 year period is in the order of 
100 times less than the metals Zn. Cr and Pb. Again these data refer to 
the amounts eroded from the land surfaces and transported to the sink. 
These heavy metals exist at relatively low indigenous levels in the soil 
(i.e o , Cd = 0.18 ppm and Hg = 0.05 ppm) compared to the other metals 
studied. The greater slope of the Hg loading curve relative to the Cd 
loading curve and the eventual intersection of the two curves shows the 
5 increasing influence of the high aerosol fallout of Hg (1.9 x 10 kg) 
4 
compared to the Cd fallout (1.3 x 10 kg) on the land surface of the study 
basin. The Significant impact of Hg fallout is related to the large 
ratio between the amount of fallout and the indigenous amount of Hg in 
the soil. This relation is shown in Figure 7.8, where the total Hg eroded 
to the lake and the contri but ion of fallout Hg to this total are plotted 
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Figure 7.7. Cumulative loading of the environmental sink by 
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Figure 7.8. The contribution of aerosol deposition and the 
natural system to the loading of the environmental 
sink by Hg. 
Hg loading of the lake comes directly from aerosol fallout in the study 
site Q This compares to about a 6 percent fallout contribution to the 
total Cd loading of the lake and a negligible fallout contribution to 
total Zn, Cr and Pb added to Lake Powell. 
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Heavy metal loading of Lake Powell by direct interception of fallout 
on the water surface is shown in Figure 7.9. The relative position of 
these curves also gives the approximate ratio of the aerosol deposition of 
each heavy metal in the basin. These data show that only in the case of 
Hg does direct fallout on the lake materially affect the total loading. 
About 14 percent of the total Hg input into the lake was due to direct 
deposition on the water surface. 
Table 7-1 summarizes the erosion data predicted by TOHM for a 
simulated 25 year period for the 5 hydrologic subbasins that occur with 
the study site basin. The Colorado subbasin contains the environmental 
sink. The Dirty Devil subbasin although the smallest in area produces a 
disproportionately large amount of eroded soil. Per unit area, Dirty 
Devil produces more than twice as much sediment as the other subbasins 
studied. This result reflects the high erodibility of the soil in this 
subbasin. 
Table 7-2 summarizes a portion of the cumulative 25 year data 
obtained from TOHM on the heavy metal loading of the Environmental sink 
by hydrologic subbasin. The total values shown in columns 2 through 6 
are the data plotted in Figures 7.6 and 7.7. The impact of the hypothetical 
coal-fired electric generating facility on the heavy metal loading of the 
environmental sink is shown in columns 7 through 11. The values for the 
Colorado subbasin also include the aerosol deposition that occurred 
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Figure 7.9. Cumulative loading of the environmental sink by 
heavy metals as the result of direct impact on 
the water surface. 
Table 7-1. Cumulative 25 year erosion data as predicted by TOHM for hydrologic 
sub-basins. 
Area % of total Soil eroded Erosion/km2 Erosion/km2/yr 
Sub-basin km2 study area kg x 1010 kg x 106 kg x 106 
Fremont 6,050 22 2.4 4.0 0.16 
Dirty Devil 1,440 5 2.6 18 0.73 
Colorado 9,780 36 8.5 8.7 0.35 
Escalante 5,600 20 1.4 2.6 0.10 
San Juan 4,700 17 1.8 3.9 0.16 
---











Table 7-2. Cumulative 25 year data as predicted by TORM on heavy metal loading of the environmental sink by 
hydrologic sub-basins. 
Lake Loading from Natural tem and Fallout Lake Loading from Fallout Only Total Cumulative Aerosol fallout 
Sub-basin Zn Cr Pb Cd Hg Zn Cr Pb Cd Hg Zn Cr Pb Cd Hg 
kg x 105 kg x 103 kg x 10J kg x!04 
Fremont 5 4 2.9 4.6 2.7 3 <1 <1 0.11 1.6 1.1 0.55 0.32 0.087 1.3 
Dirty Devil 4.7 3.8 2.7 4.3 2.2 1 <1 <1 0.08 1.1 0.32 0.16 0.1 0.026 0.37 
Colorado 17 13 9.4 16 23 20 10 5 1.4 21 9.2 4.6 2.7 0.73 10 
Escalante 2.5 2 1.4 2.4 2.7 2 1 1 0.17 2.5 3.1 1.6 0.93 0.25 3.6 
San Juan 3.3 2.7 1.9 3.3 5.2 1 2 1 0.32 4.5 3.9 2 1.1 0.31 4.5 






contribution of fallout to the loading of Zn, Cr and Pb is not great 
because of the computational methods used (small differences between 
large numbers). However, the order of magnitudecorro[)orates the earlier 
stated conclusion that naturally occurring Zn, Cr and Pb in the soil is 
the principle source of these metals in the environmental sink. The data 
for Cd and Hg (columns 10 and 11) are more definitive because of the 
smaller magnitude of the numbers involved in the computation. The data 
quantify the impact of aerosol deposition in the study basin on the 
input of Cd and Hg into the lake. As stated previously. these data show 
that 83 percent of the Hg that finds its my into the lake originates 
from aerosol fallout whereas only 6 percent of the Cd loading of the lake 
originates from aerosol fallout. These data also show that the aerosol 
fallout increased the Hg loading of the lake by 600 percent over the 
level contributed by the indigenous Hg found in the natural system 
whereas Cd loading of the lake is increased about 11 percent above the 
natural baseline level. 
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The total aerosol fallout which was deposited in each subbasin during 
the 25 year period is shown in columns 12 to 16. Comparison of total 
cumulative fallout with the amount of fallout eroded to the lake 
shows that only 15 percent of d;e heavy metals result:_ng from 25 years of 
fallout is transported to the lake. The remaining 85 percent of the 
deposited heavy metals is considered accumulated in the surface soil of 
the study area. This accumulation of aerosol deposited heavy metals in 
the surface soil is a natural sequence of the soil chemistry coupled with 
the low rainfall-low surface runoff encountered in semi-arid regions 
of the west. 
The data simulated by TOHM are considered to give a realistic 
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approximation of the heavy metal loading of an environmental sink result-
ing from the operation of a coal-fired electric generating facility located 
in the semi-arid or arid regions of the intermountain west. As a first 
generation model, TOHM has provided the necessary fIrst step in an 
integrated approach to solve the complex problem of interacting natural 
systems. It should be noted that TOHM was applied to an area of about 
28 x 103 km2 in the Upper Colorado River Basin. This study area 
represents about 10 percent of the Upper Colorado River Basin area (277 x 
103 km2) which drains into Lake Powell. Correspondingly, the TOHM 
simulated heavy metal loading data as reported in this study represents 
only a fraction of the total heavy metal loading which occurs in Lake 
Powell as the result of Upper Colorado River Basin drainage. 
Summary of Results 
The submodel EROS provides a reasonable simulation of the sediment 
yield in the study area. 
Soil erosion rates predicted by EROS are insensitive to the seed 
number used for the random number generator in the precipitation submodel 
(RAIN3). 
Soil erosion rates are relatively sensitive to the coefficients 
(C.) of the Universal Soil Loss Equation. 
1 
The soil erosion option of TOHM was run with fallout input. The 
results indicated that the rate of heavy metals transported to the 
environmental sink by erosion will not reach 50 percent of the maximum 
rate until about 20 to 50 years after the initiation of aerosol deposition. 
Submodel CHEM was run on a test element (100 km2) to show the affect 
of soil chemistry on the transport of Zn, Cr, Pb, Cd and Hg resulting 
from aerosol deposition to the environmental sink (Lake Powell). 
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A 50 year period was simulated. The data show that heavy metal transport 
is insensitive to the chemistry submode1. This conclusion in essence 
validates CHEM which ipredicts essentially all ae~osol deposited heavy 
metals accumulated in the soil surface hence are subject to erosion. 
In the test element run, with or without the inclusion of chemistry, 
it was found that Zn, Cr, Pb and Cd loading of the lake is attributed 
to the natural (indigenous) level of these metals in the soil. Fallout 
was insignificant with regard to the total amount of these metals eroded 
to the lake. 
In the test element run~withor without the inclusion of chemistry, 
it was found that the loading of the lake was materially affected by Hg 
fallout. About 65 percent of the Hg loading from this element was 
contributed by fallout. This result is attributed to the low level of 
indigenous Hg in the soil relative to the amount of fallout. 
The general model TOHM was applied to the study site (27,570 km2) 
to simulate Zn, Cr, Pb, Cd and Hg loading of the environmental sink 
over a 25 year period. The conclusions essentially corroborated the 
findings of the single test element studies. The CHEM routine was 
suppressed during the TOHM runs. 
The loading of Zn, Cr and Pb into the lake could be accounted for 
by the natural indigenous metal eroded to the lake. Fallout of these 
heavy metals had an insignificant impact on the loading. 
The loading of the lake by Hg was dramatically affected by aerosol 
fallout. After 25 years, 83 percent of the loading of Hg resulted from 
fallout. About 6 percent of the loading of the lake by Cd was attributed 
to fallout in the study area. 
\ 
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Aerosol fallout increased Hg loading of the lake by 600 percent over 
the level contributed by indigenous Hg in the system. Fallout increased 
Cd loading of the lake by about 11 percent above the natural baseline 
level. 
The data siillulated by TOHM indicated that in 25 years, 15 percent 
of the heavy metals in the fallout had eroded to the lake leaving 85 
percent stored in the surface soil of the study area. 
Future Model Refinements and Validation 
The importance of soil erosion in the transport of heavy metals 
that consideration be given to the application of more sophisti-
cated soil erosion modeling techniques and field verification of sediment 
yield in certain critical subbasins. Of interest would be the use of 
the Meyer Technique (Tapp, 1976) with a concerted effort made to deter-
mine the needed specific coefficients values for the selected study area. 
Validation of TOHM is the obvious next step if the model is to be of 
any practical benefit. This study showed that because of the sensitivity 
of the system to Hg fallout only the transport of Hg in selected subbasins 
can be realistically validated. This would require a coordinated field 
study centered in a region with an existing coal-fired electric genera-
ting facility with known aerosol output both in quantity and composition. 
The validation study would require extensive field monitoring of air 
quality, soil and sediment composition and sediment yield to determine the 
impact of Hg fallout on the loading of an environmental sink. The 
degree to which the existing TOHM model must be refined depends on the 
results of field data. The infamous heterogeneity of nature in semi-arid 
presents a formidable barrier to the validation of TOHM. 
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APPENDIX A 
Transport of Heavy Metals (TOHM) Model 
Definition of Terms and 
Formats for Data Input 
Definition of Terms in Common Blocks 
COMMON (unlabeled) 
IBl(IE) Number of Bl coefficients for erosion submodel 
TITL(2,20) Title and subtitle 
IOPRUN(I) Run options 
I = 1 options for precipitation submodel 
I 2 options for erosion submodel 
I = 3 options for chemistry submodel 
I = 4 option for restart output 
I 5 error encountered; stop at the end of this program segment 
I = 6 option for soil erosion output 
IOPECR(I) Data echo option 
I 1 options for system identification data 
I = 2 options for fallout data 
I 3 options for initial heavy metal concentrations 
IOPWRI (I) Output options 
I 1 options for output by element or sub-basin (NA) 
I 2 options for output by month or year (NA) 
I 3 option for output of generated precipitation data 
I 4 option for output of generated erosion data 
I 5 option for output of generated soil chemistry data (NA) 
IEROW(IE) Element row identification (alphanumeric) 
IECOL(IE) Element column identification (integer) 
ITRAN(I,IE) Element numbers of adjacent elements receiving erosion 
from IE (I = 1,2) 
PTRAN(I,IE) Percent of eroded material transported to lTRAN(I,IE) (I = 1,2) 
PTRAN(3,IE) Percent of eroded material transported directly to the lake 
Note: (NA), not available in this version of the model. 
A-2 
IHYDB(IE) Hydrologic sub-basin containing IE 
NHVM Number of heavy metals in current run 
IHVM(I) Identification numbers of heavy metals in the current 
run (I = 1,8) 
ACCFO(IHM,IHB) Accumulated fallout over a hydrologic sub-basin Kg 
XLAXD(IHM,IHB) Heavy metal accumulation in the lake from direct Kg 
fallout 
XLAXE(IHM,IHB) Heavy metal accumulation in the lake from erosion Kg 
CRUSTD Crust depth in basin 
AS(IE) Area of soil surface in IE 
AL(IE) Area of lake surface in IE 
NELE Number of elements in the system 
B1(I,IE) Coefficients for erosion submode1 (I = 1,4 sub-elements) 
ISOT(I,IE) Soil types (I = 1,4 sub-elements) 
P3DX (IMO) 3D minute rain intensity (IMO = 1,12 months) 
MAR(IE) Mean annual rainfall zone containing IE 
IPZON(IE) Precipitation zone containing IE 
IDZON(IE) Precipitation distribution zone containing IE 
SADD(IE) Temporary storage for soil eroded to IE 
SLAXE(IHB) Mass of soil eroded to the lake for hydrologic 
basin IHB = 1,NHYDB 
COMMON/EROS/ 
PINST(8) Not used 
RKST(8) Soil type coefficient 
THATA(3) Slope coefficient 
P30MIN Precipitation threshold for erosion 
VC(10) Vegetation cover coefficient 
EROSD(IMO,IE) Depth of erosion in Cm (IMO = 1,12 months) 









POR(IE) Average soil porosity 
BD(IE) Average soil bulk density 
PINF(IMO,IE) Monthly infiltration 
X(l,IHM,IE) Mass of heavy metal in crust 
X(2,IHM,IE) Mass of heavy metal in subsoil 
X(I,IID1,IE) Storage variables for chemistry model (I = 3,5) 
DELTA Change in crust depth due to erosion and deposition 
(+ or -) 
ALPHA (IE) Coefficient for chemistry submodel 
CEE(IE) Coefficient for chemistry submodel 
Y(8) Storage locations for chemistry submodel 
COMMON/RAIN3/ 
CF(4,12) Factors which produce monthly scatter of precipitation 
outputs 
CF4(4,12) Factors which produce monthly scatter of precipitation 
outputs 
XBAR(5,7) Mean precipitation of precipitation vs. intensity line 
SDX(5,7) Slope of precipitation vs. intensity line on probability 
log paper 
PRO(5,7) Probability level 
RCF(9) Factor relating composite storm precipitation to annual 
precipitation 
PR(7) Probability level of precipitation event 
RFCFOPT(9) Factor relating annual precipitation to a years P30's 
A-3 




2 Kg/Km /mo 
Kg/Km2 
Cm 
Other Variables in RAIN3 
P30 Maximum 30 minute intensity for a given month 
TOTFIL Infiltration in a month 
CP Infiltration coefficient 
ALFA Infiltration coefficient 
MAR Zones of similar RCFOPT's and RCF's 
IDZON Zones of similar monthly scatter of precipitation from 
the mean month 
IPZON Zones of similar precipitation intensity 
R(27) Standard deviations 
P(27) Probability associated with corresponding R 
COMMON/OUTPUT/ 
MONTR(12) The name of each month 
IYEAR The year number 
PECRB{12, IRB) Monthly 30 minute intensity precipitation 
accumulated by hydrologic basins (IRB = 1, 





PINFRB(12,IRB) Monthly infiltration accumulated by hydrologic Cm 
basin (IRB = 1, number of hydrologic basins) 
PEC30(12,IE) Monthly 30 minute intensity precipitation 
for element IE 
COMMON/TOTAL/ 
TI(8,6) Temporary storage of ACFOT 
T2(8,6) Temporary storage of XLADT 
T3(8,6) Temporary storage of XLADT 
T4(8,6) Temporary storage of Yl 
T5(8,6) Temporary storage of Y2 
SLAEPT(6) Temporary storage of SLAXET 
em/30 min 
COMMON/STAT/ 
ACFOT(IHVM,IYEAR) Total of fallout during year IYEAR 
IHVM = 1,NHVM IYEAR = 1, NYEARS 
Kg 
XLADT(IHVM,IYEAR) Total of fallout during year IY~R falling Kg 
directly on the lake 
XLAET(IHVM,IYEAR) Total of heavy metals eroded to the lake 
during year IYEAR 
Kg 
YIT(IH~1,IYEAR) Total heavy metal change in soil crust during Kg 
year IYEAR 
Y2T(IHVM,IYEAR) Total heavy metal change in subsoil during 
year IYEAR 
SLAXET(IYEAR) Total soil eroded to the lake during year 
IYEAR 
IYSTRT Start year number 
NR Read file for subroutine "LASTOP" option card 
Other Input Variables in Program 
NRI Read file 
NWI Write file 
NYEARS Number of year to be run 
IRADUM Seed number for random number generator 
NHYDB Number of hydrologic basins 
NR6 Read for precipitation model data 
NR2 Read file for subroutine "READSC" 
NW2 Not used 
AREA Area of standard element 
INXOPT Input option for initial ACCFO, XLAVD, XLAXE, SLAXE 
NR5 Read file for precipitation data 




NR3 Read file for fallout data 
NHVT Total number of heavy metals on input file 
NR4 Read file for initial heavy metal accumulations in soil 
NR4 Write file for erosion da:ta 
A-6 
A-7 
FORMATS FOR DATA INPUTS 
The formats for data input are included in Table A-I. The table includes 
a comprehensive list of several desirable model options even though the 
I 
scope of this project did not allow for their inclusion in this version of 
the model. In such cases a notation is made in the Table. It was felt 
that if provisions were made now, the inclusion of these options at a future 
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Number of problems to be run 
Run Title 
Run subtitle 
Option for precipitation submodel 
= 1: use one set of precipitation data 
for all years (read from NR3) 
= 2: generate precipitation data for 
each year using simulated storms 
3: generate precipitation data for 
each year using P30 
Read-file for precipitation data 
[IOPRUN(l) = lJ 
Write-file for precipitation echo 
Option for erosion submodel 
blank: run erosion submode1 
= 1: skip erosion submode1 
Option for soil chemistry submodel 
blank: run soil chemistry submodel 
1: skip soil chemistry submodel 
2: skip soil chemistry submodel and set 
initial soil concentrations to zero 
= 3: same as 2 and also prevent transfer 
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Option for echo of system identification 
data (write on 
= blank: echo input data 
1: supress echo of input data 
Option for echo of fallout data (writ~ 
on NWl) 
= blank: echo input data 
= 1: supress echo of input data 
Option for echo of initial heavy metal 
concentration 
= blank: echo input data 
1: supress echo of input data 
Output option for elements (write on NWl) 
= blank: output for hydrologic basins 
and lake 
1: output for each element, hydrol~gic 
basins, and lake (not included 
in the version of the model) 
,~ 











DATA I ~~I; CARD INPUT c::: H . 















Output option for time (write on NW1) 
= blank: output accumulated yearly 
values 
1: output monthly values and accumu-
lated yearly values (not included 
in this version of the model) 
Output option for precipitation subroutine 
= blank: supress output 
1: output precipitation data as gen-
erated on NWS 
Output option for erosion submode1 
= blank: supress output 
1: output erosion data as generated on 
NW4 
Output option for chemistry submode1 (write 
on NW1) 
= blank: supress output 
= 1: output soil chemistry data as gen-
erated (not included in this version) 
Read file NR1 











~ j:I.l H 
E-l CJ:l ~ 
DATA §ESI ~ CARD INPUT I I~PUT SEGMENT < < ~ COLUMNS SYMBOL DESCRIPTION UNITS UP 
36-37 12 NYEARS Number of years in this run 
39-53 115 IRADUM Initial random number for RAIN3 (odd inte-
ger between 6 x 105 - 5 x 106) 
55 II NHYDB Number of hydrologic basins (max of 6) 
57 II IOPRUN(4) 1 make a punched deck of data needed 
to restart the program 
0 supress the above 
59 I 11 I IOPRUN(6) 1 print mass of soil eroded to lake as 
yearly output 
a supress mass of soil eroded to lake 
61-64 14 IYSTRT Starting year number 
66-67 12 NR6 Read file for precipitation model data 
SYSTEM 
DEFINITION 1 NRl 2-3 12 NR2 Read file for system definition input data 
5-6 12 NW2 Write file for monthly output 
8-10 13 NELE Number of elements 
12-17 F6.0 AREA Area of standard element Km2 
19 II INXOP 1 Input initial ACCFO, XLAXO, XLAXE, and 
IF IOPRUN(4) = 1 input SLAXE 








~ l:: ~ 
~ t..':l ....:I 
:>-< ~ H 
DATA I ~~T; CARD I· INPUT INPUT SEGMENT < < ga COLUMNS FORMAT SYMBOL DESCRIPTION UNITS C)Q 
2 NR2 1 Al IEROW(IE) Row identification for element IE 
2-3 12 IECOL(IE) Column identification for element IE 
5 II ISOT(l,IE) Sub-element 1: soil type 
6 Al ISLOP(l) Sub-element 1: slope 
S: steep (50°) 
M: moderate (25°) 
F: flat (10°) 
7 II IVEG(l) Sub-element 1: vegetation type 
8-10 F3.2 PA(l) Sub-element 1: percent area I percent 
12 II ISOT(2,IE) 
13 Al IS'LOP(2) 
14 II IVEG(2) 
15-17 F3.2 PA(2) 
19 II ISOT(3,IE) 
20 Al ISLOP (3) I ? Up to 4 sub-elements may be included 
21 II IVEG(3) 
22-24 F3.2 PA(3) 
26 II ISOT(4,IE) 
27 Al ISLOP(4) 
28 II IVEG(4) 
29-31 F3.2 PA(4) I 









>< rJ:l . H 
Eo< (/) ~ 
DATA :<! is T OJ CARD INPUT INPUT 
SEGMENT < < ~ COLUMNS FORMAT SYMBOL DESCRIPTION UNITS U&::I 
33 Al FO(l,l,IE) Row identification of an adjacent element 
receiving eroded material from element IE 
34-35 12 ITRAN (1, IE) Column identification of an adjacent ele-
ment receiving material from element IE 
36-38 F3.2 PTRAN(l,IE) Percent of eroded material actually trans- I percent 
ported 
40 Al I FO (1, 2 , IE) Row identification of another adjacent ele-
ment receiving material from element IE 
41-42 12 ITRAN(2,IE) Column identification of another adjacent 
element receiving material from element IE 
43-45 F.32 PTRAN(2,IE) Percent of eroded material actually trans- percent 
ported 
46-48 F.32 PTRAN(3, IE) Percent transported directly to the lake percent 
50-51 Il IDZON(IE) Precipitation distribution zone for ele-
ment IE 
53-54 12 IPZON(IE) Precipitation zone for element IE 
56-57 12 IHYDB(IE) Hydrologic basin for element IE 
58-60 F3.2 POR(IE) Porosity percent 
62-64 F3 0 2 I BD (IE) Bulk density g/Cm 3 
66-68 F3.2 CEE(IE) Initial infiltration coefficient (C') 
















































































Element area if different from the standard 
Mean annual rainfall zone I.D. 
Read file for fallout data 
Number of heavy metals to be modeled in 
in this run (~8) 
Identification of first heavy metal to be 
modeled 
Identification of second heavy metal to 
be modeled 
Identification ~f eighth metal to 
be modeled 
Total number of heavy metals on input 
file (:S8) 
Read-file for initial heavy metal accumu-
lations in soil 
Write-file for erosion data 
"F" 
Row identification for element IE 
Column identification for element IE 














Po. C!) .... 
!: l;lT f;; 
DATA I P <: ;iJ CARD INPUT INPUT ~E-l 
SEGMENT <:<: ~ COLUMNS FORMAT SYMBOL DESCRIPTION UNITS UP 
--
69-77 E9.3 FO(8,2,IE) Fallout, heavy metal #8, season #2, 2 Kg/Km /mo 
element IE 
INITIAL 1 NR4 ,1 Al IDUM "C" 
HEAVY 
METAL 3 Al IDUMI Row identification for element IE 
ACCUMULA-
TIONS IN 4-5 12 IDUM2 Column identification for element IE 
THE SOIL 
7-1S E9.3 X(l,l,IE) Mass of heavy metal #1 in the crust of Kg/Cm/Km 2 
element IE 
16-24 I E9.3 I X(1,2,IE) Nass of heavy metal 112 in the crust of I Kg/Cm/Km 2 
element IE 
2S-33 E9.3 X(l,3.IE) 
34-42 E9.3 X(l,4,IE) 
43-Sl E9.3 X(l,S.IE) 
52-60 E9.3 X(l,6,IE) 
61-69 E9.3 X(1,7,IE) 
70-78 E9.3 I X(l, 8, IE) Mass of heavy metal #8 in the crust of I Kg/Cm/Km2 
element IE 
2 1 Al IDUM " S" 











E-I U) "'" 
DATA il;:Sl~ CARD INPUT INPUT 
SEGMENT < < ga COLUMNS FORMAT DESCRIPTION UA 
15-23 E9.3 FO ,1,IE) Fallout, heavy metal #2, season #1, 2 Kg/Km /mo 
element IE 
24-32 I E9.3 I FO(3,1,IE) Fallout heavy metal #3, season #1, 2 Kg/Km /mo 
element IE 
33-41 I E9.3 I FO(4,1,IE) Fallout heavy metal #4, season #1, 2 Kg/Km /mo 
element IE 
42-50 I E9.3 I FO(5,1,IE) Fallout, heavy metal #5, season #1, 2 Kg/Km /mo 
element IE 
51-59 I E9.3 I FO(6,1,IE) Fallout, heavy metal #6, season #1, 2 Kg/Km /mo 
element IE 
60-68 I E9.3 I FO(7, 1, IE) Fallout, heavy metal #7, season #1, 2 Kg/Km /mo 
element IE 
69-77 I E9.3 I FO(8,1,IE) Fallout, heavy metal #8, season #1, 2 Kg/Km /mo 
element IE 
3 I NR3 1 Al IDUH "F" 
3 Al IDUN Row identification for element 
4-5 12 IDID12 Column identification for element 2 Kg/Km /mo 
6-14 E9.2 FO(1,2,IE) Fallout, heavy metal #1, season #2, 2 Kg/Km /mo 
element IE 
15-23 I E9.3 I FO(2,2, Fallout, heavy metal #2, season #2, 2 Kg/Km /mo 
element IE 
p:;-
o 0 0 0 0 I 







t-< U) ~ 
DATA I &l~T'l CARD INPUT INPUT SEGMENT < < ~ COLUMNS FORMAT SYMBOL DESCRIPTION UNITS UA 
4-5 12 IDUM2 Column identification for element IE 
7-15 E9.3 X(2,1,IE) Mass of heavy metal #1 beneath crust of Kg/Cm/Km 2 
element IE 
16-24 E9.3 I X(2, 2, IE) Mass of heavy metal #2 beneath crust of Kg/Cm/Km 2 
element IE 
25-33 I E9.3 I X(2,3,IE) Mass of heavy metal #3 beneath crust of Kg/Cm/Km 2 
element IE 
34-42 E9.3 I X(2,4,IE) Mass of heavy metal #4 beneath crust of Kg/Cm/Km 2 
element IE 
43-51 I E9.3 I X(2,5,IE) Mass of heavy metal #5 beneath crust of Kg/Cm/Km 2 
element IE 
52-60 I E9.3 I X(2,6, IE) Mass of heavy metal #6 beneath crust of Kg/Cm/Km 2 
element IE 
61-69 I E9.3 I X (2,7, IE) Mass of heavy metal #7 beneath crust of Kg/Cm/Km 2 
element IE 
70-78 E9.3 I X(2,8,IE) Mass of heavy metal #8 beneath crust-of_ Kg/Cm/Km 2 
element IE 
INITIAL 1 NRI 1-8 E8.3 ACCFO(l,IHB) Mass of accumulated fallout for heavy I Kg 
MASS metal #1 in hydrologic basin IHB 
BALANCE 
CONDITIONS 11-18 E8.3 ACCFO(2,IHB) Mass of accumulated fallout for heavy I Kg 
NEEDED IF metal #2 in hydrologic basin IHB 
INXOP = 1 
ONE CARD 21-28 E8.3 ACCFO(3,IHB) I Mass of accumulated fallout for heavy Kg > 







~::E: ~ p..,C) 
...:l 
:><~ H 
f.-< Ul I':« 
DATA I lil ;; T :l CARD INPUT INPUT 
SEGMENT < < f:2 COLUMNS FORMAT SYMBOL DESCRIPTION UNITS U~
31-38 E8.3 I ACCFO (4, IHB) I Mass of accumulated fallout for heavy Kg 
metal #4 in hydrologic basin IHB 
41-48 E8.3 I ACCFO (5 , IHB) Mass of accumulated fallout for heavy I Kg 
metal #5 in hydrologic basin IHB 
51-58 E8.9 I ACCFO(6, IHB) Mass of accumulated fallout for heavy I Kg 
I metal #6 in hydrologic basin IHB 61-68 I E8.3 I ACCFO (7 , IHB) Mass of accumulated fallout for heavy I Kg 
metal #7 in hydrologic basin IHB 
71-78 E8.3 ACCFO(8,IHB) Mass of accumulated fallout for heavy 
0 metal #8 in hydrologic basin IHB 
0 
NHYDB Repeat for each hydrologic basin 
INITIAL 1 NRI 1-8 E8 0 3 I XLA.xD (1, 1) Mass of accumulated fallout directly on the I Kg 
ACCUMULATED lake for heavy metal #1, hydrologic basin 1 
FALLOUT 
DIRECTLY 11-18 E8.3 I XLAXD (2,1) Mass of accumulated fallout directly on the I Kg 
ON THE LAKE lake heavy metal #2, hydrologic basin 1 
(NEEDED IF 21-28 E8.3 XLAXD(3,l) Mass of accumulated fallout directly on the I Kg IOXIOP = 1) lake for heavy metal #3, hydrologic basin 1 
ONE CARD FOR 
EACH HYDRO- 31-38 E8 0 3 I XLAXD(4, 1) Mass of accumulated fallout directly on the Kg 
LOGIC BASIN lake for heavy metal #4, hydrologic basin 1 
41-48 E8.3 I XLAXD(5,1) Mass of accumulated fallout directly on the Kg 
lake for heavy metal #5, hydrologic basin 1 









DATA ~:T; CARD INPUT INPUT P::E-I 
SEGMENT (5~ JL COLUMNS FORMAT SYMBOL DESCRIPTION UNITS 
61-68 ES .. 3 XLAXD(7,l) Mass of accumulated fallout directly on the Kg 
lake for heavy metal #7, hydrologic basin 1 
71-78 E8.3 XLAXD(8.1) Mass of accumulated fallout directly on the I Kg 




NHYDB 1-8 E8.3 I XLAXD(l,NHYDB~ Mass of accumulated fallout direct on the I Kg 
lake for heavy metal #1, hydrologic basin 
NHYDB 
11-18 E8.3 IXLAXD(2,NHYDB) I Mass of accumulated fallout directly on the I Kg 
lake for heavy metal 112, hydrologic basin 
NHYDB 
21-28 ES.3 IXLAXD(3,NHYDB) I Hass of accumulated fallout directly on the I Kg 
lake for metal #3, hydrologic basin 
NHYDB 
3l-3S ES.3 IXLAXD(4,NHYDB)I Mass of accumulated fallout directly on the I Kg 
lake for heavy metal 114, hydrologic basi~ 
NHYDB 
41-48 E8 u 3 IXLAXD(S,NHYDB)I Mass of accumulated fallout directly on the I Kg 
lake for heavy metal #5, hydrologic basin 
NHYDB 
51-58 E8.3 IXLAXD(6.NHYDB)I Mass of accumulated fallout directly on the I Kg 
lake for meatl #6, hydrologic basin 
NHYDB 
61-68 E8.3 IXLAXD(7,NHYDB)I Hass of accumulated fallout directly on the Kg 
lake for heavy metal #7, hydrologic basin :J> I 









H (/) ~ 
DATA I il"T Oi CARD INPUT INPUT SEGMENT <l1 <l1 ~ COLUMNS FORMAT SYMBOL UNITS U~ DESCRIPTION 
71-78 E8.3 XLAXD (8, NHYDB) Mass of accumulated fallout directly on the Kg 
make for heavy metal #8, hydrologic basin 
NHYDB) 
INITIAL 1 NRl 1-8 E8.3 XLAXE(l,l) Mass of heavy metal #1 eroded to the lake Kg 
ACCUMULATED from hydrologic basin 1 
HEAVY METALS 
ERODED TO 11-18 E8.3 XLAXE(2,1) Mass of heavy metal #2 eroded to the lake Kg 
THE LAKE from hydrologic basin 1 
(NEEDED IF 21-28 E8.3 XLAXE(3,1) Mass of heavy metal #3 eroded to the lake Kg IOXIOP = 1) from hydrologic basin 1 
ONE CARD 
FOR EACH 31-38 E8.3 XLAXE(4,1) Mass of heavy metal #4 eroded to the lake Kg 
HYDROLOGIC from hydrologic basin 1 
BASIN 
41-48 E8.3 XLAXE(5,1) Mass of heavy metal #5 eroded to the lake Kg 
from hydrologic basin 1 
51-58 E8.3 I XLAXE(6,1) Mass of heavy metal #6 eroded to the lake Kg 
from hydrologic basin 1 
61-68 E8.3 I XLAXE (7,1) Mass of heavy metal #7 eroded to the lake Kg 
from hydrologic basin 1 
71-78 E8.3 I XLAXE (8,1) Mass of heavy metal #8 eroded to the lake Kg 




NHYDB 1-8 E8.3 I XLAXE (1 ,NHYDB)j Mass of heavy metal #1 eroded to the lake Kg 
from hydrologic basin NHYDB 
;t> 
I 
11-18 E8.3 I XLAXE(2,NHYDB)1 Hass of heavy metal #2 eroded to the lake Kg N 0 








f-< {fl t:>-. 
DATA P<I~ CARD INPUT INPUT ~H (5 ;3 ~ COLUMNS FORMAT SYMBOL DESCRIPTION UNITS 
21-28 E8.3 XLAXE (3, NHYDB) Mass of heavy metal #3 eroded to the lake I Kg 
from hydrologic basin NHYDB 
31-38 E8.3 IXLAXE(4,NHYDB)/ Mass of heavy metal #4 eroded to the lake I Kg 
from hydrologic basin NHYDB 
41-48 E8.3 IXLAXE(5,NHYDB) I Mass of metal #5 eroded to the lake I Kg 
from ":lydrologic basin NHYDB 
51-58 E8.3 IXLAXE(6,NHYDB)I Mass of heavy metal #6 eroded to the lake I Kg 
from hydrologic basin NHYDB 
61-68 E8.3 IXLAXE(7,NHYDB)I Mass of heavy metal #7 eroded to the lake I Kg 
from hydrologic basin NHYDB 
I 
71-78 E8.3 IXLAXE(8,NHYDB)I Mass of heavy metal #8 eroded to the lake Kg 
from hydrologic basin NHYDB 
INITIAL 1 NRI 1-8 E8.3 SLAXE(l) }fass of soil eroded to the lake from hydro- Kg 
ACCUMULATED logic basin 1 
SOIL ERODED 
TO THE LAKE 11-18 E8.3 SLAXE(2) Mass of soil eroded to the lake from hydro- Kg 
(NEEDED IF logic basin 2 
IOXIOP = 1 AND 21-28 E8.3 ISLAXE(3) Mass of soil eroded to the lake from hydro- I Kg IOPRUN(6) 1) logic basin 3 
31-38 E8.3 ISLAXE(4) }fass of soil eroded to the lake from hydro- Kg 
logic basin 4 
41-48 E8 0 3 ISLAXE(5) Mass of soil eroded to the lake from hydro- Kg 
logic basin 5 :;t> 
I 
N 
51-58 E8 c 3 I SLAXE (6) Mass of soil eroded to the lake from hydro- I Kg H 








1'-' U) p.;... 
DATA 0< ~ I CARD INPUT INPUT P:;f:-< 
SEGl'rCNT ..-::<r: JL COLUMNS FORMAT SYMBOL DESCRIPTION UNITS 
---
UQ 
YEARLY TOTALS 1 NRI 1 11 lOP IF lOP = 1; 
SUMMARY OUTPUT yearly totals of fallout, fallout on the 
OPTION lake, heavy metals eroded to the lake, 
heavy metals left in the crust, and 
heavy metals left in the subsoil for 
heavy metal #2 through heavy metal NHVM 
will be set equal to heavy metal #1 and 
be multiplied by the concentration factor 
XC - Kg heavy metal/Kg fallout 
2 Il I NHM The number of heavy metals that are to be 
multiplied by the inputed concentration 
factor of KG heavy metall/Kg fallout 
3-4 12 NW Print file number 
6-7 12 NP Punch file number 
9-16 ESc3 XC(l) Kg heavy metal #l/Kg fallout 
lS-25 E8.3 XC(2) Kg heavy metal H2/Kg fallout 
27-34 E8.3 XC(3) Kg heavy metal H3/Kg fallout 
36-43 ESo3 XC(4) Kg heavy metal #4/Kg fallout 
45-52 E8.3 XC(5) Kg heavy metal #5/Kg fallout 
54-61 E8 0 3 XC(6) Kg heavy metal #6/Kg fallout 
63-70 ES.3 XC (7) Kg heavy metal #7/Kg fallout 




SAMPLE OF MODEL OUTPUT 
This appendix includes a sample of the computer printout. The 
principal segments of the printout include: 
I. Echo of control cards and system definition information 
II. Internally generated coefficients 
III. Echo of heavy metal fallout data 
IV. Echo of initial heavy metal concentrations in the surface 
crust 
V. Echo of initial heavy metal concentrations in the subsurface 
VI. Model output for one year 
PRINTOUT SEGMENT I 
Echo of control cards and system definition information. The 
output conforms to the input specifications in Appendix A; "Main 
Control" and "System Definition." 




NR5a 5 NW5a I> IOPRUN(2h 0 IOPRUIII(3)- 1 IOP!eH( 1). a IOPECH(2)a 
IOP"RTCi)a IOP"RT(3). a IOl'wRT(I.I)a 0 IOPdHS)- 0 NRlo: 5 
IRADUM • 911111199 NHYOe a S IOPRU"i(II) a 0 IOPRUNlo) • 1 IVSTRT • 
NR2_ il N"28 I> NELEa 2se AREb 100,00 
HEAVY METAL 1 • ZINC 
HEAVY METAL i_MERCURY 
H!AVY METAL 1 • LEAD 
HfAVY METAL II • CAOMIU~ 
HfAVY METAL 5 - CHROMATE 
HEAVY METAL I> • ORTHO P~OSPH'TE 
HYDROLO;IC SUS-SASIN 1 a 'REMONT 
HvDROLO;IC SUS-SA SIN 2 • DIRTY DEvIL 
HYOROLOGIC sUS-aASIN 1 • COLORAOO 
HYOROLO;IC SUB-aASIN II • ESCALANTE 
HyDROLOGIC SUS-BASIN 5 • SAN JUAN 
A 
2 A 2 
1 A 1 
II A 41 
5 A 5 
• A " 
7 A 7 
8 S 
• S 1 1,00 o 0,00 a 
• S 1 0,70" 5 II 0,10 0 
I> S 3 0.50 0 S 1.1 0,50 0 
o S 1.1 0,33 7 S 1.1 0.1>7 
1 S 4 O,i5 , II 0.75 a 
F 2 1,00 0 0,00 0 
, 2 1,00 a a 0,00 0 
I> S 1 O,SO 0 8 1.1 0.20 0 
I> 8 3 0,50 I> M 1 0.50 a 
o 0,00 0 
o 0,00 0 
o 0,00 a 
a 0,00 a 
a 0,00 a 
a 0,00 0 
a 0,00 
o 0,00 0 
0,00 0 9 8 i 
10 e 1 
II 6 1.1 
U 8 5 
11 8 • 
11.1 8 7 
15 B 8 
1. 8 9 
I> ~ 1 0,110 0 S 3 0,1.15 0 F 3 0,15 0 
I> S 1 0,30 1 S 3 0,110 
, II O,e5 
, 1.1 o,n 
F 2 1,00 
"2 0,57 
, 3 0,15 a 
"2 0,07 0 
a 0,00 0 
, e 0,1.13 a 
F 8 0.50 1 F 8 0,50 a 
F 4 0,30 0 
0,00 
o 0,00 0 
o 0,00 0 
o 0,00 0 
0,00 



















a 1 0,75 
8 4 O,eo 
B 5 0,1.10 
a I> 0,10 
e 7 0,01.1 
a 0,00 
8 1 0,30 
0,00 
9 5 0.50 
C 5 0.20 
a 0,00 0,00 
a 0,00 0,00 
0,00 0,05 
0.00 0,00 
o 0,00 0,00 
0.00 0,00 
o 0,00 0,00 
0.00 0,00 
a 0,00 0.10 
o 0,00 0,1>0 
o 0.00 0.00 
a 0,00 0.00 
S 7 0,25 C b 0,25 0,00 
C 7 0.20 0 0.00 0,00 
C l\ 0,15 o 0,00 0,00 
C q 0,00 o 0.00 0,00 
"IWIQ • 



















0,48 1,37 0,14 0,70 100,00 8 
0,1.18 1,37 0.34 0,70 100,00 7 
0,48 l,l7 0,34 0,70 100,00 q 
0,39 1,01 0,41> 0,70 100,00 5 
0,41> 1.1.10 l,l5 0,44 
0,50 1,32 1,35 0.11/1 




0,48 1.37 0,34 0,70 100.00 9 
0.48 1,37 0,31.1 0,70 100,00 7 
0,1.18 1,37 0,34 0,70 100.00 0 
0,/1] 1,50 O.~4 0,70 100.00 7 
0,50 1,32 1.12 0,44 100,00 1.1 
0,50 1.12 1,32 0,/14 100,00 3 
0,50 1,12 I,li o.~1.1 100,00 3 
0,50 1.12 1,32 0,4/1 





18 C c 
I' C 1 
cO C II 
21 C S 
c2 C II 
21 C 1 
211 C e 




2' 0 il 
10 0 1 
11 0 II 
3e 0 5 
31 0 10 
34 0 1 
15 0 e 





41 E 2 
4i! E :5 
ill E II 
U E '5 
45 E 10 
lie E 1 
,,7 E e 
e S II 
e po! 3 
F II 
7 S 3 
5 S 3 
10 F II 
e F i! 
6 F I! 
0,15 II F /I 
O,eO II F II 
0,50 7 F II 
1,00 a 0 
0,1511'3 
0,00 e F c 
0,'0 0 F " 
O,ItO e , 2 
F e 0,80 3 F 8 
3 F 8 1,00 a 0 
3 , 7 1,00 0 0 
5 , 5 .0,70 5 , II 
5 , 5 1,00 a 0 
5 , 5 0,20 7 F 5 
c 8 II 0,15 5 S 3 
c F /I 




3 F 7 
3 , 7 
:5 F e 
5 , II 
5 " 5 
5 F 5 
7 '" " 
2 ,. iI 
i! ,.. " 
" 4 
7 
0.1~ 5 S 4 
0,110 "" 
1,00 a a 
0,110 F e 
0,"0 F 7 
O,eolF8 
0,70 3 F 8 
1,00 0 0 
0,110 5 , 5 
1,00 0 
0,30 7 M /I 
0,50 2 II" /I 
0,85 2 F /I 
0,30 '5 S II 
0,80 F 7 
0,'10 F /I 
0,85 0 0 
O,e5 I> M 5 
0,50 0 
0,00 0 a 
0,110 10 F II 
0,40 0 a 
0,10 0 0 
0,30 F e 
0,20 a 
0,00 a 0 
0,00 0 0 
0,30 0 0 
0,00 0 
0,30 7 S 3 
0,75 7 S 3 
0,70 5 5 3 
O,eO a a 
0,00 0 
O,cO F 1 




0,1>0 0 0 
0,00 0 
0,30 5 F II 
0,50 a 0 
0, IS 0 
0,10 0 
0,20 0 
0,10 a 0 
0,00 
0,110 5 F 5 
0,00 0 0 
0,00 0 0 
0,115 0 a 
0,00 a a 
0,00 0 a 
0,10 a a 
0,00 0 0 
0,00 a 0 
0,00 a a 
0,00 0 a 
0,00 a a 



















o,no 0 0 
0,20 7 F II 
0,00 0 0 
0,00 0 0 
0,00 0 

































C 2 O,ilO 
C 3 0,20 
o 0,00 
C 5 O,I!O 
C I> 0,35 
o e 0,20 
c 8 0,20 
o 8 0,20 
o '1 0,20 
010 0,07 
o 0,00 
o 2 O,cO 
o :5 0,15 
o 0,00 
! II O,eO 
o I> 0,50 
o 7 0,110 






E 2 0,20 
E 3 0.15 





E '1 0,20 
o 0,00 0,00 
D i! 0,10 0,10 
o 0,00 0,30 
a 0,00 0,00 
o 0,00 0,00 
0,00 0,00 
0,00 0,00 
o 0,00 0,00 
o 0,00 0,00 
o 0,00 0,07 
o 0,00 0,00 
o 0,00 0,00 
0,00 0,05 
a 0,00 0,110 
a 0,00 0,20 
o 0,00 0,10 
o 0,00 0,10 
o 0,00 0010 
o 0,00 0,20 
0,00 0,20 
0,00 0,20 
a 0.00 0.20 
o 0,00 0,00 
o 0,00 0,00 
o 0,00 0,05 
o 0,00 0,30 
0,00 0,115 
o 0,00 0,50 
o 0,00 0,75 
o 0,00 O,ilO 









































0,118 1,17 0,311 0,70 
o,~e 1,37 0,311 0,70 
0,15 1,73 0,51 0,70 
0,35 1,73 0,51 0,70 
O,III! 1,38 0,113 0,70 
0,50 l,3i! O,lIe 0,70 
0,50 1,32 0,111> 0,10 
0,51 1,31 0,113 0,70 
0,52 I,ile 0,50 0,1111 
0,110 1,59 0,1>5 0,111 
0,110 1,5'1 0,115 0,/11 
0.110 1,5' 0,59 0,52 
0,110 1,5' 0,59 0,52 
0,311 1,70 O,51! 0,111 
0,17 1,1>7 0,1>11 0,52 
0,311 1,1>9 0,59 0,52 
0,11/1 1,118 0,'15 0,118 
0,50 1,32 1,32 0,1111 
O,5il l,ilD O,Q9 0,1111 
0,55 1.18 0,11& 0,1111 
0,110 1,5'1 O,e5 0,111 
2 O,~O 1,59 0,105 0,41 
c 0,110 1.5'1 0,115 0,111 
0,110 1,5Q 0,59 0,52 
0,40 1,5'1 0,59 0,52 
0,38 1,70 0,58 0,b1 
0,113 1,53 0,e3 0,5'1 
0,50 1.31 0,&1 0,119 
0,40 l,el O,e2 0,51 
0,51 1,2'1 1,1b 0,1111 







































118 E 9 
119 El0 
50 Ell 
51 E 12 
'Ii! Ell 
53 F 
'5/1 F i! 
55 F 3 
511 F II 
57 F 5 
58 , II 
59 F 7 
110 , l\ 







I>l\ G 2 
1>9 10 3 
10 G /I 
71 G 5 
72 G I> 
73 G 7 
111 G 8 






1 F e 
3 " 8 
5 S 8 
5 F II 
5 F II 
5 F II 
I> F /I 
i! '" /I 
2 '" /I 




3 " 8 
3 " 8 
5 S 8 
588 
5 " /I 
5 F II 
5 , II 
II , II 
6 F /I 
5 M 3 




3 F 8 
0,'15 , 8 
0,10 1 " 1\ 
1,00 0 
0,50 5 F 8 
1,00 0 0 
1,00 0 0 
0,85 5 F 5 
0,110 I> 1'4 II 
0,50 7 '" II 
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0,30 3 S 8 
0,15 S 8 
0,110 II M 8 
0,25 5 F II 
0,35 0 0 
0,70 0 0 
0,110 5 S II 
0,25 5 II II 
0,25 5 , 0 
0,00 0 0 
0.15 0 0 
0,55 a a 
0,20 5 , 8 
0,50 II F II 
0,35 1<1 1\ 
0.35 1 F I> 
0,35 3 II I> 
0,35 II 0 
0,30 II 1<1 6 
0,10 4 M 8 
0,70 0 a 
0.00 0 0 
0,00 a 0 
0,20 a 0 
0,15 5 S 4 
0,25 0 0 
0,35 0 0 
0,0(1 0 a 
0,20 II II' II 
0,30 4 1<1 A 
0,15 0 a 
0,1'548 4 
0,00 3 S II 
0,30 3 8 8 
0,110 a 0 
0,00 0 a 





















0,15 0 0 
0,25 a a 
0,25 5 S & 







































Q 2 0,30 
Q 3 O,AO 
P 5 0,00 
Q 5 0,80 
Q 10 0,80 
Q 7 0,55 















Q I> 0,110 
a 0,00 
a 0.00 
o 0.00 0,05 
I'IZ 0,05 0,05 
o 0,00 0.40 
o 0,00 0,00 
o 0,00 0,100 
a 0,00 0,00 
a 0,00 0,00 
I' 3 0.35 0,00 
o 0,00 0,00 
o 0,00 0.00 
a 0,00 0.00 
a 0,00 0,00 
o ., O.ZO 0,00 
o 0,00 0,10 
a 0,00 0,40 
I' CI 0,10 0.00 
o 0.00 0.75 
o 0,00 0,80 
a 0,00 0,100 
a 0.00 o,ZO 
o 0,00 0.i!0 
o 0,00 0,35 
a 0,00 0,00 
0,00 0,00 
a 0,00 0,10 
a 0,00 0,20 
o 0,00 oleo 
o 0.00 0,60 
o 0,00 0,110 
a 0.00 0,1>5 















































5 0,50 1,73 0,59 0.52 
5 0,50 1,73 O,5C1 0.52 
5 0,50 1.73 0,59 0,52 
5 0,50 1,1111 O,5C1 0.52 
5 0,50 1,59 O,5C1 0,52 
5 0,50 1,59 0.5C1 0,52 
0,11 1.51 0,30 0,73 
3 0,118 1,03 0,211 0,73 
3 0,54 1,1>0 0,27 0.73 
J 0,74 1,1Ii! 0,110 0,71 
3 0.1>1 1,37 O,5Z 0,00 
3 0,115 1.32 0,51 0,53 
3 0.51 I.A2 O,el 0,52 
3 0.50 1,57 0,57 0,53 
3 0,50 1.73 0,5C1 0.52 
3 0,50 1,73 0.5C1 0,52 
5 O,5Z l,e7 0,102 0,52 
5 0.52 1.010 0,1>2 0,52 
~ I.S2 l,SCI G.bi! D.52 
S 0.50 1.59 9.5C1 0.52 
5 0,50 1.5C1 0,59 0,52 
5 0.50 1.59 0,59 0,52 
3 0,100 1,59 0,50 0.1>3 
3 0,710 1,51 0,51 0,1>0 
3 0,77 1.113 0.411 0,70 
3 0.5e 1,35 0,01 O,5A 
3 0,117 1,32 0,09 0,47 
3 0."1 1,30 0.73 0,112 
:5 0.51 1.33 0,811 0,1111 
3 0.51> 1.57 0,1>1 0,511 





























































2112 II 2 
243 A 3 
21111 R II 
245 A 5 
2411 II II 
2117 A 7 
211S A S 
211' II , 
250 RIO 
251 All 






258 S 2 
25' S 3 
2110 8 II 
2111 S 5 
2112 S II 
2113 a 7 
21111 S 8 
5 S II 0,80 5 , II o,lO 0 0,00 
5 S II 0,110 5 M II 0,25 5 S II 0,15 
5 S II 0,75 5 5 II 0,20 5 ~ II 0,05 
5 S II O,lO 5 , II 0,70 5 S II 0,10 
5 , II 1,00 0 
5 , II 1,00 0 
o 0,00 0 
0,00 
5 ~ II 0,'5 5 M II 0,05 '0 
o 0,00 0 
o 0,00 0 
o n,OO 0 
o 0,00 








o 0,00 5 , 8 1,00 0 
5 , 8 0,115 
3 M II 0,35 
, 8 0,15 II M 8 0,20 0,00 
~ 8 0,25 II M 8 0,20 II , 8 0,20 
3 , II 0,75 M II 0,15 8 o 0,10 0 
3 ~ II 0,110 , II 0,15 II , II 0,05 8 
3 S II 0,30 5 S II 0,20 8 
3 S II 0,30 5 S II 0,110 S 
3 S II 0,05 5 S II O,S5 8 
5 S II 0,115 5 S II 0,55 
5 S II 0,55 5 M II 0,115 0 




o 0,00 0 









5 M II 0,20 2 S II 0,115 5 S II 0,05 5 M II 0,10 
5 , II 0,05 5 , II 0,35 5 , II 0,110 0 
5 , II 1,00 0 
5 , II 1,00 
5 , II 1,00 0 
5 , II 1,00 0 
o 0,00 0 
0,00 0 
o 0,00 0 
o 0,00 0 
o 0,00 0 
o 0,00 0 
o 0,00 0 
o 0,00 0 
5 , II 0,110 5 , II 0,110 0 0,00'0 
5 , II 0,110 5 F II 0,20 3 M II 0,15 8 
3 , II 0,25 5 F II 0,10 8 
3 , II 0,25 5 S II 0,110 8 
5 S II 0,115 8 o 0,35 
5 S II 0,80 5 S II 0,15 8 
5 6 II 0,35 5 S II 0,115 0 
o 0,115 0 
o 0,35 0 















o 0,00 0 0,00 0,80 
o 0,00 0 0,00 0,80 
o 0,00 0 0,00 0,80 




II 2 0,20 
0,00 0,00 
o 0,00 0,00 
o 0,00 0,00 
o 0,00 0,00 
II 3 0,30 0 0,00 0,00 






Q , 0,70 
0,00 0,20 
0,00 0,20 
o 0,00 0,80 
o 0,00 0,80 
o 0,00 O,SO 
o 0,00 0,10 













o 0,00 0,20 
o 0,00 0,10 
o 0,00 0,05 
o 0,00 0,00 
o 0,00 0,00 
o 0,00 0,00 
o 0,00 0,00 
o 0,00 0,60 
o 0,00 0,20 
ii 0,00 0,20 
o 0,00 0,20 
o 0,00 0,80 
II 7 0,110 0 0,00 0,110 
S 7 0,110 S' 0,110 0,00 
2 II 5 0,50 1,73 0,5' 0,52 100,00 
3 II 5 O,~I I,ll' 0,111 O,~2 100,on 
3 II 5 0,&0 1,115 0,71 0,52 100,00 
3 II 5 0,53 1,511 0,113 0,52 100,00 
3 II 5 0,50 1,5' 0,5' 0,52 100,00 
3 II 5 0,50 1,5' 0,5' 0,52 100,00 
3 5 5 0,50 1,5' 0,5' 0,52 100,00 2 
II 3 3 0,50 1,71 0,5' 0,52 100,00 3 
2 II 3 0,53 1,110 0,511 0,511 100,00 3 
l II 3 0,511 1,28 0,112 0,53 100,00 2 
2 ~ 3 0,1111 1,31 O,S2 0~1I2 100,00 
2 II 3 O,IIS I,ll O,S" O,IIZ 100,00 
2 II 3 0,50 1,118 0,7' 0,115 100,00 
2 II 3 0,50 1,55 0,71 0,117 100,00 
2 II 3 0,50 1,71 O,,,Z 0,51 100,00 
2 II 5 0,50 (,7~ 0,5' 0,52 100,00 2 
2 II 5 0,50 1,73 0,5' 0,52 100,00 2 
3 II 5 O,So 1,73 0,5' 0,52 100,00 
3 II 5 O,5S I,ll' 0,75 0,50 100,00 
3 " 5 o,~O t,58 0,5' 0,52 100~0~ I' 
3 ~ 5 0,50 1,~, a,s' 0,52 10ti,oO 
3 5 ~ 0,50 l,~~ 0,5' 0,51 ioo,oo 
3 5 5 0,50 1,5' O,5~ 0,52 '5,00 2 
4 3 3 0,50 1,13 O,5~ O,5~ 100,00 3 
2 3 3 0,50 1,73 O,5Q 0,52 100,00 2 
2 II 3 0,50 1,"5 0,115 0,50 100,00 2 
2 II 3 0,50 1,1111 0,73 0,117 100,00 
2 II 3 0,50 1,57 0,"5 0,50 100,00 
2 II 3 0,50 1,7} 0,5' 0,52 100,00 
2 II } 0,50 1,73 0,5' O,~2 100,00 
2 II 3 0,50 1,73 0,5' O,~2 100,00 
J 






211 11 5 
212 SIll 
213 T 
2111 T 2 
27'5 T 3 
2711 T II 
217 T 5 
271! T 0 
279 T 7 
280 T 8 








'5 S II 0,75 5 ~ II 0,25 a a 0,00 
S 5 II 
5511 
5 .. 0 
5 M II 
5 F II 
5 , 0 
5 F .. 
5 F II 
5 , II 
5 F II 
5 F II 
5 , II 
5 S II 
5 S II 
5811 
5 S II 
5 M II 
'5 M 0 
5110 
5 M 0 
5 F II 
5 F 0 
5 , 0 
0.15 5 .. II 
0,355 M b 
0.00 '5 S I> 
0.25 5 " 0 
O,ClO 5 " 0 
1.00-0 a 
1.00 a a 
1,00 a 0 
0,'10 5 F II 
0,35 5 F 4 
0.'10 8 a 
o,eo 5 8 0 
0,110 5 8 0 
0,'10 5 S 0 
1,00 a 
0,50 5 H I> 
0,'10 5 S II 
0,'10 5 S 0 
0,85 '5 " I> 
0,115 5 H 0 
1,00 a 
I, a 0 a 
1,00 a a 
0,110 5 ~ II 
0,110 5 '" II 
0,20 S M b 
O,bO 5 F 4 
0.10 0 
0.00- a a 
0,00 0 
0,00 a 
0,10 0 a 
0.1>5 a 
0,10 a a 
0,20 a 
0,00 a 
0,10 a a 
0,00 a a 
0,35580 
0,10 a 0 




























































































II II 0,80 
II 7 0,110 
T 7 0,80 
8 'I 0,00 
U a 0,50 






a 0,00 0.00 
a 0.00 0,00 
a 0,00 0,15 
o 0,00 0,00 
o 0,00 0.00 
a 0,00 0,00 
a 0,00 0,00 
0,00 0,00 
a 0,00 0,00 
a 0,00 0,00 
a 0,00 0.00 
o 0,00 0,20 
o 0,00 0,20 
a 0,00 0,00 
T h 0,40 0.00 
a 0,00 0,00 
o 0,00 0,00 
o 0,00 0,00 
a 0,00 0,00 
a 0,00 0,00 
o 0.00 0.00 
a 0,00 0,00 
a 0,00 0.00 
a 0.00 0,00 
2 4 5 O,SO 1,73 d,5'1 0,52 100.00 4 
3 4 5 0,50 1,7) 0.,9 0,52 
3 II 5 0,50 1,73 0,5'1 0,52 
3 II 5 0,58 1,11'1 O,b9 0.52 
3 II 5 0.52 1.55 0.02 0,52 
3 II 5 0.50 1,59 0,59 0,52 
3 4 5-0,50 1,59 0.59 0.52 
3 5 5 0.50 1.5'1 0,59 0,52 
4 3 3 0.50 1,73 0.5'1 0.52 
4 II 3 0,50 1,73 0.59 0,52 
2 /I 3 0,50 1,73 0,59 0,52 
l 4 3 0.50 1,73 0,59 0,52 
2 4 3 0,50 1,73 0,5'1 0.52 
2 ij 3 0,50 1,73 0,59 0,52 
2 4 3 0.50 1.73 0,59 0,52 
2 II 3 0,50 1,73 0,59 0,52 
2 " 5 0,50 1,13 0,5'1 0,52 
3 4 5 0.50 1.73 0,59 0.52 











5 0.59 1."8 0,70 0.52 
5 0,511 1,52 0.04 0,52 
5 0,50 1,59 0.59 0,52 
5 0,50 1.5'1 0,59 0.52 


































PRINTOUT SEGMENT II 
Optional output to display internally generated coefficients. 
The 15 columns contain the following information: 
1. Element number 
2. Row identification 
3. Column identification 
4. One element receiving eroded material from this element 
5. Fraction of eroded material transported to the element 
identified in 4 
6. Second element receiving eroded material from this 
element 
7. Fraction of eroded material transported to the element 
identified in 6 
8. Fraction of eroded material transported directly to 
the sink 
9. Lake area in element 
10. Soil area in element 
11. Number of beta coefficients for the erosion subroutine 





























































































0,00 - 0,00 O. 
0,00 0,00 0, 
0,00 0,00 O. 


















0,00 0,10 O. 

















0.00 0 It 
0,00 o. 














o 0,00 O.lO 0, 


























































.U!+oo o. 0, 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Ii! I J 
Ii! 2 J 
IZ3 J 






















































































































































































































































































































112 K 101 
133 I( !j 
1311 ~ & 
135 I( 7 
13& II e 
137 I( ~ 
138 I( 10 
11~ K 11 
1110 K 12 
1111 I( 13 
1112 K III 
lill I( IS 
IU K 1& 
1115 L 
lal> I.. i 
1117 I.. ] 
1l1li I.. 41 
In I.. 5 
150 I.. & 
151 1. 7 
152 1. e 
153 1. Q 
1511 1. 10 
ISS I.. 11 
156 1. 12 
157 I. 13 
158 1. III 
1511 1. 15 
UO 1. II> 
UI " 











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1'14 0 2 
Iq5 0 l 
I 'If> 0 II 
191 0 5 
1'18 0 /0 
11/'1 0 7 
200 0 8 
201 0 'I 
202 0 10 
201 0 11 
20/1 0 Ii! 
205 0 13 
20/0 0 14 
207 0 15 
208 0 11> 
20'1 " 
il0" 2 
l II I' 3 
i12 I' iI 
ill I' '5 
ilil I' /0 
l I '5 P 7 
li. I' 8 
217" 'I 
218 I' 10 
21q P II 
Uo P 12 
211 P 11 
222 P III 
2n I' 1'5 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PRINTOUT SEGMENT III 























































































































































































































































































































































READ 'I~e (N~l). 20 NUMBER OF HEAVY META~8 THIS RUN a 8 TOT.L ~EAvV METALS # 8 
NO, OF E~EM~NTS.28e 















































































,3 b 2E-02 
,30U-02 
,72bE-0~ 





















































































































































































































F II 2 
F I! 2 
, B 2 
Fill 
F 8 1 
F B :s 
, 8 :5 
, 8 :s 
, II II 
Fell 
Fell 
F' B II 
, 8 5 
F e '5 
F 8 5 
F II 5 
F II ° 
F e ° 
F 8 ° 
, e ° 
, 8 7 
F 8 
, !I 7 
, I! 7 
F 8 II 































,oi 1l E-02 
.83bf-02 
































































































































































• Z2ZE+O 1 











































































" C 2 
, C 2 
, C 2 
F C 2 
F C 1 
F C 1 
F C 1 
F C 1 
" C II 
Fell 
, C 4 
Fell 
F C 5 
Fe'S 
, c 'S 
F C 5 
F C & 
F C & 
F C & 
F C I> 
Fe" 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.1 8b E+Ol 
,IB1iE+OI 


























































" E i! 
F ! 2 
F E 2 
FE" 
If t;; 3 
, , ) 
If , 1 
, [ ) 
If [ 'I 
" l 4 
" , jj 
If , 4 
If E 5 
" I! 5 
, E 5 
" ! 5 
" ! II 
" E b 
If E b 
" E II 
If !' 1 
" E 7 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































• 378E+0 I 
























F " 2 
F , 2 
F F 3 
, F 3 
F F 3 
, F 3 
, , 4 
, F 4 
F , II 
F , II 
F , 5 
F F 5 
F 5 
F F 5 
10 
F F 10 
,.. F 10 
F F II 
, ,.. 7 
F F 7 
F F 7 
F F 7 
F , 8 
F ,.. /! 
,.. F 8 
F F S 
, F 'I 
, 'I 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.211 E"O I 
.11231':+01 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































,l28E .. OI 
,1I57E .. OI 
,13lh02 
,loIE .. OI 
.31>IE+Ol 
.723f+Ol 




,808E .. Ol 
.223[ .. 01 
,lOIE .. OI 
,141[+01 
,c8'1f+01 





































F ~ 12 
F ~ 12 
, ~ 12 
F .. 13 
F H 13 
, ~ n 
F lot 13 
, H 111 
F ~ 1 II 
F H 14 
" lot 14 
" lot 15 
, M 15 
, H 15 
























.434e; .. OZ 
.8108E-02 
.1711E-Ot 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































,'I 4 IE-02 
,941E-02 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































" K 7 
, " 7 
" K T 
" K ! 
" II. 6 
" I( 8 
" K ! 
" K 'I 
" K 'I 
" I( 'I 
, K 'I 
" I( 10 
F K 10 
" K 10 
F I( 10 
" K II 
" K II 
















































































































































.(l15E .. 01 




,120E .. 01 
,liOE .. OI 
,2111f-OI 
.4I82E .. 01 
.'I70E .. Oi 
































































































F I( 11 
F It 12 
" I( 12 
, I( 12 
, I( 12 
F '" 13 
F K Il 
F I( 13 
F K!3 
F II( I" 
" K I" 
F K 14 
F II( 111 
F II( 15 
" K IS 
" I( 1'5 
" II( 1'5 
, I( 10 
F It 1 b 
F K II> 





F i. 2 
, i. Z 
" i. 2 
, l. 2 
" I. 3 














































































































































































































































































































































































































,1 0 1E-01 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































• 3'1I1E+O I 












































F !II 2 
F N .2 
F N 3 
,. N 1 
F !II l 
F N 3 
F N 4 
F N 4 
F N 41 
F !II 41 
F N 5 
, N 5 
F N 5 
F N 5 
" N & 
F !II 10 
F !II & 
F !II & 
, !II 7 
F N 7 
" N 7 
F N 
F N 8 
" N 8 
F N 8 
F N 8 
, N II 
F N II 
" N II 
F N 9 
























.II/n .. ol 
• HOE-OI 
.782£-0 I 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































F 0 9 
F 0 10 
FOlD 
F 0 10 
F 0 10 
FOil 
" 0 II 
" 0 II 
" 0 II 
F 0 12 
F 0 12 
" 0 12 
" 0 Ii 
" 0 13 
" 0 11 
" 0 13 
FOil 
" 0 111 
F 0 14 
" 0 I" 
" 0 III 
" 0 IS 
" 0 IS 
" 0 15 
" 0 15 
F 0 11> 
" 0 III 
F 0 III 



















.I I111 E-OI 
.9SlE-a2 









































































































































































































































F P 2 
, P 2 
, P C 
,.. P 2 
,.. P 1 
F P 3 
F P 3 
" P 1 
" P II 
F P II 
,.. P II 
,.. " II 
F P S 
" P S 
" P 5 
,.. "5 
, II 6 
, P 6 
" II II 
, " 6 
F P 7 
, II 7 
" II 7 
F P 7 
, P & 
,.. " & 
P 8 
,.. P 8 

























































































































































































































































F P 9 
P 9 
F P 9 
F P 10 
F P 10 
F P 10 
" P 10 
F P II 
F P II 
F P 11 
F P II 
" P 12 
F P 12 
F P 12 
F P 12 
,. P 13 
F P 13 
F P 13 
F P Il 
F P 14 
" P 141 
" P 141 
F P 141 
F P 15 
F P 15 
F P 15 
,. P IS 
" P lit 
" P 1& 
" P Ie 






























































































































































































































































F iii 2 
F iii 2 
F Q l 
F Q 2 
F Q 1 
F Q 3 
F Q 3 
, Q 3 
, Q g 
F Q g 
, Q g 
F Q g 
F Q S 
, Q S 
F Q S 
, iii S 
F Q 0 
, Q 0 
F Q 0 
F iii 0 
F Q 7 
F Q 7 
F Q 7 
, Q 7 
F Q 8 
, Q 8 
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, IS ,12i1e-01 .I~se-OI .17H-Oj! .IOU-OZ .I~IE-OI .1I4E+OI .il32E+OI ,b32E+OI 
F IS ,1i!U·OI ,11I5E-01 .371E-02 ,IOIE-02 ,llIlE·Ot ,114e+OI ,b32E+Ol ,UZE+Ol 
, T 1'5 ,iSeE-OI ,290E-OI .7113E·0~ ,202£-02 ,zeIE·OI ,228E+01 ,12bE+OZ ,12i11::+0Z 
F IS ,50ilE-01 ,562E-OI .14ge-01 ,405E-02 .50~E·OI .~58E+01 ,251E+02 ,iSlE.+Oi 
F T 10 .lliIE·O! ,Ij!qe-Ol .131E-Oi! ,1I911E-Q3 .12SE-01 .102E+01 .5&1E+OI ,501E+01 
F T Iii ,lliE-OI ,12n-01 ,HIE-Oil: ,eQ8E-03 • !25e-0 I .10ZE+01 ,501E+OI • 501E+O I 
F T 10 .224£.01 .258E-01 ,bolE-Oi ,119£-02 .250[ .. 01 ,203E+OI .112E+Oi .IIZE+OZ 
F T II> ,450e-01 ,511lf-01 .IHE-01 ,lilOE-Oil: .50iE-OI .~07E+ol ,225E+02 .22SE+OZ 
PRINTOUT SEGMENT IV 
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C T II .l'l!>E"'Ol .750£+00 
C 7 .2<;15["'03 .750E+00 
C 8 • i!<;I 5" '" 03 , 750E+00 
C T 'iI .i!'ilSE+Ol .7S0!+00 
C T 10 ,l'ilSE+Ol ,7501:':+00 
C T II ,c'il5E+Ol ,750£+00 
C T 12 .i!<;I5EtOl ,750£+00 
C T Il ,i!'il51!.03 ,750E+00 
C T III .i!'il5E+03 .750£+00 
C T IS .2'i15""'03 ,750£+00 
C T II> .i!'ilSI!+Ol ,750hOO 
.1I,7E+03 ,2b5E+OI .52bE+03 
.lb7E.03 .2651:+01 .52/010+03 
.167E+03 .26Sf..01 .52bE,,03 
,11I7E+03 ,2/o5E+01 .52bE+03 
,lb7E+03 .2b5E+01 ,5i!bE.03 
,I/07f:+03 .cb5E+OI .5cb!.03 
.1b7!+03 .2/o5E+01 .52b!+03 
.\/07[+03 ,i!e5E+OI .5i!eE·03 
.1I>7H03 .l/o5E+OI ,5i!/oE+Ol 
.lb7E+03 .i!b5E+01 • 521>! +03 
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PRINTOUT SEGMENT V 
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S I> .i9SE+03 ,750E+OO .1&7£+05 ,i!1>5E+0 1 .52I>E+03 .1 47£+01 0, 0, 
S 7 .i'95E+03 ,750E+OO ,11>7hOl .21>5E+Ol .52I>E+03 .1"7E+Ol 0, O. 
S 8 ,2'15£+0l .750£+00 .11,7£+03 ,21>5F.+Ol ,521>£+03 ,147£.01 O. 0, 
S T 'I .c'l5£+03 .750£+00 ,IHE+03 .<1105£+01 .5210£+03 ,1"7£+01 O. O. 
S T 10 .i!'I5f+03 ,750£+00 .11>7£+03 ,ib5E+Ol ,5il>e:+03 .1"7f.+Ol 0, O. 
S T 11 .i'l5£+0) ,750E+00 ,1b7E+03 ,2105£+01 ,520hO) ,1117£+01 0, 0, 
S T 12 .295£+03 ,750£+00 ,11>7£+03 ,2/05£+01 ,52bE+03 ,1Un;+OI 0, 0, 
S T 13 ,i!'I5E+O) ,750£+00 .lb1E+Ol ,2/051:+01 ,52/oE+03 ,lu7£+01 0, 0, 
S T 1U ,2'15E+03 .750£+00 .11>7£+03 ,2/05£+01 .5210£+03 ,1111E+Ol 0, o • 
S 15 • l'l5£+03 .750!:+00 .1b7E+03 .2/o5E+Ol ,520£+0:5 .1 117£+01 0, 0, 
5 I/o .l'lSE+03 ,750E+OO .11>7£+03 ,i!/o5E+Ol ,520[+03 .1117£+01 0, 0, 
rHVMO) a 1 
rHVM(2) • i! 
IHVHO) • 3 
I"VM(4) • 4 
I.,VH(5l 
• 5 





READ FILE FOR I~ITIAL MEAvY METAL RESIDUE (~Rlil. II 
PRINTOUT SEGHENT VI 
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.CCU"ULATED AND TOTAL YEARLY VALUES ANO MONTHLY PRECIPATI0N AND INF!LT~ATION BY HyOROLOGIC SU8-~ASIN 
u YEAR 1 •• 
ACCUMULATED ~ALLOUT IN KG 
HYOROLOGIC HEAVY METAL 1 HEAVY "tTAL iI HEAVY METAL 3 HEAVY METAL II HUVY METAL 5 HEAVY METAL 0 HEAVY METAL 7 HEAVY METAL 8 
sue-BAnN 
,435E+03 ,501E+01 ,12I1E+01 ,348E+02 ,1I80E+03 ,3'1I1E+05 ,ii!IIIE+Oo ,ii!IIIE+Co 
2 ,12'1[+03 ,1118E+01 .31'1E+02 .103E+02 ,IUE+03 ,lIeE+05 .elllE+05 ,elllE+OS 
:5 .:5e7E+OII ,1Iii!2E+04 ,108E+0II .i!911!+01 ,1I09t:+01l ,332E+Oo ,IUE+or ,III3E+07 
II ,1i!5E+O" ,144E+04 ,170!+03 ,100E+03 .140E+O" ,114E+Oe ,o27E+01> ,1>27E+Oe 
5 ,155E+04 ,179E+04 .458E+03 ,124E+01 ,17lE+O" ,141E+0& .777£+01> ,771£+01> 
ACCUMULATEO FALLOUT DIRECTLY ON THE LAKE IN KG 
HYOAOLOGIC HEAVY METAL HUVY METAL 2 HUIIY MEUL 1 HEAVY METAL II HEAVY METAL '5 MUVY METAL 0 HE,AVY METAL 7 HEAVY METAL II 
SUB-BASIN 
O. 0, O. 0, 0, O. 0, 0, 
2 O. 0, o. 0, O. 0, 0, 0, 
3 ,1811[+03 .i!II>E+01 ,5SlI!+02 ,150E+02 ,20'1[+03 ,170£+05 ,'I3IIE+ 05 ,'Ij8E+05 
II O. 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, O. 
5 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
ACCUMULATED MEAVY METALS E~OOED TO TM! L.KE IN KG 
HYDAOLOGIC HEAVY "ETAL I HEAVY METAL 2 HEAVY METAL 3 MEAVY MEHL 4 HEAVY MEUL 5 HUVY METAL I> HEAVY MEUL 7 HEAVY METAL. II 
sue-BASIN 
,I.I50h05 ,l2OE+01 ,255£+05 ,1I05E+03 ,803[+05 ,1>'I8E+03 ,2&2E+OII ,i!l>ii!E+OII 
2 ,"3SE+OS ,118t+Ol ,2I1oE+O, ,J'I1E+03 .77SE+OS ,820E+03 .3HE+OII ,333[+04 







,IIIOE+OS .25"E+03 ,SOlE+OS .8I1ZE+Ol .39'1£+04 ,1'191:+0" 
,107E+05 ,211&E+03 ,520E+05 .15"£+0" .70'1E+04 .7t>'1E+O~ 
ACCUMULATED HEAVY METALS LEFT IN THE SOIL CRUST IN KG 















































SUB-SiS I '" 



























MONTHLY PRECIPITATION. 30 ~lNUTE INTENSITY IN CM 
lPR, HAY JUNE:. JULY AUG, SEPt 
o. O • 
O. o • 
0, 0, 
o. 0, 
OCT. NOV. DEC, 
.llIE+O] ,IIIE+03 .110E+Ol ,lloE+03 .2"7E+02 .313E+02 ,2'1I1E+02 ,2""E+02 .3IbE+02 .302E+02 .122E+03 .118E+03 
2 .3"8E+02 .3&3E+02 .312E+02 .355E+02 .7I1Zf+01 .'178E+01 .1211:+02 .700E+Ol ,8521:+01 .'123E+01 ,3'12E+02 ,JQQt:;+Ol 
3 ,'1 u2E+02 .773~+02 ,BII8E+02 .920E+0i! .50QE+02 ,538E+02 .555E+Oa .S80E+02 .SSbE+Oa .51lE+02 ,IOSE+03 .9b9E+02 
Q .8u9E+02 ,733E+02 ,733E+02 ,78SE+02 ,282E+02 .287E+02 .3081:.+02 ,289E+02 .288E+02 .283E+02 ,80Ie.02 .870E+02 
5 .2~OE+02 ,217E+02 .28IE+02 .300E+02 ,200E+02 ,221E+02 ,27SE+02 .253~+o2 .27tE+02 ,27tE+02 ,3b5E+02 .30UE_02 
J 
MYDI/OLOGIC JA." '£B, MAR, 
SUB-SUIN 
,1I91E+03 .11311£+03 .IIHE+03 
0/ .IIIIIE+03 .150£+03 ,1l9E+03 
:5 ,3'5£+03 .32.,£+03 ,300£+03 
.II ,505E+03 .4.,8£+03 ,480£+03 
5 .963[+02 ,735£+Ol .'157£+02 
MEAVY METAL HEAVY METAL 2 
TOTAL 
FALLOUT .704£+0<1 .810[+04 
"LLOUT 
Olli LAKE .188£+01 ,2UE+Ol 
(IIODED 
TO LAKE .295£+011 ,1168£+03 
CMG. IN 
CIIUST ,7811E+07 .277E+05 
CHG. IN 
~ONTHLY INfiLTRATION IN CM 
AP"'. MAY JUNE JULY AUG. SEP. 
.&72£+03 .1711£+03 ,I9Zh01 .17ZE+01 .171£+03 • UIIE+03 
.148£+0:5 ,357E+02 ,433E+02 .1100£+02 .330E+02 .~08E+02 
.38IE+03 .195E+03 .207£+0] ,211E+03 .Z2i1E+03 .210E+01 
,514[+01 .101£+03 .154£+01 .158E+0) ,159E+01 .15SE+03 
.IOcH03 ,74&E+0i! ,753£+02 , '144E+DC .849£+02 ,9111£+Ol 






TOTALS FOR YE'~ 
























OCT. NUV, DEC. 
.182E+03 ,10llE+03 ,1I&7E+03 
,405E+02 • H,.IIE+03 .II1I1E+01 
,I UE+03 , U1E+01 ./I0!>E+03 
.1.11&£+01 .502E+03 • !HoE+03 
.932E+02 .124£+03 ,103E+03 






















































































VEAR !o!EAVY MEUL 
.7011£+011 
J 
YEA~LY TOTALS SU~~ARY 
--~----------------
FAL\.OUT IN KG 
HEAVY ~ETJ.L 2 HEAVY ~ETAL 1 HEAVY ~ETAL II HEAVY METAL 5 ~EJ.VY METAL b HEAVY METAL 7 HEAVY METAL 8 
.810£+04 .208E+OII .5UE.+Ol .785E+01I .&37£+011 .35ii!E+07 .lSil~+07 
VEAR HEAVY ~ETlL. 
,188£+03 
FAL.LOUT OI~ECTL.Y ON THE LAKE IN ~G 
-------.-------------------
~EAVY METAL. i HEAVY METAL 1 HEAVY METAL 4 HEAVY METAL. 5 ~EAVY METAL II HEAVY METAL. 
,2111E+Ol ,553E+02 ,150£+02 ,20QE+Ol ,170E+05 ,9l8~+05 
;'ElVY METAL 8 
,9l8E+05 
J 
YEA~ HEAVY METAL 
,295£+011 
HEAVY ~ETALS ERODED TO THE LAKE IN KG 
.--~~------------~----.. ,--------. 
HEAVY M~TAL 2 HEA~Y METAL 3 HEAVY METAL 4 HEAVY METAL 5 HEAVY METAL ~ HEAVY METAL 
,eeaE+03 ,11171:+011 ,21111E +011 .52I1E+01I .12li:+OS ,5911(t05 
~EAVY METAL a 
,59I1E+OS 
J 
VEAR ~EAVV ME-TAL 
,78"E+07 
HEAVY METALS LEFT IN SDIL CRUST IN KG 
--------------
HEAVY METAL 2 HEAVV METAL 3 HEAVY METAL 4 HEAVY METAL 5 HEAVY METAL a HEAVY METAL 
.277E+OS ,4"4E+07 ,70'lE+OS ,1"OE+oe ,b4'1E+Ob ,317E+07 
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F 1 Lf 
FILE 
I)I'I{)!\ ril" (; 
p ~ il \.' .~ .:. .. " 1 l' '"' M I) () i) \' Ii c: II fl 
(lQ000300 
~:~lLf~ ooonoaoa 
~:,.. (Lt:b ooooosoo 
7=FILt7 OOOOObno 






• ,SAvEFACTo~=qq,rITLE."FODATA") 00001300 
Tl(~tND=DttiK,MAXHECSIZE.22,8LOCMSJZf.2ao,A~EAS.lono ,AREASIZE=10 00001400 
* ,SAVEFACTO~=qq,TITLE."WE.nsX") 00001500 
2~(~1~U~OI8K,~AX~ECSIZE=22,8Lot~SIZf.220,AREAS.1000 ,AHfA8IZE-10 000016QO 
* ,S'VEFACTQ~=qq,TITLE=uHOl~~~") 00001700 
23lKI~D=rtSK,MAX~ECSJl~=22,e~OCKSIle=220,AREAS.1000 ,AHEASIZE=10 00001800 
* ,S,v~~ACfnR:q~,TITL~:"kAIN") 00001900 
la(KINQ:OlSK,MA~REGSIZE=22,~LOC~SIlf:220,A~EAS.1000 ,A~EASI2~:10 00002000 
* ,SAVEFACTO~=9Q,TllLE="~OZEMO") 0000210n 
?5(~I~D:DISK,MAXWfCSIZt=i2,8LOCKSIZE:220,AREAS.1000 ,AREASIZE=tO 0000220n 
* ,SAvEFAC10N:QQ,TITLE="UATA25") 00002300 
NR1=5 00002400 
Nw!=~ 00002500 





COM~ON IP~tCl~1 P(27),~(27) 00003100 
C " I->'1l1 N IE!J lj SIP J i\j 51 (8) , Ii I( S T ( I:l ) , T t1 A U (~ ) • f.l3 (\ ~ J N , V C ( 1 i) ) OOOOl? I) (. 
* ,Ef.(OSD(12,300) 00(103300 
CIJMMU~ ItHEM/ F0(8,Q,]OOJ,pnN(300),~U(300),PINF(12,JOO),X(S,8,300)OO~Oluon 
*, nn 14 , A L. P i"1 ~ no 0) , C E E ( lO 0) , '( ( 8 ) 0 {I 0 0 3S 00 
c n ~~ 'i r J "I I C H t M 2 / q un , x ,... () 1 ( t 2 ) 0 0 0 ('\ 1 b 0 (J 
C (I M M \) III / P f.I TAD / UP H ( 5 ) , u C 0\ ( C, ) , lJ N to ( r,) , / It~ G ( 5 ) , II K ( 5 ) , Usn IJ ( 5) , UCL. ( IS ) 0000)10 I) 
cn~MUN IOUTPUTI MGNTHCI2),lVEAR,PEC"8(12,6),PINFH8(12,b), ononJAOO 
* PEC30(12,300) o0003Q00 
CU~~ON ITnTALI Tl(e,b),T2(8,b),T3(8.~),T4(8,b),T5(8,b),SLAEPTCb) 00004000 
COM~UN ISTAII AC~OT(B,100),XLADT(B,10~),.LAET(8,lOO),Y1T(8,100), OOOOl.llon 
* 'f'21(8,100) ,SLAI.ET(10()). t'1STf"T,I'JR 00001.12(10 
0000u500 
DATA FOP ~RECI~TTATrON SU8MnDEL OOOOa o 00 
00004t,00 
DAT4 P/.0001,.oons,.0010,.OOSO,.0100,.0200,,0250,.OQOO,.0500, Oon04bOO 
*.lnOo,.2000,.3000,.QOOo,.SOUO,.6000,.71Ino,.~OQO,.qOO0,.q5nn,.q~oO,OOOoU7o~ 
*.Inso, .'1S01l, .qqOO, .qq"i(J, .\}qq(j, .qq~':l, .QQq'u 0000u800 
DATA R/l.71q02,3.2qn51,J.oqn23,2.~7~~3,2.32&35,2.0S375,1.q5QQb, 000""900 
.'./~ObQ,1.b4UH~.1.l8155,.Aulb21.52""O,.2531~,.OOOoO, •• 25535,-.524 OOOO~00n 
*40, •• ~uI62,.1.281SS,.\.baqB5,·1.7S0bq •• ,.q5Qq6,-2.05375,.2.J2~15, 00005100 
*.?57~B~,.5.nqO?3,.J.2Qn53,.).71qn~1 00005200 
OOQ(l5.HJ'1 
1)4 fA FOI-I E:~08Ior~ SU"l>'Iu!)EI. OOOO~4()O 
nATa P'~ST I n.5,o.5,O.5,n.S,O.5,n.s,o.~,o.SO I 
OAra TH"4 1.17g~JJ •• "56312,.~726bSI 
WAra P30Mr~ /0.01 
OAT- vC I.04,.Ob,.11,.lS,.lM,.3,.32 •• ~5,u.O,0.O/ 




0(100:' P (I (t 
















OATA FOR 5u1L C~~~lST~Y SUSMDUEL 








X~Oll.1J,.18 •• 1q,.2U,.2a,.!7,.I~,.20,.18,.17 •• 13~.231 











DAU FO~ OUTPUT SIJ!:F~OUT (f\lES 0001)7300 
OAT A ~0~TH/aHJ4~.,~HF~H.,aH~AR.,a~.p~ •• ~H~AY ,a~JUNE,aHJULy,IH4UG.00007400 
* 
.a~SEP.,4HOCT.,4~Nov"a~Df.t.1 OOQ07500 
CALL SUBHOUTI~~S n0007bOO 
REAO(~~1,10DO)NUP 
Ff1R~1AT(Il ) 
Dil 50 !\I::l,NOj.) 
D0 20 J_l,o 
SLAePT(J)=O. 






T U ( I , ,) ) :: 0 • 
T~{l,J)=O. 
10 CONTt'~lIE 
? 0 C () N T I ~~ u E 
00 !.Ill J::l,lOO 
S L A 'W. f, T ( J ) :: 0 • 
un 3(\ I=l,t' 
ACHJT (T,J)::O. 





£10 CUt.T I NuE 
(JO 45 1=1,288 













RE: ... I'ln ?~ 
w~lTUt''''I. 11 (J()) 
OOoonol) 
11(, C F r.1 rt 1', A T ( 1 ~ 1 ) 
00001P(Fi 
0000790 0 






































(10011 0 01'1 
'i(' (I 1 < nc' l} 
1) ,} (I 1 ~ 1 11 '1 
(l r ,~' \ ?;..) ( I I 
[, '", t' j ,..' \' 
~() f,r.'! T' ~ 
L' (,,' r 
, 1',( ~, . ;. ,) 
t ,. , ... . ~ 
, ,"1. { i:J 
SlU<J 
I:: ~< 1.1 
SUfHWUT IIH CO~;T f1(j(NR1,,~I'I1) 
CUM!-lON N81(300) "TITU2",ChIO?RUN(6)"WPECH(S),IOPWRT(6) 
*, I [R (j w { 30 0 1 , I r, C n L ( 30 f) ) I' I T R A ~ ( 2" J 0 0 ) "p T R A III (3 I' 3 () 0 ), I H YO B ( ~ 0 0 ) 
*,NHVM.IHVM(A),ACCFU(8,6),XLflXC(~I'6J"XLAXE(ij,6)"CRU5TO"AS(300) 
*" AU 300 )" NE Lt: "a l( 4" ) 0 C) , I 50 HI" 30 C} , P :> 0 l< ( 12 h i'1A R ( 300) 
* , I P ZO IH 30 C) • I OZ 11tH 300 )" SA [D (3 (C h ') LAX f. ( 6) 
COM--:ON IE~OSI PINST(8 ),RK5T(B hTtiATAl )"P:>OMI~"VC( 10) 
* , FRO S DC 12" 3 CO) 
.1 :'. (: 1 i 'J (, ( 
',c> 12 "1\,,' 
n"lolcb(ln 
I) 'Hl12 7 0 f) 
nOOltBOn 
C [1 r1 dO N Ie H [MI F'l( Ii, 4, :3 0 0) , P (R ( 3 CO), AD ( 3 00 ) , P rr~Ff 1 2, 300) , X ('5 ,8 .d ')0 1 





















C C ~i ;1 C N I Ii A I r.. ~ I C F ( 4. 1 2) • CF4 (4 , 1 2) , X A A R ( '), 7) , S f) x (5 , 7 ), P R [) ( 5" 7) , 
".~ RCF(9)"PR(71"RCFCPT{9) 
C b t-p~ U 1\ IOU T PUT I 1~ J f\l T H ( 1 2) " I 'E Hi " P [ C H B ( 1 2" 6) dIN F H B ( t 2 ,,6 ) " 
* °EC30(12,,~CO 
C 0 t~ ~w ~ IT CT A L I r 1 ( :3 , 6 ) , T 2 { 8 ~ 6 } " 13 (d ,6 ) , T 4 ( B , 6 ), T ') ( fI ,,6 ) , S L A E PT ( 6 ) 
C 1111 ~I, 0 t; 1ST A TIll, C F [j T ( " ,. 1 0 C )" > L II 0 T< 8, 1 0 0 ) , X LA ET ( tI, 1 00 ), VI T< 9. 10 C) " 
.. Y2T(8dOO). Sl.A)(ETCl 0), IYSTRT"N1 
DIMENSION CRUST(3CO)"XACG{:]"3(0),ASH6)"ALH6),,XS!J8{8.30Q) 
!II f'=NP t 
CR US 1 0: 1. 
e- EL 1 1\ 1= 1. () 
:'10=0 
KcurH=I) 
H E hi: ( N R 1, '5 (/ 2) (T I T L ( 1 , f ) " I = 1, 2 Q ), {T J T L ( 2" I ) , r -:: 1 ,,2 a ) 














!'j F< I T E (I~ ~: 1 , 6 (;:~ ) ( TIT L ( 1 , I ) , r = 1, 2 (I ) , ( TIT L ( 2:, I ) , I := 1 • Z ') ) 
\,]2 FUR,IAH lrlC,20J\4 I IH ,20,l,l;l 
REAI)(''Jr~I,5()4' rqpRUN{ 1),~ir;5,N\o;5.ICPRUt;(2),Inp:;>UN(3)"InpFCH(1) 
* ,[ !1P F. C H ( 21 , ~ (' P EC H ~) .( r:j? W RT (( )" I:: 1" 'j) 
.. , Ilj Fi 1 , ~i ~'11 , I.) Y:: A R S, IRA[) U ~1 , IJ H Y (1 B " I I) P 'hJ N ( l,) • I (, P RUN ( 6) 
I< n YS T:U. i'lP6 
~ Ii 4 r 0 R ''1 Ii T ( 1 :( • 1 1 " ? ( 1 X, I 2 )" 1 () (1 ), r 1 )" 3 ( 1 X • I ::: ) ,IX, 11 5" 3 ( 1 X , II) ,IX" 14 " 
* IX,IZ) 
JF(HSnT.LT.UJ'r:;Fn 1 
... F: IT E (i'i WI, I') 04 ) lOP P WH 1) , f\. i' '3 • ~I ;.:1 , I II P R U '!( ?) " I or" U fH ~) , I r; P E: C H{ 1 ) 0 I) 0 llj~ 0 J 
,rop ECH( 2J"ICPECH 3),( IOPWflTCI)' I 1,,5) ,~Rl,NIH,NYEARS ,)0010"~I1;1 
*' ,I ~A 1UM, NHYDE, IOFRUN (4), T8t'PUN{i)), IY spn ,NR6 O,}0164 Or) 
tv 4 F liR,'1A H 1 H ,:), '{rlPiiJ r.( 1) = t, 1",,;,( • t II,R ')= " 1.5':-; X,. '~\'I,):::' , 13, 3X (DOlo') on 
1)1)01660(; 
GOOlh70C 




* • ' I (P [.'1 J "J ( ~) =' , Ie,. 3); , , 10 F R LJ:"IJ (j ) = , " I 2 , ~ x 11 'I '1 PEe H ( 1 ) =' , I 2, 3 X 




• ' I (.I P ';j R T ( 1 )::: , • I Z , : x,. , I 0 f' II,' H r ( 2) =' 
, I2,3X, 'IDPART( 3)=' ,12, ~X,' IOP~JPT(4)= " f2,3X, '[CPIVRT(S) , 
, I;::, 3 X, , ~j f.ll = , , I 3, 3 X " ' Moi 1 = I , r _~ , ~ x. 'N YEA R S:: , , 13 
,11.1l(,'lFiAOUt' =',II5,3X,'f\lHYDB = t.Il,3X,'[!lPf~UtH4) :: 
* , , I 1, .) x., , I L F H U:': (6 ) , , I 1 , 3 X, 'I Y S r R T :: I, I I. , 3 X" ' N f~ 6 
* 
o1X,12) 
:-l [A r; ( !liR 1. :: 0 c)} \Jr~ 2, ;~ Vi 2, '.j [ U: • A R [ A, I;~ X n n T 
F flf, i~ A H 2 ( 1 X , I 2) , 1 X, 13 , 1)( .. F 6 .0 , 1 'i, 11 ) 
t~ I~ IT E (iJ WI. I) e 5) ~I R 2 , i W 2 .. N E LE , A F [ A, UI x r: P T 
.. 0 R ~i II H 1 H (:" '~R'~ '. I h 3 X .. ' N W (.:: , , 13. '5 X, 'N r L E= " 14 ,3 X' ARE A =' , F 11. 2, 
.. 3 I, • ' I ,~.~ P T ' .. I 1 ) 
ICHCK=-lYSF<T-l 




oon 7"5 Ot~ 
00017t) r)J 
1. C I'll ~iT (! )= 'J. 
:JJ 0177 DO 
0\)(11 7 '=,,10 
elf) 01 7'):-iJ 
OOOinO]; 
000121 G':' 
0001 f'~ ,'(; Ii R 1 T::' C, iil ,4 G 1 ) 
I, 'j 1 F J i) ~'.I\ 1 ( I I • 3 X, , H E A V Y MET,. L 1 = Z INC I • I , 3 x, '11 F A V '( '1 r: TAL 2 = M E r{ r: U ii Y f 0 J 0 1 >3.) n [. 
* , / , 3 ;(, ':;[!\ 1/ Y ~1 Ef A L ~ :: L ,- II D' , / , 3 x. 'd F A V Y M [T 1\ L 4 = r: II D ''ll J~" :1 () I) 1 :14 'V 
~ ,/,H,.'Hf--L\VY'1ETAL 5::: ChROt-'ATF'./dX,"H:'AVY METAL S =, :)lJ:11e)j~1 
.1 j, I T E Pl W 1 • 4 G 2 ) 
432 FDRMAl( 3X.';lFJRnL~';IC SlJl'l-BI'>SIt\ 1:: FREt'Ol\T',I,3X,'HY;;RIJLflGIC S:.H'" 
f - [: ASP,? ,)! !H Y [] EVIL I , / d l(, un!J R (l L 0 ::; I C S I J [l- P. A SIN " 
* 
I C (L alA I) ;]' • / • ~ X. 'H YO f1 0 L G G I CSt; R - 8 A S I i'i 4 E,) CAL A N lE' ./ ,.5 X, 
'HYIFWLiJGIC SljC-8ASIfI. " ." SA'~ JUr,ri',//) 
CAL t R i= A f) :) C ("J r~ 2 , ~l W 1 , A R£ II ) 
~ [ A ~ ( Nf~ 1 , : 0 cj) "Jf~ 3 , 'IJ H V i~ , ( I H V M ( I ) , I 1, P} , N I-V T , ~i H [, , N W 4 
~n F J R M A H 1 X .r 2 d Q <1 X d 1), ;: ( 1X, p; )) 
()i) 01 M~~ (;:; 
~) 0 i) 1 :1? 0 :: 
flO 01 qa G,) 
no '11 9'1 nil 
I) 'l 01 90 !).) 
1001 <11 f){ 
0') 019(' 1)<] 
:10019,(;::/ 
nO'JIJ4C'U 
dRIT[{Nill,6C;I) ~!~3 .• 'jHV,...~'HVT 
bub FOtn~AHJHh'Rr::I\;J FILE ('ljRn:: 'oI3,3x,nWt'bEQ 
" RU:I -:: ',PdX,'TOfAL HEAVY ME1AL~ = 'd2) 
CAL- HE MYJ F ( ;'l :n .. (,! ,,/ 1 ) 
0001 Y5 Or) 
(IF HEAVY !"ETALS T>115 OJOl96I)() 
0011 17 ::<": 
CALL R!;INHTP1R:f,iHil) 
00 2 I 1,\jHVM 
I~RITE (N,H,6C9) !. IilVM(1) 




W R HE UH.f1 ,61;) 'Jf{ 4 
FOR:'1 A H 1 rl C. 'iH,4 ') FI :.. E F II R B. I 11 A L H E/l V Y I-! ET AL HE:) I D 1I E (N H 4 ) :;: , 
, 13 ) 
D '] 1 a 0 I A = 1 ~ 6 
ASTUA) O. 
ALTCIA) o. 
cern I NU E 
o 0 1 0 1 lEI, rJ ~: L E 
IH=IHYDB(IE) 
ASHIH)"'ASHIY) fA5( IE) 
ALT(IH)=AlT(IH)+AL(IEJ 
LJ 1 CCIiH IflU r:: 
Ii RITE HI WI, 1 02 ) 
:)0 01 9 p. I)) 
1,) (11 99;1 ~i 




:)0 O? 04 (1'} 
')002 (jC) :)(\ 
00 02 Cn '){) 
000207 ·10 
0002 0') O~l 
0002 (n (,Fj 
0002100\1 
000211 00 
00 I)Z 120:," 
:JO(J21~I)O 
ao 0214 ('0 
01) 021 "i ('0 
'.10·12 16 00 
1();~ FOiH1AH 1111.1///,41X,'HYDPCLCGIC T'11Al SOIL ARf."A 
SO .!{ ~ 
Tfn AL U"i' 0002 t 700 
-A • 'E AREA',J. 41X ,'SIlB-EiA~IN 
II' 'SQ.KM') 
DO 1,)~ fH=l.NHY!)B 
WrITE{~tH ,104HH, ASH IH),ALH ItO 
1 (j 4 F OR ~ A T ( I, 45 X • J 1 • 1 3 X, E 9 •. ,. 11 ), f 9. 3 ) 
10:) CON T I "lU f 
IF(IO~RUN(1).~E.1) GOTO b 
I F( IO Piol R T ( 3 ) • E Ci .1 .0 R. 10 PW rr (3 ) • ;:: Q .2 ) 
*WRlTE (NW1.61l) 
611 FORMA1( 1H1. '?RECIPITATION o~u FRtlI'l ~. R5 I / 1ii ) 
P~ECIPITATIDN/EROSION SUBMCDELS 
00 8 IL=1"NEU: 
REA f)( N R 5. 51 2) I') U /<t 1 • leu M 2 , ( F3 C xc J ) , J = 1 • 12 ) , ( P I"J Fe J, IE),. J= 1. 12 ) 
51 2 F IJ R MAl( Al,J 2, 12 E 1 O. 3 I 3 X • 12E 10.3 ) 
If( IorwRT (.3 ).EO.l.UR. IOFwr;T (3 ).EQ.2) 
*W R IrE (N f/ 1 ,6 12) I DU tJ 1, IOU M 2" ( F 3 C X (J h J= 1, 12 ) , (P HI F ( J,. IE). J= }, 12 } 
612 FORMAHIH ,JU.I2.3X,,1?F1C.31 IH ,,3X..t2F1C.3) 
IF<IOIJM1.EQ.IFI101HIEJ .AND.leUlt2.EQ. IECOUIU) GOTe 10 
WfiITE (tJl-ll .. 614HE, lEfW~i{IE)' fECOl( IE) 
614 FiHI..1A f( IHO. 'ERRiJP PI PRECIF DnA READ FRf'M r-:R"i, ElE!l.Ef'lT = " II. 
W R I 1 E (i, ~j 1 • 6 1 2 ) 1 ;) t I ~ t • I (j U IA C , ( r 3 C x ( J ) , J = 1. 1 2 ), (? I ~i F ( J. If) , J:: 1, I? ) 
! GPHIJ '!C t):..:1 
10 DU 1~ r~n~l.J~ 
C .\ L ~ ,.,'. :0 ( 'I,:'~ ( [ i') ,; 1 ( 1 , I i, } • ~ 1 C ;: •• 1: l .:~' ( '. r ;:- l, ", I ( ~ • [ i: 
I • 1)\) n 1S co 
Ot) 02 19 OCI 





















0,) 02 Id 00 
')0 u? 42 no 
'J!) t1;.> 43(10 
rJ 0(' ~ 4 (If) 
.}' 1 ,: r') U J: ': ~~ l '\ , ! I, r ~ ~. ) • [ 1:1'· ,. " ( t ~;' i • I :') ) 
; r: (~, i"~ :) ( I,' I • r: '. i I. I, ::, L C, T :" • ( '; 1 J " 
t\~J\)i':l·-'\~i,~".j\.f t 
Ii'(f\';Ij: f.U.l ') 
.. ;, t< 1 T~" (\j '.11 • in; 0 ) 1 -1'1 • I '= ~ I f R C w ( IE)' I £. C fJ U IE.}. E i\ (J S ') ( I1Hlo I [ ) 
7'):) rO!1"1AH10,J(1"*"* WAn~Hf\G: ER(SD('~I2"J>'.I3J>') WIHCH IS ELEMEln '. 
.. A1~I?' IS EQUAL TO I.E10.3~' CM WHICh IS GREATER THAN 'I' 
.. 'Cr~1J51D',./) 
12 C JNTI NU E 
d CeNT! NU[ 
IF(IOPWRT(4).NE.1) GUTU 6 
CALL ,~RTERO(N(I1) 
6 CONTI NUE 
IFClLl"'HlJN(1}.Ef.l.1HiO Ttl 85 
JlJ 51 1=1.4 
5 1 1\ E AD C '.)1\ fl. 71 0) (C F ( I • ,~ ) ~ to = 1 ,1 t:) 
00 52 1=1.4 
,52 Rt:A!}(Nf!6.71C)(CF4(I.M)J>~=1.12) 
(fif FOR~~A H 12F5.0) 
00 S3 I=1.5 
j 3 f~ Z A 1)( i\j;( 6 I' 7? O} (\( 8 A H ( I. M) • ~i ::: 1 .r ) 
DJ '54 1=11'5 
54 READCt-:Ro.1ZO)(S)X(I.M}J'M=1.7) 
720 f[l;1'1AH7FIO.O} 
REAlH ~IH6, 7H,I) (IiCF( 1)1' 1=11' 9) 
130 F :mN,\ H 9F 5.0) 
H E A~){ ~ fI 6. 7J In ( R r. FOP HI) • I '" 1 ~ 9 ) 
3) CONTINUE 
IF(INX~PT.NE.1)50 TO 74 
o a 7 1 I H 8 = 1 I' N :;y f) B 
q EAPe ~'lR 1. 740) (ACCFO (I iii'll' I HH)J> IH"= 10 NHV M) 
It;} FJP~jAHiHE'3 •. ~.?Xj) 
71 C UN T I NU E 
00 72 IH8=1,1~'i'{f)8 
II E A'J ( M~ 1 • 7 if C) 0: U\ X f) ( I HM. I H B h I H ~= 10 N HV I-'l 1 
72 CONTI NU E 
DO 73 IHB 1J>N~Y~b 
11 E AL! ( Nfl 1 • 74 0) (X L A X E ( I H'" • I P B ) ~ I H ?J 10 N H V M ) 
7 5 C J ~ Tl 'lU E 
I f( IIJ P R U'~ (6 ) • I\j E • 1) G 0 rc 1 4 
R E Afl( N R 1 .. 760) (S LA X E ( I H) • I H = 1 I' ~ HY DB} 
1;'0 fJrn'lAT< IHf8-.3.2X» 
74 Cc)'HI NUE 
IF(I]pr(UN(5).f,:~.1} STOP 
CD 134 IE=1J'iHlE 
~(J 134 Ift=1.a 
DO 134 1=3.5 
P4 X(IJ>IHdU=\(CZ,IHJ>IE) 
IF(IOPHU~(3).LT.2) GOT!] 120 
00 13<: IE 1.NELr: 
0:] 132 IH=l1'il 
0;1 132 I=l~'j 
132 X(l.IHdE>=O.C 
13 J CON TI NIJ r 
1d'J24f .. C',; 
IJO £)24 1 n ij 
0:) 02 48 00 
00024900 
')0 O~ 50 00 
0002510a 
00025200 
































00 D2 ~~; 00 




D'I 14 IYEAR IYSnn.'~YEARS 
IflI~lP,n;'H1>.[Q.l) (lClTO 3C 
DO 1'3 1"0=1>12 
08 55 L=1.5 
5~~ PRO(Ld )=c. 
D;] 16 IE 1. ~JEL[ 
IJ 0 02 'j;; (; iJ 










TAR E A =. ill ( 1 E }T/\:j ( IF.) 'J 0 I' 2 -j c, ') I) 
C l\ L L R A Ii. 3 (I fA U, r 11.\ DUN. P .~ G X ( I tl [1 ) • P I IIJ 1- { I ~[ • IE>.;J;:l. AL PH A ( IE ) • C E H U-' :) O!; 2' 9 r ''1;1 
,'J,Ar.{ IE), IOZOI\( fEhIPl'l:H IEhl!l':l~~IN( 1),TARE," 
p EC':C (P~O, IF) P '>OX( IMC): 









CAL l [f( 0:; ( ~J B 1 ( IE) , B 1 ( 1, IE) , B 1 ( 2- 1::- ) • [~ 1 ( .~, IE) , q 1 (4 , IE); 
* "f' .n '.( ( H' 0 ). p 30M 1 " • B 0 ( I :::: ) , >:: fW <} D ( I M 0 , IE) 
I F(i::R[JS [)( Hr, tCl.L T .CRlISH} CO Te 16 
K LlL'!':r =r [J!P' r +1 
1 F ( K ~J U N r • l i . 1 ') ) 
"W~ITE (NWl"7'50)l'~O,.If,,IERQW( IE },1[COL< IE),EROS;J{ 1M'),. IE} 
CON fI Nil L 
CONTIN')[ 
I F ( 10 P w R r u ) .'~E.1) GO TO 24 
C.ALL WRTiiw5(MWS) 
If(lOfI-JRT(4'.NE.1> GOTO 30 
CAL.L I-IRHR1UJ'H) 
CHE~15TRY SL9~O[EL 
DC 6e I "i il = 1 ,1 2 
IS=1 
If(IMO.GT.2>I'i=? 
I F ( 1110 • G T • ') ) r 5::: 3 
I F ( Hi O. G T • a >I s= 4 
IF(IMQ.EQ.12)IS=1 
If(IOPR!JNC).r,r.O) G(lT O :)2 




01 S T R 18 U IE " .A S S /I. ~ 0 NG f.L E f'J[ NT S 
GO 36 IE=I,'lCLE 
00 3tl II1=I,.8 
XSU8( IH"I[)=O. 
XAD['{ IH,.IF)=0 • 
SAD ')( It:}::: C • 
CRUST (IE) O. 
OJ 4G IE ],.NELE 
ESV=EROSl;(ltJO,IEl*AS( IU 
ESM=ESV .. 8C{IEJ*I.~E7 
DC 112 1=1,2 
K[=ITRA~( f,,!E) 
IF(KE.EQ.O) lirno 112 
CRUST (KE) =CRUST(Kf)HSV*PTRAN( 1"IE) 
C fiUST <r El ::;CRUST< IE) -ESV*P1R AN (I,. rr) 
SADO( KE )=SAOf.) (KE> fESM*PTR ftN n,IE> 
112 CDNTHlUE 
CRU!jT (IE) =CPUSTUE) -ESV"'P1RAN (3"IU 
40 COIHI'mf 
OC 114 IE 1,rH::LF. 
IF(AS<IE).LTol.OE-6) GllTG 116 
CRUSTUE) =CRUSf(I[)/( r,S<lEJ+/l.U1E}) 
GOTO 1l~ 
11 b C R li S I (F j .).;1 
11:\ I H i:.l " I I\' I;.l ( 1 ;.) 
* 
" : . i 
',~ '.\ ( I:" ;) 1 ': rl " • I' ) .. ~ L ( 1 E:) t l ~:; ( !. ~ I L,~' ( T,.. ) ) 
']f);)2 C) - J, 
00(29) CU 
i')() 03 00 0') 
JnrU()llC 
0003 c,.> f){J 
00 03 ()~ 00 
OOI)3f'l4r··'> 
0003 i)Cj (1(; 
00 ~3 flo OU 
00 (j~ ·".7 t;(j 
00030gnn 
ao 0.5 O? Or) 
)\lj),51 ') (1') 
OI},()3' 1~. 0;) 
00 C:\ 1 ~ :1·) 
00 O.~ 1'; 00 
OO~S 14 on 
'J!) ')! 1 '5 I)') 




\J') 0 3 ?'j(J;) 
f) (j,03 .? 1 :);j 
OOC32?C0 
000324')) 
')003 ?'5 GO 
00 O~:'1-0 ()11 




~\ r i 1 C· L·· J ,. '\ ( L.: 
:J U 1 (: 2. I f: 'c I. :~ :~ V '1 
K r; .:c ::1 V~' ( Ii:) 
DO 1?4 11,2 
K E = I r ~ A IJ ( I, IE) 
I f ( K [ • E Q • (j) G i1 T J 12 It 
Q X ( 1. K H, I [ ) .. E I~ ~1:, r, ( 1M 0, tf ) * "S ( r::::) *P T RAN ( I , I El I ( A S( K f) fA U K E ) ) 
XAOC(KH,KE'=X~OO(Krl.KE)tO 
XSU8(KH,IE)=XSUlHr.H,IU.Q 
124 CONTI iliU[ 
1 22 CON T I ~IU E 
120 CONTI NUE 
'UC 126 IE=l,NEL[" 
I Htl=I HY OSC I U 
00 128 IH=l,NfiVM 
1<. H= IHvr~ ( IIi) 
( E fW 0 ::; X ( 1 , II. H, .l E ) * E R US 0 ( 114 tl, IE) * P T RAN ( 3, IE'" AS ( IE) 
XS U3 ( KIll If) =X ,)U 9 ( K H, f () +X E R C[) / ( AS ( IE> .. A U IE» 
I I 
;:. LAn:: (K H , HEI ) .:: XlI', X E (i-( t-l, I H A ) t X ER [1 [) .. X !\ GO ( K H " I [) * AI. ( IE) 
XL;\ XO (K Ii. P-Hl ) ::::1( LA )( f) (K Ii, I h a ) H U IE) * F 0 ( K H, IS" IE) * J fL TAT 
Ace FCI (p, H, [rlE' } ::::!lCC r tl (K H, I H B ) tf( (1\ H, IS, IE) * (1\ S ( IE)" AL ( IE» * DE L TAT 
IF (fl,DS{ CRUS T( IE».G T. CRUS TO) 
* r.RI H: (6,712) r.HUSlO,IYUR,IfiO"IF::, CRUSH IEhEROSO( IMO" IE) 
1.'2 fDf-I!"'AHlrlO,'E'~o<;rll;i Of' DOPO~IlICN EXCEEDS Cf~U'iT OEPTH OF',Fe.3, 
k ,((A1 :='.14.' t-IOiTH =',13.' IE ='.14,' CRUST =', 
.. Fa. 3, t E lfEJ S;; -= t , F 8 • 3 ) 
IF(IUPRIJ~(3).EQ.3) fiOTO 150 
I f ( C f{ US T ( IE ) J 4 tl. 1 4 2 , 1 I.? 
14 u Q ·CR uS TC [[) 
X ( 1, K II, I c. ) ::: K{ 1,( H • I'~ ) f.( (j .. )< ( c., K H , I :~ ) • x ~ 0 a ( K H , I r ) -x C; ij B ( K t , I [) 
* +F~j(f\H,IS"I[)kt:ELTf.T)/CRLSTD 
~ f2, K H. IE) = X( 2, K H , L ) + ( x ( ~" KH • I E) - x ( 2 , K H, t E » *Q I C RU S T [J 
X ( 3, K Ii, IE) = x ( :h !lH, 1[: )+ ( xc 4, flH , IE ) - x ( 3 , K H, IE}) *Q I ( 2. *C R US T I) 
x ( 4, t\ H, I l ) = x ( 4, K H , I r:: ) .. ( x ( ': , K H , I ::: ) - X ( 4 , K H, I [ ) ) * Q I ( 2 ... C R US TO) 
G (1 TfJ 12 f:! 
142 Q=(:fWSf (fE) 
X ( 4, K Ii, IF) = x ( '. , :'" H, IE) + { x ( 3, 1'\ H , IE) .. x ( 4 , K H, r E ) )t.) I ( 2. .. C R U S TO) 
:( ( 3, K H, IE) X ( 3. I'( H , If':: ) +( x ( 2, KH .r i) - x (3, K H, ~ E )j * Q I ( 2. *(; R lJ $ T [l) 
x ( 2, I'( 11, I£)::: X ( 2, KH , IE) H X ( 1 , KH , E) - x ( 2 , K H, IE» *' Q I C RU S T C 
X ( 1, K H, 1£ ) = x ( 1,;-( H ..r E> + ( X Ii C J (K ... IE) - XS;j B (K H, IE) - Q * X ( 1, K Ii , I f) 
* +FO( ~H.rS, IE)*CElUTl/CRlSTD 
GO HJ 120 
15'J X(1,KH,I~)=\(1,KH,IE)+{Xfo.[iJ{KI--,IE)-XSU8{KH,IE} 
* tFj{KHdS. I[)*CHTn)/CRUSrn 
lZb CO~jfINUE 
12 bee N T I NU E 
6 '1 C CJ N T I ~U [ 
CALL OUTPUT(~Wl,~HYij8.ICHCK,N)[ARS) 
1 4 crH T r N IJ E 




000, n 01'\ 
000379 ')i) 
QOt)'l T)1l0 
00 u3 81 nt' 
0,) 03 S? ()() 
~;;1";~,:lllr l',E. ~t Il(::)~ ('ji<l3, r-;ioIl) 00038 \(10 
l ) 1", ~'; 0 '. 1'<1,", 1 { '(J O) , T IT L ( ? , 20 ) , I (j ~ P I.JrJ ( b ) , lOP E C i-I ( ~ , , 101' i<l1< T ( b ) 0 u 0 .HIIHl (I 
It, r E (.,. .~I;" l ~ (I n ) , 1 tt (ll. ( 300) , I T R A·" ( 2 , 3 (J II ) , f..' T '" II N (3,300) , I H V D to (300) 0 I) 0 38 '5!) 0 
*,~H~~,IHVM[A),'CCFG(b,b),XLAXD(8,hl,XLAXf(8,b),CRUSTO,A8(100) OOOJ8hUO 
*,IL(JOO),~tL~,~I(U,300),150T(~,30D),~luY(12),MAA(300) 000387u0 
• , I P [I P J t :) 0 0 ) , tr; l'H'l ( 3 0 0 ) , SAD IJ ( ! 0 V ) , :, L .l\ ~ ~ ( b ) 0 0 0 38 bOll 
Cfl~MON IC~tMI FJ(~,U,300),~ON(j00),~D(300),PINF(12,300),X(5,8,300)DO038900 
·,;)ELTA,ALQMA(3(10).CEE£J(l(l),Y(X} 0003400(1 
1 F ( I Ll PEe rl ( 2 ) • G1 • I) J r; 0 r l' J Q 0 I) 0 1 q 1 lIl) 
~~ITt(~~l,~OO)~EL~,~HVM OOo3Q20D 
?r0 ~0R~AT(lHl,5~,n~a. OF ElE~~~TS="JJ/t" OOOJQ500 
"* ,.,r,IINf'!. ('F liE-AllY t.leTA.LS Ii, F'f; ~Ul\i IN TI-118 RUN:"di?) 000391.i110 
~~ITf(h~1,230) 00039500 
~10 ~~MMAT(IM ,111,7x,hELfME~Tfl7~,p~eTAL 1~,1x,"METAL 2",7x,"~fTAL 3",Q0019bOO 
*H:,!li"lfr~L ",",7X,""'ETAL 5u,7~,"'~fTAl to",IJl',"METAL 7",7~,""'fTAL 8") 00039100 
V, r I) r... fl N U E 0 0 (I :3 9 t; 0 Ii 
vO tu 1:1,~ELE onO]9QOO 
00 1~) ,..1=1,4 
REA i) ( r.!-t~, 1t) 0 ) I U U M, 1 f) U -; 1 , I j) LJ t., C, (F- 1.1 ( 1\ , J, I ) , ~ = 1 , B ) 
1~0 FQRM.T(4J,IX,.I,T2,HEQ.~) 
1~lInptCH(2) .GT. 0) ~u 10 iO 
w~IT~rN.l,2t~)InUM,IDUM1,IUUM2,(FOC~,J,r),K=1,8) 
2 J Ij F' (i i( 1"1 A T ( 1 H (l , 5 X" , A 1 , .\); , A '2 , I c. , e ( 5 l( , 1:. 9 • 3) ) 
2 CI 1 ~ (! tJ U r~ • ( '~. " F n • A "I D • T D tJ i-d • fJ~ • It. w (. " (1) • AND. I DUM 2 • E (J • 
*II:.COL(J») (,tI Tl) 10 
I>d"l TE(t-J"'1 ,221) 
,);;0 FORM~T(l;;O,I!I'.J.(~OP tl,j ~ALL()IJT f'iATA "~Ui'l ~,r(3f') 
'" .. 1 1 r.. ( ~ i ~ t • 2. 1 0 ) 1 ';i U .." , 1 !)'}'" ! , I v d M 2. (~;') ( .... , J , 1 ) , K = 1 , 8 ) 
IuP~UN(5)=1 
















S lJ i~ R (liJ r I '" F. R [, 1 tJ H T ( N P 4 , ~·n 1 ) () 0 0 1.11 5 0 0 
CuM MaN ~ ~l 1 (3 0 0) , TT T L ( 2 , 2 I) ) , t 0 j.l R 1!1~ ( t>. ) , lOP E C H ( 5) , lOP \oj R T ( b ) IJ 0 0 4 1 b I) 0 
.,If~Ow(jOO),IECOL(300),lTRAN(i,300),PT~_N(3,300),IHVD~(300) 00041700 
*,~~VM,IHVM(~),ACCFU(6,b),XLA.D(6,b),XlAxt(8,6),CRUSTO,AS(100) 00041800 
*,AL(300),~ELl,Hl(~,3nO),18nT(",300),~30((12),MAR(30D) 0004t QOO 
*,IPZO~(3UO),101U~(300),SADu(]OO),SLAXE(b) 0001.12000 
C;J~~UN ICHE~I Fo(~,a,~Oo},PUR(3no),8D(SOO),PINF(12,300),X(5,8,300)OOoail00 
*,nELT6,ALPrlA(]on).CEE(]no),Y(8) 00042200 
IF(IOPECH(3J.GT.O)GO TO 80 0004~JOO 
.. ~ IT E.C N Ojl , Z 0:. I) , 0 () 0 b C: !(O 0 
2~O FoR~ATrtHl,III,7X,"EL~MENT"7~,n~ETAL 1",7X,"METAL 2",7X,""ETAL ]",onoazsoo 
*7X,"MFTAL U",7X,"METAL 5",7Y,II~ETAL b"~1X,"METAL 7",1x,"MtTAL R") OD042hOn 
AD CDNTINUE OOou2700 
DO 50 I=l,NELE 00042AOO 
, .. 'I ',c " ~ i ',' ) " ". r" l i,l! ' ',' "i. I. " ( 1 , ..: , J ) , ,I = 1 , " ) 
I t i. "",\,~ 1 ( • 1 , I \ • ." 1 , 1 ;;, , ( , f' f 9 • ) ) 
o I'J (. 4 i: ''; ') ,) 
f' I) (I 1.1 '~" " n 
: • ( T ,,~' r:: r ., ( ;, ; .' 'i • I, Ii,", T i,' q (\ (II) (j U ; I 11 <j 
I', I r to; (~., 1 , .::: t7' \' ) 1 ;;; j ,0, • ll~' W 1 , 1 J lFI t! , ( ) ( 1 , .1 , I ) , J::I 1 , " ) :; (! 04 j? {I 0 
~ f. (I I" .:1 .... '1 A T ( 1 1'< 1\ , ':'l ~ , AI,;). , b, 2 , I 2 • t; ( r; X , f: q • :~) ) 0 \) () U 3 J 0 () 
il,r., J""(f{JliM ,;"'. "(" .A~;D. rOIJ"11 .ft~. fEt<u"(I) ,ANI>. IDUM? .EfJ, 00043400 
* J r r n L ( I ) J L, ./ T ( I " iI (J 0 0 4 :3 5 0 0 
w~IT~(~wl.210) OOOAjbOO 
270 FqRMAT(t.1~,"t::.Rk(H~ r'~ IN1lIAL HeA.VY i>oI~TAL DATA foRO"" NF!14 (IN T"'~ 00043100 
*C>(us r)") 0004}800 
~~ITE(h~t,d~O)IOU~,IOUM1,IOUM2,(X(1,J,I),J=1,8) 00043QOO 
Iv"''''U~J(5)~1 00044000 
SU CONTINUE 00044100 
IFCtOPECH(3).GT.OlGO TO qO 00044200 
~~ITE(Nft1,d~O) 00044300 
2~O FO~M~T(1"1,111,1.,"fLE~E~T"7M,"METAL 1",7x,"METAL 2",7X,"METAL 3",0004U~OO 
*lX,"METAL 4»,7J,"METAL 5",7X,"HETAL b",7X,"METAL 1",7X,"METAL 8") 0004~SOO 
DO CONTTNUF 0004UbOO 
~;(J bO J:::l.'Ji:L.t 00044100 
t..:l:. A 0 ( "i-< 4 , 1 l (I ) 10 \I;" , 1 0 Ut'q , I f) LJ 1>1 2, ( ~ ( 2 , J , 1 ) , J. 1 , 8) 00044800 
120 FOk~AT(Jl,lt,At,12,lx,~~q.3) 000U4900 
IF(I~P~CH(j),GT.O)GO TO 70 OOOijsoon 
-.J PI H. ( N;'! 1 , i <;/ 0 ) 1 iHl rl , 1(; iJ f'\ 1 , I l.i [.1 ~\ 2, ( ;. ( ? , J , I ) , J:I 1 , 8) 0004510 l) 
2~O F8~~AT(I~n,~"AI,1l,A2,I2,d(5X,~q.]) 000U5200 
7 \I I F ( l'J\.j M • t l~. II & II • A /'m. I (J lJ M t • t. r~ • I E R (ho; ( 1) • AND. 1 DUM 2 • E (j) • 0 0 0 4 S 1 () 0 
• ttCi)L! 1)) 1,)'-' Tn nO 0004Sl.iOO 
~~IT~(~~1,30Q) on045500 
)fl' I-'J;;·lAT(l~(,."EkRUR Ih 1t-dTl~L HtAvY i-lfTAL. [lATA FROM NR4 00045f}OO 
* (otNITh C~~ST)n) 00045700 
"t:i I T E ( No.1, ~ If I) ) 1 i) U "1, r f)1l t·, 1 , 1 r: U 1><12 • ( X ( 2 , J , 1) , J = 1 , 8 ) 0 0 0 4 51; 0 0 
l(J~IJU",,(r.;)=l OOOU5QOt) 
~D CU~TI~uf 0004b000 
kfTIt~'~ OOOtlblnu 
~NU 0004b~OO 
S 1/ (i ~ I JUT J N f: q;. A (1 S t ( ~i ~ 2 , 1\. .. : 1 ,I, PEA) 00 () A b 1 [) 0 
CGM~U~ ~~l(lOU) ,11TL(2,20),lO~~UN(6),Io~ECH(5),IDP~RT(b) OOOUbaoo 
* • t t 1'« .... ( 3 (H' ) I H.C!)L ( j n (1 ) , I Po( A '" (2, ,SCI 0 ) , P fioH N (3,30 ()) , I H. Y 08(00) 000 q 0 '5 0 c' 
'" , ,~lI'ill f\, 1 H I; ~. ( 8 ) , A (. C F 0 ( 8 , td , X L A X. 0 ( 8 f h ) , X L A X E C 8 , 6 ) , C k LJ S TO, AS ( ! (\ 0 ) 000 U 4) b u 0 
.,AL(JOO),NfL~,81C4.Jno),ISUT(u,30n),P30X(12),MAR(300) 0004&70n 
.,1~lON('U~"J~ZU~(JOO),SADu(JDO),SLa)E(6) OOOGbBOO 
C iH' '" U '" IE ;.' '",LS I tJ I /\, tiT ( i; ) , ~ J'( S T ( 8 ) , T h b, T 1\ ( 3 J , P 301<11 N , V C ( to) 0004 b q 0 IJ 
* ,E~Q&O(12,300) 00047000 
C I I M I,' U ,.. / C ' i E: ~-. I f i) ( ~ , t.i , 3 Ct () ) , p (JI~ C3 (i 0 ) , A I) (3 0 0 ) , p t tJ F ( 1 2 , :5 0 0 ) , )( ( 5 , ~ , 3 0 (\ ) 0 ('I 0 4 7 1 (I II 
* , i) t L T A , ALP I"i 11 ( '(I I) ) , C E E ( :; (t 0) , v ( 8 ) 000 I.i 7 2 n n 
iiI ~1 E h:;t t' N r s I.. () j. ( IJ 1 , I v F (; ( '" ) , "11 ( ~ ) , t T ~ 0 '" ( 2 ) , 1 TeO L. ( 2 ) 0 0 Ii IJ 7 .Hi (\ 
UO ? JE=l,NELE OO()47"~o 
,.. E A lJ ( '~~ ( , 5 (I ~) 1 E 10( !h' ( H ) , lEe fi L ( J F ) , ( 1St) r ( 1 , IE) , 15 L. 0 P ( 1 ) 0 004 7 ~ (J 0 
* ,Iv£G(I),~.(r),l=l,~),(~O(l,I,lE) oooa7bOO 
* ,lTijA~(I,I~),P1HA~(I,lt),I=1,2),PTkA~(1,IE),10Z0N(lE) 000U7700 
* ,1Pl~~(IE),1"ynd(IE),POR(I~),~D(!E),CEf(IE),.LPHA(lt),tLAR oooa180~ 
* ,MAkCIE) OOOh79uQ 
~r~ FOR~6T(~I,I2,q(1.,Il,Al,11,F3.i',?(l~,AI,J2 OOOq~GOO 




• ,IvtG(l),PA(IJ,Ist.U),(FO(I,I,IE) On048500 
• .lrRAN(I,rt),PT~A~(t,I~),I=l,2),PTHA~C3,IE),IDZO~(IE) oooa860n 
* ,1~lON(tE),IhYDb(IE),~Ok(lE),bO(lE),CEE(IE),ALP~A(It),fLA~ oOOq~700 
* ,M.~lI~) 0004880n 







nl .. ' 6i I:l,.:.i 
J F (J SOT (l .I E" ) • b~ • 0) GuT 0 " 2 
I F ( I Ii t) T ( I ,If ) • G T • 0 • A N l) • ! SOT ( r , IE) • l i • 9 1 (J 0 T r; z u 
~~ITE(~~l,~Oh)rE,I~QON(It),J~COl(I~) 
~rh fURMAT(lHO,"~~R8k, SOIL TY~f CODE OQE~ NO' FALL IN THE RANGE 
* ,"IE = ",IU,]X,"kU" = ",Al,JX,"CUlUMN = ",I!) 
l\)P~lJN(C;)=l 
? IJ 1 F CIS () 1 f 1 , I ~ ) • E Q • f.< J G;l T (J b 2 











IF(ISL0PCr).~E."~") GO TO 16 
ISl..OP(I)=;? 
GUfl) 02 
IF(lSLnp(l).~E."S") G~ TO 1~ 
ISLOP(I)=~ 
(;n r.) 62 
~~ITE(~~1,602)lSLOP(I"JE,IE~O~(I~1,lECOL(rE) 
Fllk~AT(lHO,IIt:f.(~I)F< T'j SLOI-1E liJENTlI'ICi\TlI'N = ",A1,3x."IE :",13 
, :SX,"~Ofi :: 11,.1l1,lx,"CnLlJ~1N = ", (3) 
1 uP ;.( u I .. ( 5 ) = 1 
G I) N T 1'1 lH: 
tF(6~S(P_(l]+P'(2)+PA<3)+PA(~)·1.aO).lr.Q.n2) GO TO bQ 
'''41'11 r E ( N· .. 1 , ~ n IJ ) 1 ~ • I f. ~ 0 ... ( J t ) , T t: t IlL ( f r: ) 
F n R ;1A T ( I H fi , II i:: ~ ~ tl j,i. g Ii ~' n" S U u F U;: ~ H, T A'- F' g, " T S U: SST M A ' j 1 0 0 % 
, r E: = II , I U , 3 A ... "( ( ! .., = n, AI, "C I) L I , '·1 '''4 = ", 1 3 ) 
IuP..tL)iH5)=t 
C. CALCUlATi:: ARtAS 
,,4 4UIE)=O.() 
A8(lEl:().O 
00 50 1=1,4 
IF(ISOT(I,If).~~.O) GOTu 50 
Jf(lSOT(I,IE).EW.A) ij~TP 52 
A~(IE):AS(IE)+ELA~*PA(l) 
GO TO SO 
5? ALCIElzAl<lE)tfLAR*PACI) 
,,0 CONT r :IIUE 
IF(ABS((4LlIE)+AS(IE»)/ElAR-l.0).GT.0.02) 
*~~lT~(~~1,bOq)IE,rERU4(IE),rECUL{JE) 
C* CALCULATE 31 FOR THE EROSION MODEL 
NBHIE1=C 
oa I) 1=1.4 
I F(!S OT (r, If) .E',}. 0) G erp 6 
NB1(IEJ=N81(IE)+1 
Kl=ISOT<I,.IEJ 
H(AS (IU.lT.l.(lE-6) GOTO 1€2 
1 F ( K 1 • N E • /') HI T 0 8 
1')i U l( I. IE )"'C.;; 
;' 1 I 






00 OUQt,.ij (t 
000U9700 
000 t.lq~(J 0 
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I);) 05 V100 
1)0053900 





),'! :, /, .I .,,', 
.. ;. I • l ., .. ~ .. :. 
? " 1 G .;; .' ; II,! (T '.,\ f·', ! 'e ?) ) I ~.: 
.; l ~ 1. ", :., l.:· 'J~: ( (/ ) ~ ';, ><, ~ f ( Y. 1 ) 
iJ 1 ( :. It, ):. n 1 ( I • 1 .: ) * ( :\ S ( If) t A '- ( IE») * f' A ( I ) I A :) ( I [ ) 
(j I.J ~" ;'; '5 ~ (; ,I) 
'.);J J:, ~; ~ O,~ 
6 C GiH PHH. ;)0055400 
1;) COiJTINUE 00055500 
c:. UJ"11 I NU [ :;00556 00 
C* 00055700 
c* l~E~'IFY TRANSPO~l F~E~ENTS 00055800 
C* 00055900 
C* 
Ll'J tlU H:=11~IE.U: 000$&000 
.) II IJ i 1: 1 , ~ 0 0 0 5 b 1 0 0 
IF(lT~AN(l,IE).EQ.O) GUTU 42 0005b200 
DO ~4 lEC=l,NfLE OODSb300 
IF(FiJ(l,I,IE).rJE.H.~O\Oj(ttC).O".1T~.N{I,IE),Nf:.lECOI.(IEC») GOTO ~~ OOOSb~on 
ITRA~(I,If)~l~C 0005b500 
~UT~ 42 0005bbOO 
aU CONTT~uE 0005&700 
ftWITt{N~1,b3~)~8(1,I,1~),ITR4N(I,IE1,IE,IERO~(lE),IECDI.(IF) 0005b80~ 
b~O FO~MhT(lhn,'f~~U~, TRANSFE~ ~lEMe~l ',41,12,' NOT FOUND FOR IE .'0005b900 
• ,ll,' f:l.I:':ME"lT ',A\,12) 00057000 
IOPJolUN('5l:1 00057100 
~~ C)~TINUE 0005720n 
cO CONTr~uE 00057300 
I~(ru?fCH(1)J66.~b,ba OOOS7UOO 
66 CONTINUE 00057500 
D0 70 IE=l,~tLE 00057bOO 
~QIT~(N~1,nl0)1~,IE~O~(rE),IEcnL(IE),(ITW4N(I,lE),PTRANCI,IE),1.1,00057700 
• 2),PTRA~(3,IE),AL(IE),AS(I~),NHt(tE), 00057~on 
* (i~tCI,Ii:.),r=l,") 00057'10[) 
':I 1 0 ~' lJ t< fl 4. T ( 1 ., 0 , 1 .; , 2 ~ I AI, ? X , I j , 2 ( :s l , I 5 , 1 x , F ... Co ) , 3 X , F 1.1 • 2 , 2 C 2)( , f ~ • 2 ) , 3lC, 0 0 0 , ~ nOli 
• J~,Q(5.,~~.2)) OooSelvO 
70 C1NT l"lJr. 0005820'" 
HI ~f. TiJj;(~.J 00058;1)-) 
SU~~OUTINE ~~OS(N,~1,R2,83,R~,P30,P10MIN,BO,D) 
I) 1 ,~ F. N S I 0 '" ~ C 4 ) 
IF(N.~E.O) GuTe 6 
"E.Tllki-l 
b 1~(PjO.GT.P30~1~) GOT~ 4 
c=o.() 
,;( F_ f '.IR '.J 
00071~1):.'I 
o 1) 0 7 1 3 1'1 'I 
o (l 0 7 1 ~ 0 (. 
0007151 1 \) 
OO(,71t)flt) 
000717:11'" 
o () U 7 1 i~,),) 
C * (; H A·" \1 t P JOT 0 1 rl C· .... ESP t i) H 0 U ~ 
o r, 0 7 1 9 (J \) 
000liU1(;O 
O(10721M~ 
00012" U (I 





o U 0 7 d i· ,'1 Ii 














C' (j 2 T = !. , "I 
'" = f: ( J ) * jo( + ... 
















noo -f)") Ii ,) 
o II (I ., 3 (-. n I) 
00073700 
0\· ,j 7 5" \J t) 
lJ \) ~j , .. ~ ;1 (I 
o () 0 7 !J (1 () ,) 
000-'4100 
00 n 71.102 (j II 
0007u500 
0007t.1 U t)Cl 
ooo7IJ~n) 
0007£1~I'I) 
thl n p U il r J N F ~ "r IJ;~ r:; ( I" J/ ) U 0 (I " 4 7(1) 
C NH4 U N N ~ 1 (3 0 0) , r IT I, ( 2 , 2 I) ) , III P J.i .j N ( ., ) , I U P EC H ( " ) , I u '"' 1'1 ~ T ( b ) (l () (j 7 " ,.., (\ 0 




CO~MON /C~~~I FO(8,Q,300),POR(3no),~D(Jorl),PtNFC12,300),X(5,8,~OO)O007~500 
.,nELTA,ALPHA(]OO),CEE(300),Y(8) 0007~400 









1050 FORMAT(SqX,M~~* yEAR ,ll,3H **,/) 
~~lTEIN~,1100)(~ONr~(lJ,I=1,l2} 
1 1 (\ (1 F u~", A T( 1)( ,11"11:. L. E "'F '.' T ,,, (, 11 (1l1.I, t,;q , A 4, I) 
D~) 1 00 J E = 1 , ~,t U 
100 ~RlrE(N~,1200)1~,l~EC1U[I~j,If),I~G=1,12) 
12eo F8k~Ar(;lfI3,1.I.,1~E1U.3,/) 
... f< ITt. ( N \01; , 2 (I () v ) 
2000 FO~~AT(lHl.I/I,S~x,lqHI~~lLT"ATIU~ IN C~. ,1,Sbx,lQ(lW_l,ll) 
~RITE(N0,10S0)IYEA~ 
~~lrE(~·,1100)(MU~TH(I),l=tI12) 










C I) M " /) N I E lot 0 SIP t "I S T ( 8 ) , ~ jo( S T (tn , T H A H n ) "., 3 u t': IN, vcr 1 0 ) 
* ,EROSO(t2,300) 
COM~U~ louTPuTI MONTH(12),lYEA~,PECbB(12,6),PINFHH(12,b), 
* PfC30(12,300) 
wRITEU.;IIoi,1000) 
1000 FOR~AT(lHl,III,56x,2o~tROSION DEPT~ IN c~. ,1,5hX,20(1H_),II) 
~~JTE(N~,1050)lY[A~ 
10~O FO~~AT(5qx,AH** Y~AR f12,3~ •• ,/) 
'" i? ! T F, ( N'" , 1 1 0 ()) ( ,~. 'j \I T ~ ( I ) , j = t ,I? ) 
1100 f' <.Ii,,,", t\ T ( 1 I, Ht t.. F "'F.>.i r ,,, X,11 (A 4, b l) ,4", n 
00 1va Jt=l,l,r:.U, 
1 (\ I} ¥ .< ITt r~.J ~ , 1 2 I) 0 ) 110 , (!::..; ') S I (I ~<\ J, I f. ) • r .... 0 = 1 , I 2 ) 
1. ~ ('I ,', " ,_J G T ( t. J • ] .. , 'l ... 1 .,; r 1 \.i • ., • I ) 
,.. t 1 I J • 
o 0 (l 7 'j 4 (; 0 
00(1760 I) ,1 
0007bl(J11 
(j0Q7..,20f) 




























t) n I.' 7 q 1 0 \i 
uOO',q?Cd) 
;, ·!(·7,<jon 
'" ,~"" (, 1 I" ( 'J';f f-' , r f " ", ,t (" t J t • 'f '" A'" b ! () 'i:' '" ., f) 
<",",," r.l(5",,~1 ,ri!Ll(',f,~lij,Ji'~'II·.'~""!,'1,I,:,.(r1(',),inD.,i-:T((,) l)d,,7'17,j,) 
* , l t .: , . (;' " " J • 1 F: C ,\ l ( ; Ii I) ) , J T I, .. ~} ( (t ,\ I) 'd ) • t T • A a. l.~. ,; (, 'J ) , 1 rn U iJ ( '3 (, (1 ) t; 1', '.I , ' H t' " 
• , :'II~ ~ ~ , 1 r" V ~. ( " ) , Ace'" u r tI , b ) , .; L A ~ () ( ~ , " ) , X Lit;.. t ( p, , " ) , C ~ I) S T D , A S ( lO Ii ) 0 0 0 74 (j IJ 0 
*,ALCJ00),~tL~,~1(~,300).15UT(",300),P]O((12J,MA~(IOO) 00080000 
* , 1 PI [' ''; ( .S () 0 ) , II) 1 n~' ( 30 V ) , SA!) (1 (3 Co) , S L !: ~ F. ( I:J ) I) U 0 8 0 1 00 
COM"" U I\j It. h f. M I F 1,1 ( 8 , " , 3lJ f) ) , ~ ('i '" ( ,~ 0 U J , ~ I) ( l (I U ) , P 1 "'I ~ ( 1 2 , j 0 () ) , )( ( 5 I 8 , 3 0 (, ) 0 0 0 8 a COO 
*,0fLTA,~LPMA(300),CE~(30U),V(b) 00080500 
* 
en M~' U ~~ IOU T P L TIM 0 III T rl ( 1 2 ) , lYE A ~ , p e: C H t:I ( 1 2, b ) , ~ I N F I-i ij ( 12 , b) , 0 (I I) ~ 0 U 0 0 
PfC30(12,jOO) 00080500 
lUMMU~ /TUT4LI TI(A,b),T2(8,b),T1C8,b),T4(S,b),TS(S,b),SL_EPT(b) oooeObOO 





DATA (H(I,1),I=1.8) 1~*!.IHHf:A\I/ 
UAT~ (~(I,c),I=1,8) I@*a~v ~f/ 
DAT~ (HCI,1),r=1,6) 18*4~TAL / 
lC:lC+l 
00 1 l=t,li! 




IJlJ r; T=I,~ 
uo 5 J;q,to 
Xl(l,J)=O.O 
'x.':(J,.!):('!.O 
5 eM;', 1 'JlJE 
IF{lC.GT.r'ST~T)~O TG 10 


























* 57~T~lY PREcrpA1IU~ ANO T~~ILT~.T10N HY ~ynMOLoGJC 
*N .1,1b~,lnO(lH_l,/II) 
l.(1 TU 20 
"IioIIH(f\,1'I,11i'J(l) 
f QkhA T ( 1 f1 t , / I I) 
~~I'E(~~,120U)IVEA~ 
~0k~AT(5qx,~H** yeAR ,I2,3H **,1/1 
~I;.(l rt.(NI'i, 13(0) 
Fdl\M.:IT(53X,25 H AU':UMVlATI£'!' FALL(,ljf IN KG,/,~3x,25(P1_),1) 
~~lT~(~w,1400)(rl(I,1),"CI,2),rl(I,3),IHv~(I),1=1,NHVM) 
r o~!-' it T ( t X , t 0 H H V tl ~ OL 0 G Ie, IX , 7 ( AU, A 1.1 , 4t.I, I 1 , ,2 Xl , 3 A 4, 11 ) 
~k:l H U~"" 1500) 
F (I ~ ~, 4 T ( 1 X • \i f-i SUb" rU 5 J ~j , I ) 
(. ALL sf fLiP {ole: C'- (0 ,A,CFO, N.rnjt-';, 1 ~v "', 'IHVS) 
00 30 J=l,i,hYA 
!O "';;;UUI\i,'t.1bO(J)J,( .Cr:J{1,Jld=l,f/~I/M) 
Frd;> "i A T ( I , 5 X, I 1 ,7'i. ,7 (E q. ~, I,X 1 , E q.3 ) 
AND Mn",,00082~OO 



















'1-' .t 1 T!. ("." , 1 7 0 \J ) 
r:O"l"1ATrl/l,rJ3X,i.lbHACCUMIILAlt:.() FALLpuT Dl~tCTLY O~ THE ~AKE IN ~G,/OOO~u700 
*, U3X,4b(l H_l./) 
~~IrF(~w,tqOU)(ri(I,l),~{l,~),~(I,i),J~~~(I),I=l,N~V~) 
..... qTf(i~ .. ,150u) 
(loop. ... "" [' Ii 
000 A (I Q (J n 
110 Ol:\~:),) U U 
()fJO~51 (JO 
(I (l 0 1>1 " ? !) ~l 
(, 0 0 ~ ':) ~ \) \) 
C t> L L S t Tl j P (X L A ,( D ,It L A I) • -Hi 1/ '" • pI \I f-l , '" H Y b ) 
i) (1 4 ;i J :: 1 , :4 H y n 
o () "~I T E ('" "i , 1 b (J 0) J, ( x LAO ( j , J ) , 1 = 1 , NH 1/1 1 
... ~ t T t ( t" "" , , 8 I) 0 ) 
19no ~D~MAT(III,Ull,YQ~ACCU~VLAT~D HEAVY ~ETALS 
OOOfi5uijn 
~kOD~U TO 1HE LAKE I~ K0008~Sno 
*G ,1,UI~,~Q(1M_),/) 
~glTE(N~,l~OU'(M(I,,),H(I.i),~(I,]).l~v~(t),J:l,N~VM) 
,,'?lH( ...... ,1';00) 
CILL SETUP (ILAr~.tLAE,N~vM,I~VM,~rlY~) 
I) n '5 1,1 J :: 1 , ~.! '" Y r; 
:-,c· ... h'lTE(t.J·~,1000)J, ( XLAE(J,J)' [=l,N!"iI/;<i) 
f'l] 7 0 IE:: 1 , Nt. l t: 
I H ~;: 1. H 'f t: t' ( I E J 
lJ (J e 0 K ~i =: ! , 8 
x1 (""'", P.'H):q (10,.." !rlo)+Jct ,~, .... , JU·uSCH) 
x~(K",1"d)=X2(~~,TnH)+x(~,~H,lf)*.S(lf) 
~ n (. U iii T I [.lll f: 
H Ci]!>Tl";UE 
{/;I'(ITE: (N.'1, 1 qOIl) 
FUQMAT{III,]qX,"7HACCU~ULATED HEAvY MfTALS Lt~T IN lM~ SUIl 
* b~ IN KG,I,3q~,S3(lH_),/) 
"" ~ IT!:. ( I\; '" , 1 i.I 0 V ) (t-i ( r , 1 ), H ( I , i) , !of ( I , 1) , I ~i I/~' ( T ) , I :: 1 , I~ H 1/ M ) 
"'~ITE(N."J,1500) 
CALL SETUP (X1,Vl,NHVN,I~VM,Nrlya) 






(J ("I () b 5 q V !,~. 





I) 0 U" b ~ (, (, 
OQOP-t-t-O'l 
000 e f'I 7 (j II 
o 0 O~b;.\ \) II 
00 0 ~ 69 ,1 (i 






o 0 0 EI 7 Co! (l(J 
7000 F 0 ~ MAT ( II I , 4 1 x , ~ 4 HAC C i , "'I U L. A TE 0 H F.: A V V META l $ l t-~ F 1 p~ Tr1 E 5 IJ A SOl L , 
o 0 0 f, 7 HI 'l 
OOOB7f1()\) 
• bM I~ KG,I,uIX,5()(1~_),/) 
~RITE(~~,laOO)(H(I,1),h(1,2),H(I,]),IHVM(I),I=1,NHVM) 
"''''.ITE(!."ioj,I!;OO) 
CALL SETUP ()2,Y2,NHV~,JHVM,NHY~) 
00 HI J=l, Nt-IYB 
QO ~QIT~(N~,lbCO)J,(Y2CI,J),I=1,N~vM) 
DO 110 lE=1,/I,EU 













DO 11.10 PI(}=ld2 
PEC~~(lMO,IN~)=PECN8(t~o,IH~)+PEC50(lM0,lE) 
~ I NF t1H ( t M U, 11"18) sP I i'lF 1-18 ( 11'10, 1 H!H.P J NF ( r "10 , IE) 
CO~TIF\fUt 




PRECIP1TATIO~ • 10 MINWTE I~TE~SlTY IN 
w~lTE(N~,2200)(MONTH(1),I=1,12J 
FURMAT(IX,10HHYDHOLoGlt.1x,ll(Aa,6.),A~,I,lX,qHsU~.RAS IN,II) 




fOR"AT(III,53x,2bHMONTHLY lhFlLTRATIO~ IN CH,I,Sl~,2b(lH_),/) 
WRITE(N~,2200)(MO~T~(I),I·1,12) 
DO 130 J=l,NiiYb 
WAITE(Nw,2300)J,CPINFHe(lMU,J),I~O=t,12) 
IF(IOP~UN(b).NE.l) GO TO 150 
I'IRlTE(N<t,2S00) 




00 1 uu J= 1, ",I1YR 
~~JT~(N~,2700)J,S~A(t(J) 
f· f.! k ... A T ( I , <-; 6 ~ , J 1 , 2 I • , E .~ • 3 ) 
1 to. ,'j f. ,:>1" T! ! '-
L:' II' !:;t,··,~(!: 




































(I i) (I q 1 /.I 0 I) 
(, .'1 n w 1 "'i 












:; \. F '. ( I • J:: 1 '::. :; '. ' '. : ( 1 , i r j ~ ;, r ... ! , ( J , ,I , .. 'j \ ( .: •. ' ) 
:r.. t. i .. j f r , } f ) ;:) L ... ' T ( J , Ie) + J. L" ,. ( l , ,; i .. 1 ,:. ( i •. J ) 
j I. i\. r ( r ,Ie j = • L r ~ T ( I , 1 r ) + , L fI i: ( } , J ) .. T '; (i ,j ) 
l 1 i l. ; , I r ) = f I i ( [ , 1 r 1 + l 1 l J , ,] ) .. r c.! ( ! , ~I ) 
'~T(l,it);Y~Trl,IC)t'~ll,J)·TS(I,J) 
t I.'" T j ,~u ~ 
i:'i L 4 i ~ f ( [C ) ::; S LA H T ( J C ) + S l. to X t:. ( J ) - 5 LA f:. P T CJ ) 
C U~I T I '!uE 
~~lTe(N~,2800)IYfAR 
FuM~AT'III,5"X,lbH'OTAL8 FOR ffA~ ,I2,bH I~ KG,I,5~.,iq(lH_» 
w~JTf(~w,2qOO)(H(I,1),"(I,2),H(I,3),IHVM(I),I&1,~HV~) 
F8k~4r(ll,lix,7(Aq,A~'Aa,11,2x),]Aq,It) , 
\oj t<: I TF. (N'" , J I) 0 tl ) l ~ C F 0 T ( I ,Ie) , 1;: 1 , NH III"! ) 
FO~~AT( l.ix,7" ruTAL '1,2x,7~FALLDUT,~i,7(E9.j,&x),E9.3) 
~~lTf(~~,3100)(XLAOT(I,IC),I=1,NHv~) 
FOR~AT(I ,2X,7HFALLoUT,I,2),7~O~ LA~f,~x,7(Eq.],&X),Eq.3) 
~RITE(~w,3200)(~LAtT(I,lt),lDl,~HV~) 
FOR~AT(I ,il,7H E~ODEn,I,2x,7HTO LAKE,q~,7(E9.3,bx),Eq.3) 
w~lTe(~~,33no)IY1T (I,IC),I=I,N~VM) 
FORMATel ,2x,7HCHG. I~",2x.7~ C~UST ,Q~,7(Eq.!,~X),Eq.3) 
~~lT~(N~,3400)(¥2T (I,IC),I=1,NHVM) 
FO~M.T(I ,2~,7~CHG. I~,1,2X,7"SUB5UILtgX,7(Eq.],bX),E9.]) 
IF(IOP~UN(6).~f.l)GO TG 180 
wRITE(N~,3S00)~LA_!T(lC) 
FO~>\AT( 1,2~'''2Hr,..t::. TOTAl.. SOIL ERoDED TO Tl'IE LAKE IN kG. ,no.3) 
C tH, T 1~! LIE 
I} (: t!JH) J = I , .~ /'" \01 
Oil 1'10 l=l,"'''''''li 
T I ( I , J ) .; A C f- f, ( 1 • J ) 
T~(I,J);XL.O(I,J) 
T3(1,J)~XLAt(I,J) 






y, R 1 T t:. ( N .. , :s 6 () C' ) 
3 t:l r: 0 r (I R .. ~ A 1 ( 1 H 1 ) 
C~LL l.ASTOP(~;YtlH~S,l{JP~UN(b),~HVI'1,!-i, rH;I~) 
r-IE T' .. HH, 
f~D 
5IJ~l'«(lI.lTINt SETup (XX,'1,~HVM,Il'\v"",NHf8) 
OI~F~51DN A~(S,6),X(H,n),lHvM(8) 
DO 20 J=l,r,MV M 
JI=!HVM(I) 
('l n 1 \1 J : 1 I N 1"1 ~ b 
XCl.J':XtCli,J) 
1 () C (J r·; T T ''4 I) ~ 
i?O crj~T P~IJE 
RE. TI!~f'; 
E:: .... [) 
S I.! ~ ~ (: U 1 J N E. L. A S T LJ P ( NY £ A R S , lop ~ N b , N'" V M, I-!, I 'HiI'''! ) 
C 0 ~~ ,~ 0 N 1ST II, Tip C F ()1 Us, 1 n (I ) , X LAP T ( iJ., 1 0 (I ) , XL. if t ( 8 , 1 0 0 ) , y 1 T ( 8 , 1 0 [) ) , 
* Y?T(~,lnO),SLAXET(lOO),IrSTAT,NR 
1 '.' T f I, I: ~ I>i 
DJNENSIU~ ~(b,o),lHV~(8),iC(8) 
Iy=tYSTio(T 
W t. A l) ( '" .-.: , 1 (I () n ) lOP, ", ~ H , ~,I" , ~ j..l , ( 1. C ( r ) , i = 1 , B ) 
t 0. ('l (I r (; '" ~. A T ( 1 t • 1 I , 1. ( 1:2, 1 :t ) , /:I ( r:. f4 • 3, , l( ) ) 
IF(lu p .",t.t)r,(1 TO Mi 
:.' \!" It ~ () (j 
ul') () 91 ,:,. I!) 
(; .) iI" (. .' '1,) 




































o (l1)G') Inr, 
OLl(,\9S~()(j 
00 0 959~' () 
Ot)OQtoon 
000 'H, 1 no 
o (') (I q h r.l 0 t) 
o (i 0 9" .~ (l i, 






00 {'I q. 7 f1 {J 'l 
on091lnu 
t)(I097i-'u O 
Oid)97 HI I} 
on 0 Q ./:J I) () 
00(:07',OH 
(I (I CI q 7 ;., (I n 
(Jl)G9170(; 
:) i) 2 0 J :. I Y , /" Y f II '" ~ 
1"\,1 II} I=e',~f;t. 
II C hJT ( I , J ) .;: A CHI T ( 1 , ,.1 J 
'L~UT(l,J):ILAGT(t,J) 
xLAt T (J ,J>:;:r.lAE f( 1,.1) 
'tIl fl,Jl=V1T(1,.J) 
y 2. r ( I , J ) = y 2. T ( 1 , ,i ) 
\ II LONT l~iljf;.. 
? I' C rVd 1 r, U E 
3',) CI)~,'Tlr,t,lE 
ou ~O J=lr,~1fA~S 
i) 0 !J CI ] = 1 , I~ i"! M 
to C ~ ,)T ( 1 , J ) = A C FlIT ( ,r , J) * X t ( T ) 
.( L A I) T ( I , J ) =), l.. A () T ( 1 • J ) ·U: C ( I ) 
),LAFT(l.J)=xL·ETCI.J) •• C(I) 
tlTlI,JJ:Vlf(I,J)*XC(I) 
'?T(I,JJ=Y~T(I.J)*x~(I) 
I H V ,.l ( I ) I: I 
£i l' C f) ;~ TIN U E 
I:, II C (HIT IN U E 
Gli TO 70 
t IJ i\I = ,,. M r; M 
7~) C I) N T 1, N U e. 
I 1 Ii I) 
13(0 
14 (qj 
1 to, (I 0 
/:10 
1 8 () 0 
..;~tT~ (NIiI, 110Q) 
FQ~~AT(lHI,I,SbX,ttHYEA~LV TOTALs SU~~ARV,I,5bX,21(lH_») 
.. t.f 1 T E ( ~.j ,', ,Ii: (I 0 ) 
Fuh~~T(II,bn.,1JHFALL0UT IN KG,I,bO~,tj(IH_),I) 
f't j.( r T E ( /I, ..; , 1 3 (I 0 ) (~ ( 1 , 1 ) , 1"1 ( I , c ) , I-i ( r , " ) , I ... V ?1 ( I ) • I = 1 , f., ) 
FU~~ATrux,uH'EA~,~x,7(~u,14,.~,11.2~),JI4,11) 
w ~ 1 T~' ( ~IIJ I 1 (.j ,"I I) ) 
F(J~I", .. 1 ('irjACFuT) 









jIl "i ITt:. ( N j\., 1 3 0 0 ) (I-t ( I , 1 ) , i1 ( I , 2 ) , " ( t , 3 ) , 1 11 II ~ l I ) , 1 ;: 1 , N ) 
"II'IITE(NP,t800) 
f-[)H~AT(5HXLAl.JT) 
00 90 J=lt,NYEA~S 
~RITE(~~,1500)J,(XLAOT(I,J),I=1,~l 
~~lr~(NP,lb~O)J,(X~ADT(I,J),I.l,N) 
90 CUN TlNUE 
1'1 MITE Uu , 1 q il 0 ) 




I'i kIT E ( ~. P , 20 CO) 
F 0 ~ MAT ( '5;' j L 1\ t. T) 
Dr) I 0 0 ~I = 1 V , 1'1 Y f:A '"" ~ 
w '"' ITt. ( \j ;a:. 1 S I) n ) J , ( )\ I . .\ l T l I , J) , I = 1 , N ) 
~~ITt(~P,lb00)J,(AL4ET(I,J),J:l,Nl 
....... l·'tl .... 'flfi~ .;.) 





o (i 09 !>I ) (j I' 






















o(JI006 r, l" 
0010(·7(;(1 
00I00~ni" 

























(J rt 1fl3 aoo 
00103'500 
','I t' 1 (. 3 6 ,) !) 
2\( 1-i""loT{P·,l.IIII"".,~~/'>ttilv '~T, .. !~, L·'" r t .::- r It. r,~ I ' ;j 1 I ~ "' [., I , iJ 1 ~ I"'; i ' 1. 7 i,r 
_ .. 1 , " '., 1 " ", 1 " •• ," ," 
,< : i i (, ." , 1 .), "J ( ,. \ I • ] i , " ( I , t' ) .... l 1 , S} , t ' , ~ i. ( r 1 , t ::: 1 , " 
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